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The 
firstste1 
tal<esyc 
into tile 
idea. 
The floor is 
Imperial® Modern Excelc 
in a spacious air termin< 
where passengers move 
the 747 from a lounge t 
over the wing. 

Here, design begins witr 
for movement. The effic 
yet relaxed movement o 
thousands of people a d 
And the design flows fro 
unified base of color and 
and serviceability : the fie 
Imperial Modern Excelor 
helps coordinate design 
components, helps coor 
exterior with interior for 
sense of "total architectL 
It's just one of the many 
Armstrong floors availab l 
to help you bring a desig 
a concept, an idea to life 

For assistance, or the 
flooring information you 
need, please write us. 
Armstrong, 504 Watson c 
Lancaster, Pa. 17604. 

rm strong 
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Durcoam! New aminate 
for tough, attractive 

aboratory tab e tops 
Durcolam is a permanent, economical tabletop material, 

designed for easy handling and fabricating. A lightweight 
epoxy-based sheet, it can be mounted on almost any 

supporting material. Durcolam resists corrosion, heat and 
stains . It is ideal for new laboratories and for renewing cor

roded and stained tabletops. Send for more 
information today. 

'""'. DURIRON COMPANY, INC., DAYTON, OHIO IDURCD 
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Architect: Barbitta-Jarnes & Associates, Inc ., Akron, Ohio. 
Skylight manufacturer : Naturalite, Inc .. Garland, Texas. 

Client: Mayflower Realty, Inc. , Akron, Ohio. 

16-foot spans of 
Swedcast acrylic 

keep a tropical garden 
growing in Ohio. 
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Mayflower Realty's office garden simulates the lush, 
tropical atmosphere of their Florida condominium 
community. 

The skylight is made of bronze Swedcast, the 
world's first continuous cast acrylic . Swedcast was 
specified for several reasons. 

Its unique formula and continuous casting give 
greater strength and more resistance to ultraviolet 
degradation. (That'll keep the plants looking great. ) 

Swedcast comes in almost unlimited lengths, so 
there are no welded seams to leak or collect dirt. 
(That'll keep the architects looking great.) 

Just imagine what you can do with Swedcast, the 
continuous cast acrylic sheet. For more information, 
write to Swedlow, Inc., Acrylic Sheet Division, 7350 
Empire Drive, Florence, Kentucky 41042. 
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Life support systems for a dying planet 

71 Energy: crisis amidst plenty 
Most sources of energy are detrimental, unusable or inaccessible 

78 Available now: systems that save energy 
Mechanical systems designed to save money can reduce energy requirements 

87 Which waste disposal system? 
Choice of a disposal system for buildings depends on community facilities 

95 Fitting the solution to the problem 
Wet pulping solved trash removal and security problems for one firm 

96 Mt. Trashmore 
Virginia Beach , Va. turns trash into a playground , flatlands into a hill 

98 There's a NASA device in your future 
Space technology contributes new mechanical systems for buildings 

104 Buildings that save a watt, and more 
Careful architectural design and use of materials reduce demands on systems 

112 Effluent revisited 
Two proposals for small-scale sewage treatment that permit on-site reuse 

116 Pollution architecture 
Sewage treatment plant on Germany's Rhine Ri ver recycles its own gases 

120 A sprinkler system that could save lives as well as property 
Codes are more of a problem than hardware in design of a life safety system 

122 Politics and pollution 
New laws reflect our rapidly changing views of the prohibited and the possible 

125 Can building codes help protect the environment? 
A statewide code may be extended to control environment as well as buildings 

Cover: F.M. Variant, a silk screen by Ernest Trova. Pace Editions , New York City. 



There's only one 
* 



SHEETROCK is the highest quality gypsum panel made. The 
overwhelrning acceptance of drywall for all types of construc
tion would not be possible were not SHEETROCK a product 
of completely consistent quality. SHEETROCK is the first and 
is now the most widely used brand because its performance 
is predictable. It is the heart of a wealth of new systems, 
matching the growing sophisticated needs of building today. 
SHEETROCK makes them work. It's that simple. 

UNITED STATES G!f!!flf!l 
On Reader Service Card, circle no. 398 



Letters from readers 

Views 

AIA Convention 
Dear Editor: I read with interest and am 
sympatico with your editorial views in 

"Conventions: 1" of your August 1971 
issue (p. 49). 

Your signature (The Editors) indicates a 
plurality of authorship probably from those 
listed on page 3. Could you identify the au
thor of Conventions: 1 and Conventions: 2 
please? Next, I would suggest an intro
duction. I assume they wanted to say 
the same thing, however, I am not sure it 
came out that way. 
James J. Foley 
Columbus, Ohio 
[Several members of PIA 's staff attended 
the.A/A convention. The editorial was a 
composite statement of their views. Con
vention 3: (PIA Sept.) was a guest editorial 
by Max Urbahn, 1972 President of the AJA.] 

Esther McCoy replies to criticism 
[These comments from PIA 's West Coast 
editor are in reply to a letter published in 
Sept. written by Bob Vesse/y, an archi
tecture student at Cal Poly.] 

Dean George Hasslein has in a very few 
years created a unique school of archi
tecture at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, and if 
Los Angeles architects have long wel
comed the graduates in their offices it is 
because of the unusual combination of 
brightness, discipline, an ability to draw 
and a knowledge of building. 

Most schools have de-emphasized draw
ing, yet the architect is more often in need 
of a draftsman than a chief designer, theo
retician or computer expert, and Cal Poly's 
orientation to practice gives its students an 
entre to the best offices. John Lautner fa
vors Cal Poly students because they can 
draw and understand building, and to him 
"A knowledge of building is the basis of 
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design ." Cesar Pelli, head of design at 
Gruen Associates, says, "Men from most 
schools are useless. Cal Poly students get 
the jobs because they are among the few 
well-trained people todl:iy. Once they are in 
the office it is up to them." 

I cannot praise too much Hasslein's 
brilliant idea of supplementing the per
manent faculty with a floating one made up 
of distinguished young foreign practicing 
architects. As a result, Cal Poly students 
are less insular than those of most better 

endowed schools. 
Among my notes on a conversation with 

one of the directors is the statement that 
students received no credit for their work 
on experimental structures. 

Computers and the architect 
Dear Editor: I'd like to take this opportunity 
to express my views on your new editorial 
policy and format. I think that the quality of 
the articles is greatly improved, and I am 
grateful for the series on the computer. 
While at school I became interested in 
computer applications in architecture and 
spent a great deal of time trying to interest 
other students. A professor of graphics in 
the engineering school also tried to inter
est the administration without success. 

It seems that architecture students, and 
quite often architects themselves, have the 
usual fear of the computer. They seem to 
feel that the computer limits design to me
chanics. In your articles you make it quite 
clear that the computer vastly expands the 
designer's ability. Thanks for saying what 
needed saying for quite a while. 
Cliff H. Parmer 
Nashville, Tenn. 

Dear Editor: The coverage given to 
"Computers and the architect" in the July 
1971 issue of Progressive Architecture was 
admirable considering the amount of mate
rial and the intent which you state in your 
editor's note. It certainly exposed the 
present state of this potentially useful tool. 

Regretfully, I must strongly criticize one 
major point. Architects and architectural 
publications in general seem to be ob
sessed with finished products. Unless this 
problem is reconciled , the computer will 
never be developed as a creative tool. 

Having been involved in computer pro
gramming directly, I re_alize that the com
puter is only as smart as the individual who 
programmed it. It is, of course, much faster 
but, unfortunately, no smarter. If one is 
unable to communicate with the computer. 
no help can be expected. If one cannot 
communicate with fellow profession;:' 

how can one with a machine, in
capable of understanding intuition"? 

Architects must start to think out louc 

and stop relying on intuitive understanc 
if they are to utilize the computer, let ale 
survive. The natural medium for this pu1 

pose is the written word in architectural 
riodicals. I would thoroughly enjoy read 
about the "hows" behind the finished 
building from initial cli.ent contact to the 
punch list as opposed to looking at "prE 
pictures." This will not only help us to u 
derstand the actions of others but also 
help us to understand and better evalu< 
our own actions. Only when this under
standing is grasped, is the architect rea 
to develop programs and use the comp 
as a creative "tool." 
Thomas A. Luchi 
Warren, Mich. 

Double grid 
Dear Editor: Architect Clovis Heimsath 1 

his justified plea for a change in "Chal
lenge to the rectangular" mentioned, p~ 
haps inadvertently, the cathedral of 
Chartres. He advocates the meaning of 
double grid as a system of ordering the 
space with a visual identification for a ri 
ognizable place. This double grid of su1 
imposing a 45 degree grid over a 90 de· 
gree grid is no doubt a geometrical 
organization of space. One could quesl 
the rationality or irrationality of a 45 de~ 
angle room, especially in the floor plarn 
the triangular spaces seem to work betl 
vertically as in the house at Lake Travis 

But my reference here is to Chartres. 
to Gothic architecture in general. It is a 
pleasure to observe that almost 900 ye< 
ago mathematics and geometry brougr 
buildings into being which, with the spi 
tual aspirations of their masters, solved 
mendous structural difficulties and de
scribed so eloquently in stone and in gl 
the new unknown aesthetics. To do it, 
builders used two basic geometric figu1 
the equilateral triangle and the square; 
hence opus ad triangulum and opus aa 
quadratum. 
Adam M. Kaas 
Washington, D. C. 

Earth and man 
Dear Editor: Your article on Luis Barra~ 
(PIA Aug . p. 50) is superb and awakens 
desire to return to New Mexico, where~ 
ii;:- ·rchitecture and environment is poi 

1 hope we can see more building~ 
earth and man oriented . 
Clark · 

'a 



For 20th century castles 
an 18th century floor. 

The next time you hear some mail 
order decorator say "wood flooring 
is fine for traditional, but .. . ", 
show her this picture. Nothing 
emphasizes today's new furnishings 
as well as beautiful wood textures 
properly used. Like New Bruce 
Fireside Monticello Floor and Bruce 
Solid Cherry Wall Plank. 
Fine hardwoods are one of the real 
luxuries of life. Like sunshine, clean 
air and space. If you're going to 
specify the new things they're do' 
in furniture with glass and plas1 

and metal, you'll be looking fr 
right, softer textures to work 
them. Solid wood has the b 
and integrity of genuinene· 
warmer, natural texture t' 
real thing. 

Not everybody understands wood . 
We hope you do . If so, we'd like to 
show you the tremendously exciting 
things we're doing with solid hard
wood fl oors and walls . We'll send 
you color literature. Or samples . Or 
a Bruce hardwood expert . Not to sell 
you . But to tell you what you'd like · 
to know. 
Of course, if you would have just 
carpeted this whole office, and stuck 
in a couple of framed velvet bull
fighters , we're sorry to have taken 

'1ur time. 
" U are on the West Coast, visit 

·v Designers' Showroom at 
' rly Blvd. in Beverly Hills. 

~ix different species of 
· i wall plank and all 

"1ors. 

,------------------------, 

New Bruce 
Hardwood Floors 
Ci Division of Cook Industries, Inc. 

Please send me free 
information on : 
D Bruce Floors 
D Bruce Wall Plank 

$1 each enclosed for 
sample kit of: 
D Bruce Floors 
D Bruce Wall Plank 

Mail to: Bruce Flooring, 1648 Thomas, Memphis, Tenn.38101 

Name (please print) 

Firm Name 

Address 

c~ ~- ~ 
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the beautifu word 
of reinforced concrete 
is a wide-open design 
Sloping facade and majestic stair columns of Dallas' new 
Municipal Administration Center give a Texas-size greet
ing to residents and tourists alike. Dramatic three-block
long structure is planned to house municipal agencies and 
city officials with maximal convenience and appearance. 
The building's 10 levels contain 900,000 sq. ft. The effect 
of a totally planned environment is completed by the 
spacious seven-acre park-plaza. 

..................... ,,,,.,,,,.,.,.,,,,.,.,,,,. .... 

The Center's free and open design, employing bold, clea1 
lines and textures, is achieved through the imaginativ1 
use of reinforced concrete. The medium that keeps desig1 
possibilities wide-open. And cost down. Grade 60 rein 
forcing steel gives concrete all the support it needs to tak1 

any shape you have in mind. Quickly, economically. Witl 
minimal maintenance costs. And it's ava.ilable. Ready ti 
go wheneve r you are . 







Copper Sovent 
•ingle-stacK plumbing system. 

The newwayto cut 
multi-story drainage costs. 

THRU ROOF THRU ROOF 

t ' -~ "' ~ 2ND FLOOR 

~~ • • ... . • 

ie simplicity and economy of the Copper Sovent system (right) are 
·amatically shown in this graphic comparison with the traditional two
pe system. One contractor, on a recent 200-unit job, returned a credit 
$13,000 to the Housing Authority, based on savings with Sovent. 

Even though the Copper Sovent single
stack plumbing system is a major 
construction breakthrough, it's really very 
simple. 

The soil and vent stacks are combined into - --
one Sovent self-ventilating stack. 

What you don't need any more is a 
separate vent pipe. 

So you can put fixtures, like island sinks, 
where you want them. Not where the old two
pipe drainage system forced you to put them. 

Plus you get more square feet of income
producing space because the Copper Sovent 
system takes up less space in the walls . 

And because the Copper Sovent system 
weighs less, you get more room in your 
structural load estimates. 

There's more room in your budget too 
because the Copper Sovent system is easier 
and cheaper to install. 

Since it was first installed in the Habitat 
Apartments at Montreal's Expo '67, the 
Copper Sovent system has been used in 18 
high-rise buildings across the United States. 

But that's just the beginning. Forty additional major installations are being planned right now, for a grand 
tal of more than 8,000 apartments. 
Couldn't you use more room or flexibility in your new building design? 
For a detailed design handbook on the Copper Sovent single-stack plumbing system, write us: Copper 
~velopment Association lnc.,405 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.10017. 

~co NTO COP PE 

lift' .._ ... _____ ~-



Katzenbach and Warren wall coverings include every
thing from roller-printed wallpaper to exquisite woven 
textures from the Orient. It is the only authorized 
maker of Williamsburg® Wallpaper Reproductions
each representing in color and design a faithful 
reproduction of original antique documents in 

Raymor /Richards, Morgenthau brings together for your : 
lection the largest collection of decorative accessor 
available anywhere: specialty furniture, all types of cc 
temporary accessories, lamps, wall decoration, sculptu 
clocks, art; and craft-related products of wood, metal, • 

ramies and crystal. Cont< 
the Williamsburg Collection. Contact Bernard Everett Winters, Ridgefie 

N. J. (201) 941-02 Salembier, New York (212) 759-5410 

Moreddi offers imported and domestic 
avant-garde furniture. Particularly note
worthy is the exciting Artemide collec
tion of Italian fiberglass chairs, tables 
and lamps-a line that can add distinc
tive contemporary elegance wherever 
it's used. Contact Ed Frank, Ridgefield, 
N. J. (201) 941-0220 

Bloomcraft markets an extensive line of 
beautifully styled fabrics, bedspreads, 
decorative pillows, draperies, case
ments and imported 
sheers of fine quality at 
surprisingly modest 
prices. An excellent 
source for those special 
touches that can set your 
overall scheme apart. Con
tact Lewis Bloom, New 
York (212) 683-8900 

Selig is a major manu
facturer of classic con
temporary upholstered 
furniture and a leading 
importer of contempo
rary metal ·and glass 
furniture. Newly added 
are important lines 
of chrome and glass 
Italian imports, including 
chairs, tables, etageres 
and SleepAway conver
tible sofas. Contact 
Bob Wexler, 
Leominster, Mass. 
(617) 537-9111 

Here's one source for everything 
you need to furnish with extraor
dinary flair and authority. An enor
mous range of products and stylings. 
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Living Room Division features sofas and chairs 
which emphasize simplicity of design and excellence 
of workmanship, in the highest standards of tradi
tional and transitional styling. Many with exclusive 
Beautyrest Comfortorc construction. Contact Todd 
Colvin, LaGrange, Illinois (312) 352-9110 

All with!n easy reach. 
Financing may be arranp- ' 

through American AcceptancP 
poration, a Simmons partr 

I . 

oany. Our International Divis 
'in help coordinate selection ; 

'ivery for installation anywh1 
Go Simmons all the way. 



Simmons Contract is a world leader in furnishings for the health care, innkeeping 
and educational fields. In addition to its own lines of institutional furnishings
beds, bedding, chairs, Hide-A-Bed sofas, office furniture, case goods and carpeting 
-Simmons Contract offers the products of all other Simmons partner companies 
for a fully coordinated design and furnishings capability. Contact Bob Costello, 
Chicago (312) 644-4060 

Hausted offers the health care field a full line of specialized patient 
handling and transporting equipment, including the Tractionaid 

unit and lnval-Aid chair, and continues to lead the world 
in the development of coronary and intensive care 

units. Contact Art Murphey, Medina, Ohio (216) 
722-1515 

Thonet occupies a unique position in wood 
and metal furniture for public use. Its 

chairs, tables and sofas are featured in 
schools, colleges, health care institutions, 
offices and restaurants. From its traditional 

bentwood to classic and contemporary 
metal, wood and upholstered seating, to 
case goods, to the custom designing of 
built-ins, Thonet offers a superb balance 
of beautiful styling and durable design. 

Contact Joe Quarles, New York (212) 
725-1100 

Greeff offers prestige lines with 
· fashion authority. A leading sup

plier of imported and domestic 
fabrics-in both traditional and 

contemporary designs-for draperies and upholstery. 
Other important lines include coordinated wall coverings, 
carpeting, area rugs and exclusive Beautyrest Master
piece bedding. The E.C. Carter Division distributes an 
exquisite collection of curtains, sheers and casements. 
ContactTed Greeff, Port Chester, N.Y. (914) 939-6200 . 

• 
IMMONS COMPANY Domestic Divisions and Affiliates: living Room• Contract• Juvenile Products• Hausted • Thonet • Greeff • Bloomcraft • Katzenbach & Warren• Raymor/Richards, Morgenthau • Moreddi • Selie 
American Acceptance• York-Hoover• Elgin Metal Casket 0 International Operations: Simmons limited, Canada• Simmons de Argentina, S.A.l.C. • Simmons 8eddin1 Co., Pty. ltd. and V. S. Wrie:ht & Sons, Pty. Ltd., 
ustralia • Sleepeezee limited and Warner & Sons Limited, England• Cie. Continentale Simmons, S.A., France• Cia. ltaliana Simmons• Simmons Japan limited• Compania Simmons, S.A. de C.V., Mexico• Simmons. 
1c., Puerto Rico• Simmons de Venezuela C.A. , Venezuela . ' 



G REFCO,lnc. announces 
a major technological 
breakthrough! 

erma ite®~-~ 
RIGID ROOF INSULATION 

Time-proven Permalite Sealskin 
plus science-proven urethane 

give you a thinner, lighter, 
more efficient board! 

Now for the first time ONE board offers-

MAXIMUM 
INSULATION 
Permalite Pk provides greater 
insulation with less thickness. It 
is made for installations requir
ing "U" values of .OS or higher 
where limited insurance require
ments are stated for steel deck 
application and where roof edge 
curb or fascia require lesser 
thickness of insulation, yet 
high efficiency. 

MAXIMUM 
STABILITY 
The union of Permalite Sealskin 
with urethane provides the 
dimensional stability that has 
given Permalite Sealskin rigid 
roof insulation nationwide 
building code acceptance as well 
as FM and UL approvals.* 

•Permalite Sealskin rigid roof insulation is approved 
for Factory Mutual Research Corp . En g ineering 
Division Steel Deck Class I Construction (fire and 
wind uplift); Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc ., M etal 
Deck Assemblies Construction Nos. 1 and 2 and 
many others. Also pending for Permalite PK boa:·d. 

MAXIMUM 
ECONOMIE 
One truckload of Permalite 
rigid roof insulation does tl 
work of two or three loads 1 

other insulations. Lighter, 
thinner and non-irritating, 
reduces handling and instal 
tion costs one-third or mon 
True edges, square corners 
formed flat surfaces require 
no taping. 



:tured under GREFCO, Inc. Patent 
0,391, Permalite Pk insul<>tion is 
all roof deck, wall element and 
tallations where maximum thermal 
y is required. For example, the 
. thickness of Pk board provides as 
;ulation as 3 inches or more of 
tterials. By specifying Permalite Pk 
n, you can reduce fascia depth and 
provide double or triple insulation 
me depth to meet stepped-up air 
:i.ing requirements . Permalite Pk 
n will also reduce air conditioning 
nt and operating costs . 

e Pk rigid roof insulation merits 
.ous examination. Send coupon 
r free sample, technical data and 
: labor-saving comparisons. Or call 
rmalite representative. m7 

SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE. Built on a 
constant base of %-inch perlite 
board, Permalite Pk insulation is 
available in thicknesses of 
11,4 to 3 inches. 

I ~.·.•.·.· .. •.• .. ·.•· .. ·.·.·.· .... ·.+·:·:.:·.·.····t .. ·• .. ·.•···.· ..•. • .. • ..• • .• ' .•. •. etma ite®~ 
RIGID ROOF INSULATION 

GREFCO, lnc./Building Products Division • Oak Brook, Ill. Manufacturers 
of Permal ite Sealskin Rigid Roof Insulation, Permalite Pk Rigid Roof 
Insulation, Permalite Urethane Insulation, Metalastic Mark II Expansion 
Joint Cover, Permalite Plaster and Concrete Aggregates, and Permalite 
Masonry Fill Insulation. 

r-----------------------
GREFCO. Inc./ Building Products Division 
Dept. PA-3, 2111 Enco Drive 
Oak Brook, Illinois 60521 

- A subsidiary of General Refractories Company. 

Please send me technical data, dramatic labor-saving comparisons and free 
sample of your new Permalite Pk rigid roof insulation. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 



Alittle essay of sorts about The Noise Explosion, 
and what can be done about it, by U.S. Plywood. 

Noise (someone brilliant once 
said) is sound at the wrong 
time in the wrong place. 

There's too much of it 
today. And it's getting worse. 

As a nation, we haven't 
made a Federal case of it. Yet. 

But we're making a na
tional cause out of it. The 
Environmental Protection 
Agency in Washington, D.C., 
has now established an office 
to find out just how noisy the 
United States is, and how 
much noisier it's likely to get. 

Well, if you ever had a gaggle of type
writers -or a giggle of secretaries-outside 
your office ... or been hit by Rock from parties 
in the apartment across the hall ... and even 
though the door is closed, the noise seeps in 
maddeningly: 

Then you don't have to wait for official 
reports to be concerned about the disturbing 
effect of The Noise Explosion on the 
American environment. 

We're concerned at U.S. Plywood. 
And we're doing something about it. 
We're building Weldwood Acoustical 

Doors: one of the most technologically ad
vanced noise-controlling systems in the world. 

Doors that do more with less. Because 
they don't depend on sheer bulk for sound 
control. 

Our Acoustical Door Systems have been 
designed to employ unique materials and 
methods of construction. Each is only 1 %" 
thick, yet Weldwood's exclusive process en
ables them to equal or exceed the effectiveness 
of thicker acoustical doors. 

And with their superior engineering 
our acoustical doors are still competitively 
priced. 

In addition to efficiency and economy, 
there is also versatility. 

You can specify from a wide range of 
attractive hardwood door faces (as well as 

from your choice of many 
other materials) to comple
ment any decorative scheme. 

Even though it is a 
sophisticated noise-control
ling unit, the Weldwood 
Acoustical Door is simple to 
install. It offers a variety of 
accessories, including peri
meter sealing, threshold 
sealing, and astragals matched 
to the face and finish of the 
door. 

Weldwood sound-isolat-
ing STC-28, STC-36, STC-40 

and STC-49 Acoustical Door Systems all 
function on our multum in parvo principle of 
more noise-control from less door. 

All provide predictable sound control 
between rooms for a broad range of building 
applications. 

Contact the Architectural Salesman at 
your local U.S. Plywood office for detailed 
information. 

If this little essay made sense, wait till 
you see our masterwork: 

A slim opus called "Weldwood Acousti
cal Door Systems." 

It's yours free with this coupon. Send for 
it. And do your bit to help muffle The Noise 
Explosion in America. 

WELDWOOD® 
ACOUSTICAL 
DOOR SYSTEMS 

r-------------------1 
Dept. PA-9, U.S. Plywood 
777 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017 
Please rush my free literary masterwork, so I can 
see what can be done about fighting The Noise 
Explosion with Weldwood Acoustical Doors.-

NAME. ____________ _ 

TITLE. ____________ _ 

COMPANY ___________ ~ 

ADDRESS ___________ _ 

CITY TATE IP __ _ 

L-------------------~ 

On Reader Service Card , circle no. 399 
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Architect: Rasche-Schroeder-Spransy and Assoc. 
Builder: Jos. P. Jansen Construction Co. 

BUSINESS REP LY MAIL 
No Postage Stamp Necessary If Mailed in the United States 

Postage Wi l l Be Paid By Addressee 

ROLSCREEN COMPANY 
PELLA, IOWA 50219 

First Class 

Permi t No. 1 

PELLA, IOWA 



Architect: Miiton Schwmtz & ~. 
Builder: Leonllld &haller Anoe., Inc. 

111 111/ 
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Yes; via first class mail, rush me more color photos and 
information about the following PELLA wood products: 

Windows: O Double-Hung O Casement 
O Pe lla Clad O Awning 

O Slid ing Glass Doors 
O Folding Doors and Partitions 

Name 

Fi rm 

Address 

City State Zip 

Te lephone: __________ _ 

Also available throughout Canada. 
SS12 Printed in U.S.A. 

Slimshade ... a Venetian blind 
between inside and outside glass. 

Narrow slats admit 
plenty of light-allow 
practically unob
structed view. 

at home in a 
high-rise or 
lending a 
traditional 
touch to 
single story. 

Slats adjust to a1 
degree from ful 
open to fully close 

Summer: Solar He 
Gain Reduced 82% 
Winter: Heat Loss R 
duced 62% 

PELLA Wood Double-Hung Windows belong in your plans fo1 
today's bui ldings. Because they offer more convenience, more 
comfort and more long-term value. 

Exclusive spring-loaded sash slides let the window sash pivot sc 
the outside can be washed, painted or reglazed from the inside 

Wood, the best natural insulator, keeps out heat and cold : 
minimizes condensation problems. Stainless steel and wover 
pile weatherstripping seal out drafts and moisture to help save 
on heating and cooling costs. 

Inside storm panels remain in place the year 'round. lnsulatin{ 
glass is optional. Outside aluminum full or half screens. Remov· 
able glass dividers offer horizontal, rectangular or diamonc 
patterns. Where large non-venting units are used PELLA Pivo1 
Windows are the answer to the washing problem. All exterio1 
surfaces are factory-primed. 

For complete information about PELLA products mail card belo111. 
or call your PELLA Distributor (under "Windows" in the Yello111. 
Pages), or see SWEET'S Architectural or Light Construction 
File. ROLSCREEN COMPANY, PELLA, IOWA 50219 

PELLA MAKES QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS, WOOD FOLDING 
1 

DOORS & PARTITIONS AND WOOD SLIDING GLASS DOORS 

Architect: Munger, Munger and Associates, AIA Builder: James Kotecki 





Schumacher$ Architects Collection 
with Verel® 

Designed for you. 
Schumacher commissioned some of the 
world's finest designers to develop this 
all-new collection of prestige fabrics. 
Casement variations with the hand and 
look of mohair. Prints that are distinctive 
and exciting. Featuring Verel modacrylic: 
flame retardant, fade-resistant, dimension
ally stable. But they didn't stop there. 

Or designed by yo1 
No collection can meet every designer's indivi1 

(and individualistic) needs. So Schuma 
made it possible to vary their designs. ( 

2, 000 different combinations ca 
developed. By you. Even the construe 
of the casements can be changed to 1 

your cloth-weight conditions. The Colle< 
is shown in an architect's double whc: 

4-part book program and a swatch care 
At F. Schumacher& Co., 939 Third J. 

New York, N.Y.10( 

EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC., subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company, 1133 AVENUE OF THE AMER ICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036. Verel is the trademark for Eastman modacr~ 
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Why steel joists were the right answer to this building need 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY INFIRMARY: 
A MODERN HEALTH FACILITY AT ECONOMICAL COST 
Montgomery County Infirmary in Amsterdam. New York, 

offers the finest facilities and professional staff for general 

nursing care. The design includes three 40-bed w ings 

connected with a center hub housing adjunct facilities 

to service each w ing, and basement area for general 

storage, mechanical equipment laundry, additional ser

vice and storage areas. Total area is approximately 60,000 

square feet main floor. 

The type of construction and reason for selection? 

Architect William E. Cooper explains: "The building is 

constructed primarily of steel frame on concrete founda

tion w ith steel joists between structural steel beams. 

Over the steel joists, a steel deck, two inches of rigid 

insulation and built-up gravel surface roof. This type of 

construction has been proven the most economical of 

any we have encountered. Even when we eliminate the 

steel frame and use bearing wa ll construction, steel joists 

are our first choice, because it is relat ively easy to meet 

the firerating requirements by virtue of the suspended 

ceilings ." 

Yes, for this and many other types of construction, 

open web steel joists offer the greatest efficiency and 

economy. Get the complete story. Send coupon for your 

free copy of the Specifications and Load Tables for Open 

Web Steel Joists and Longspan Steel Joists. 

STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE 
Suite 707-B, 2001 Jefferson Davis Hwy. 
Arlington, Va. 22202 

STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE 
Suite 707-B, 2001 Jefferson Davis Hwy. 
Arlington, Va. 22202 

Please send me a copy of your Specifications and Load 
Tables. 

TITLE, _________________ _ 

FIRM _________________ _ 

ADDRESS _______________ ~ 

CITY ______ STATE ____ ZIP CODE __ _ 

71·013 





Pyr-A-Larm, unchallenged 
leader in early warning fire and 
smoke detection, now offers a 
system with smartly styled detectors 
and control equipment to blend 
with any commercial decor . .. 

But more important, the 
Pyr-A-Larm system offers the four 
major methods of fire detection 
making it adaptable to any appli
cation. These are: Ionization Detec
tion which is capable of detecting 
a fire BEFORE there is any visible 
smoke, flame or appreciable heat; 
Visible Smoke Detection; Flame 
Detection and Thermal (heat) 
Detection. In the event of fire , the 
detector signals the control panel 
which sounds the alarm, and if 
desired, activates the fire extinguish
ing system, closes smoke doors and 
dampers and sends a signal to the 
fire department. 

The low-voltage detection 
methods are the same as those in 
Pyr-A-Larm high-voltage systems 
installed in major industrial plants, 
in government buildings, museums, 
universities and other institutions 
throughout the world. 

Get all the facts on 
Pyr-A-Larm today. See for yourself 
how its handsome sty ling can be 
incorporated into your designs. 

Write or Call: 
Mr. William A. Columbus, 
Pyrotronics, A Division of Baker 
Industries, Inc ., Cedar Knolls, 
N. J. 07927 (201) 267-1300 

Pyr-A-Larm® 



Rehabilitation Center 
Buffalo State Hospital 
Buffalo, New York 

Rendering by Brian Burr 

Architects: Milstein, Wittek, Davis & Hamilton 
Buffalo, New York 

A project of the New York State Health and Mental Hygiene 
Facilities Improvement Corporation for the New York State 
Department of Mental Hygiene 



['he reasons for specifying TCS (Terne-Coated 
304 Stainless Steel) can be even more various 
han the many advantages which are inherent 
n this superbly functional material. 

In the case of the Buffalo State Hospital 
(ehabilitation Center, the architects were pri
narily motivated by the fact that TCS weathers 
iaturally to a uniform dark gray, and that it is 
·esistant to corrosive attack under even the 
nost severe atmospheric exposure. 

• 
Your own problems may well be different, 

but TCS provides equally cogent solutions in 
virtually every situation involving either roofing 
or weathersealing. 

May we send you the substantiating evidence? 

rOLLANSBEE 
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION • FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 348 



The subdued 
approach to 
Reflective Glass 
With the increasing use of reflective glass for outstanding solar control and lower operating 
costs, more and more buildings are sticking out in harsh , metallic glare. 

Now, Shatterproof Glass Corporation has developed a refined , subdued Reflective Glass 
that still offers the benefits of the harsh reflective glasses . 

. . . Manufactured in three configurations-Insulating , Laminated and Monolithic - for 
complete versatility. 

Depending on the type specified , it can also provide thermal control, sound control, 
security and safety benefits. Available in subdued tones of bronze, gold, gray and chrome 
.. . in the largest quality sizes in the industry. 

To learn more, write for our Reflective Brochure, 
Shatterproof Glass Corporation, Dept. 101 A, 4815 Cabot Avenue , Detroit, Michigan 48210. 
Phone: 313/582-6200. 

On Reader Service Card , circle no. 411 
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D.C. up In the air over urban renewal 
One of the problems of urban renewal is that after an area 

is renewed , many of the small shops and stores that were dis
placed can't afford to return . Their little shops and stores 
have been replaced by big new buildings, and even if there is 
space for them, the rent is too high. 

One of these little real-life dramas caught the eye of Wash
ington, D.C. architect Arthur Cotton Moore, who pulled out a 
sketch pad and came up with a pretty simple answer to the 
whole problem. Instead of clearing the site, he reasoned, why 
not build the big new building over the little old buildings? The 
owners of the little buildings could sell the air rights, and the 
new building could be supported on columns between the old 
ones; if one or two old buildings were so far gone they had to 
be demolished, that would leave room for entrances for the 

ProgreHlve Architecture 

News report 

new structure. Ai r rights urban renewal 

An idea, however good, is only the beginning of the answer. 
Moore passed his idea along to Wolf von Eckhardt of the 
Washington Post, who published it in his column; this caught 
the collective eye of a number of small businessmen, whose 
efforts got Moore an audience with the National Capitol Plan
ning Commission. NCPC gave Moore a month to refine his 
proposal, and when the refined proposal was recently 
presented it was well received . 

Currently, further refinements of the economic analysis are 
underway in conjunction with the Redevelopment Land Au
thority, NCPC and others. The basic concept seems to have 
many people very happy, and when the numbers are all in or
der, they should show that Moore's proposal , which doesn't 
displace local businesses and saves a good bit of time, 
should be worth trying, even if it should cost a little more. 

Three year program to remodel Chicago Board of Trade 
Renovation of any building, particularly one that has been 

around long enough to become a local landmark, is often a 
matter of upgrading or replacing the mechanical and elec
trical system . In small build ings, it's a routine job, but in a 45-
story office building, fully occupied during renovation, it is a 
long-term piece of major surgery. 

The managers of the Chicago Board of Trade, a venerable 
Chicago institution where commodities futures have been 
traded since 1930, decided to renovate rather than replace 
[continued on page 30] Chicago Board of Trade 
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1 When completed in 1975 Houston 's $80 miliion Memorial Baptist Medi
cal Complex will inc lude two six-story, 560-bed patient towers; an 18-
story professional building; a residence facility for outpatients and stu
dents; and a separate dispatch and energy building, all on a base struc
ture housing diagnostic, surgical and other services. Under the complex 
will be a 730-car garage. Automated materials handling, mass food prep
aration and electronic data processing are planned. Construction is 
scheduled to start in 1973. Wilson, Morris , Crain and Anderson are archi
tects. (Hossein Oskouie and Ralph Stivison photo) 

2 Rochester turnkey housing sponsored by New York State Urban De
ve lopment Corp. wil l provide 206 units for low and middle income elderly 
people in two 11-story towers. Project, designed by Kenneth Treister and 
Hernando Acosta, will also include social hall , nurse's office , laundry facil

ities and other community spaces. Housing Corp. of America, a sub
sidiary of Alcoa, is developer. 

3 Tucked into wooded site near Birmingham , Ala., 45,000 sq ft office 
building will house editorial and administrative offices for Progressive 
Farmer (no relation) and Southern Living magazines. Building 's weath
ering steel frame will sit upon poured concrete base; wall system is 
welded structural tee frames and either reflecting glass or steel and ure
thane sandwich panels. A two-level parking deck of post tensioned 
poured in place concrete is also inCluded in the $1 .3 million project. Ar
chitects are Jova Daniels Busby. Engineers : Armour & Associates (s) , 

Newcomb & Boyd (m,e) . John A. Patton is landscape architect. Comple
tion is slated for w inter, 1972 . 

4 Student Center for Fayetteville (N.C.) State University will contain stu
dent government offices, lounges, music rooms, snack bar, meeting 
rooms, student supply store, post office and four-lane bowling alley. Load 
bearing reinforced masonry crosswall construction will be used with rein
forced concrete rib-slab floor system and lightweight steel joist roof; inte
riors will be brick, concrete and wood. Architects for $725 ,000 bu ilding 
are MacMillan, MacMillan , Shawcroft and Thames; engineers are: David 
W. Hill (s) and Fenner & Proffitt , Inc. (m,e). 

5 Ground level skylights will bring light to below-grade teaching areas in 
new building for Wharton School of Business, Philadelphia. Designed by 
Bower & Fradley, the $5.5 million structure w ill include five large class
rooms, seminar rooms, lounges and offices. South, east and west ta9ades 
will be protected by brick sunscreen; structure is to be concrete. Keast 
and Hood Co. are structural engineers. 

6 Over 500 stores are to be housed in a $40 million downtown shopping 
center planned for Tel Aviv, Israel. The center's landscaped interior will in
clude pedestrian malls and seating areas, which like the stores will be 
completely air conditioned; daylight w ill be brought in through domed sky
lights . The entire project will be topped by three round hotel towe rs pro
viding 1100 rooms. Parking spaces for 1000 cars will be included, and a 
curtain of forced air wi ll separate the center from its parking spaces. 
Completion is scheduled for 1975. The project, signed by Aliza Toledo, is 
being developed by Arieh Pilz & Associates, with commercial spaces 
being sold on a condominium basis. A total of 250,000 sq ft of space 
wi ll be provided on the 7Y2 acre site. 

7 Landscaped plaza surrounds 29-story office building designed for 
downtown Philadelphia by Ewing, Cole, Erdman & Eubank. Building will 
be glazed with bronze glass and bronze aluminum with charcoal colored 
columns. A concourse level courtyard, lined with trees, will separate new 
building from existing office building next door. 

8 The computers that will run the Washington , D.C. rapid transit system 
will get a building of their own, designed by Keyes, Lethbridge & Condon. 
Also in building will be Transit Authority offices and revenue collection fa
cilities. The eight above-grade floors contain public areas and general of
fice space; three basement levels will house computers, parking garage, 
and revenue collection area, which is served by special collection train . A 
mechanical penthouse contains much of the building's mechanical sys
tem as well as refrigeration equipment for fou r nearby subway stations. 
Engineers: James M. Cutts (s), Smith and Lee-Thorp (m,e). (J. Alexander 
photo) 
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From Architect 
to Builder 
to Application Man ... 

They all prefer the 
fast, clean way 

Royalty® PVC rolled 
roofing is applied! 

Be prepared for a pleasant surprise the first 
time you install a one-ply, polyvinyl chloride 
Royalty Roofing system. 

It usua lly goes on much faster than you anti
cipate, because it handles so easily, without 
special equipment or highly skilled labor. 

Every Royalty Roofing application is remark
ably clean! No hot kett les. No smoke. No chok
ing fumes. And virtually no clean -up problems. 
You make a real contribution to pollution control! 

The unmatched flexibility of Royalty Roof
ing* permits it to conform easily and accurately 
to shapes and irreg ularit ies. 

The fini shed Royalty installation gives you 
one of the most durable, leakproof, flame-resis
tant roofing systems available. And we warrant 
the Commercial grade for 20 years on fixed 
structures and 10 years on mobile structures; 
the Chateau grade for 10 years on all structures. 

®1971 •Patent1 Pending 

For complete info rmation, wri te today to: 

n Ro)talty BubdlllQ & Industrial Products 
A Division of Royalty Industri es, Inc. 
(Formerly Royalty Designs of Florida, Inc.) 

Royalty 601 West 27th Street• Hialea h, Florida 3301 O 
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News report continued from page 27 

the building when it had become hopelessly outdated me
chanically. Designed by Holabird & Root, it not only occupies 
choice Chicago property with landmark status, but is struc
turally sound. An investment of $9.3 million in renovation 
could be recouped in additional rents inside 10 years. 

The modernization includes replacement of all existing 
heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems; conversion 
to an all-electric energy system ; replacement of 22 elevators; 
creation of two new interior stairwells and 'reclamation of 
180,000 sq ft of former service space for rental. At the 
same time, tenant spaces are getting new suspended 
acoustical ceilings with air troffers and high intensity lighting, 
fan coil heating and air conditioning units and new partition 
walls. The only thing going untouched is the trading room, a 
five-story oak-paneled chamber. 

The original heating, ventilation and air conditioning sys
tem consisted of four three-story converted coal boilers and 
several refrigeration compressors scattered throughout the 
building. The new electric-powered centrifugal compressors 
(1100 tons each) and two hot water boilers are located in the 
fourth level basement. Except for summer, one compressor 
will be used as a heat pump to transfer excess heat from inte
rior spaces to the perimeter. Fan coil units with individual 
controls replace radiators under the windows. New air han
dling units are located on the 23rd and 9th floors and in the 
basement, and new duct shafts are installed between the 10th 
and 23rd floors in space formerly occupied by stairwells. 

The existing electrical system was totally inadequate; re
placing it is an 1100 v distribution system that provides power 
for all heating, refrigeration, high intensity lighting and any 
special tenant requirements such as data processing. In addi
tion, the 22 new elevators are controlled by an electronic digi
tal demand divider. 

To provide increased fire protection, new fire pumps, new 
standpipe risers in the stairwells and new fire hose cabinets 
were installed as part of the plumbing overhaul that included 
all toilet facilities. Two new fire stairs, providing protected 
exits from tower to street level, were created between the 9th 
and 22nd floors to meet current fire codes. Fire escapes, for
merly reaching to the 23rd floor, now go only to the fourth 
level. 

The renovation program, which got started in June of 1970, 
will be finished in two stages. The basic building renovations 
will be completed by the end of this year; work on the tenant 
spaces will take another two years. 

American Plywood AHoclatlon opens design competition 
There are major design competitions for aluminum, steel 

and concrete; now there's one for plywood. The American 
Plywood Association Is starting a plywood design competition 
for architects th roughout the U.S. 

The 1972 Plywood Design Awards prog ram will honor the 
architects of building projects showing design excellence and 
significant structural or aesthetic uses of softwood plywood . 
A first prize of $1 000, plus three citations, will be given In 
each of four categories: single family housing, multi-family 
housing, vacation houses and commercial and Institutional 
constructions. 
[continued on page 32] 
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Every service basin should be 
able to stand up to harsh 
detergents, heavy buckets, and 
big, dirty mops year after year. 

Every service basin should be a 

Molded-Stone® basin. 
Specify the service sink that's designed to be around a long , 
long time. Molded-Stone® mop basins are formed under heat 

and pressure with extra-thick crash-proof shoulders that need 
no protective cap. And Molded-Stone service basins are 

five-times lighter than concrete. So they're easier to handle , and 
easier to install. Contact your Fiat plumbing products 
representative today, or write Dept. PA-10 

c~B 
FORMICA CORPORATION 

© 1971 Cincinnat i , Ohio 45202 • subsidiary of c:::: cvANAJW' • D ::::::> 
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Jury for the first awards program consists of Edgar Tafel , 
James Delong and Donald William MacDonald. Entries are 
due by January 31, 1972, and information is available from 
American Plywood Association, 1119 A St., Tacoma, Wash. 
98401. 

Heating up and cooling off down under 
In the northern and northwestern parts of Australia , natural 

energy sources are being used to supplement man-made 
power, which is not plentiful, at least by the standards of the 
technologically affluent United States. Solar power is widely 
used to heat water, and experimental low-energy cooling sys
tems are being tested. 

Solar water heating is a widespread commercially avai lable 
process in northern and western Australia, according to R.N. 
Morse, chief of the division of mechanical engineering of the 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organiza
tion . Mainly for domestic use, solar water heaters have been 
commercially manufactured for years: a number of large sys
tems, however, are in use in hotels and schools, Morse says, 
and are exported to Fiji, where they are widely used in hotels. 

Basically, a solar water heating system cons ists of a solar 
absorber made of tubing and metal sheet , a circulation sys
tem of copper tubing and a tank. In most parts of the country, 
such a system can provide enough hot water for an average 
family; sometimes the solar system is augmented by con
ventional installation , but over a period of years, says CSIRO, it 
is recouped by savings in operating and maintenance costs. 

Still in the experimental stage, however, is a cooling system 
for houses and offices that offers 100 percent filtered fresh air 
at low running cost and low power consumption . This system, 
developed by cs1Ro's division of mechanical engineering , is 
based on the indirect evaporative cooling principle; it is an all 
fresh air system with no rec irculation . It consists of beds of 114 
in . rock screenings, 50 sq ft in area, which form the evapora
tive cooler and the heat exchanger. The bed used as a cooler 
is % in. thick, while the exchanger beds (there are two of 
them, used alternately) are 5 in. thick. The cooler bed is peri
odically sprayed with water, and every 5 minutes air flow is re
versed through the heat exchangers. 

It works like this: outlet air from the space being cooled is 
drawn through the evaporative bed , where its temperature 
falls and its moisture content rises. Then it passes out to 
waste through one of the heat exchangers, cooling the bed to 
the temperature of the ai r. While this is happening, fresh out
side air is passing through the other heat exchange bed, 
which had previously been cooled; the outside air is cooled 
and supplied to the cond itioned space. 

By cooling each bed alternately and then using it to cool in
coming air, says CSIRO, a continuous supply of cooled fresh 
air is available at a vi rtually constant temperature. The only 
moving parts are the motor driven damper that switches the 
air flow from one bed to the other, and the water spray; fans 
and ductwork are also needed, of course. 

Another experimental cooler developed by CSIRO consists 
of a plastic plate heat exchanger, two fans, a water pump and 
spray nozzles. Exhaust air from the room being cooled is 
drawn over wet plates in the heat exchanger, and the evap-
[ continued on page 36] 



. GAF Timberline roof gives a 
iing the rugged, prestigious look 
'Ood shake shingles. 
:ut Timberline also provides the 
ty and maintenance-free conven
.e of modern asphalt shingles. 
:imply put, Timberline gives home-
1ers the best of both worlds. 
'imberline won't rot, crack, warp or 
t. It's fire-resistant. And Timber
has a special self-sealing adhesive 

; helps to keep it down in high winds. 
LS for beauty, you have to see 
1berline to really appreciate it. Its 
iue double-layer, staggered-cut de-

sign remarkably duplicates the deep 
uneven shadow pattern of a wood shin
gle roof. And it comes in six subtle 
wood tone colors. All with the rich 
varied shadow line that can do won
ders for the appearance of a building. 

Timber line roof shingles are fast 
and easy to apply. Warranted for 25 
years by GAF, one of America's lead
ing manufacturers of building mate
rials. 

For further details, call your GAF 
Building Products dealer or send the 
coupon. In Sweet's, see GAF Building 
Materials insert. 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 352 

r----------------------- -
GAF Corporation 
Building Products Division, Dept. P -10 
140 West 51 Street 
New York, New York 10020 
Yes, I'd like more information on 
GAF Timberline Roof Shingles. 
D Please send further details, including 

specifications and application data. 
· D Please have your representative call. 

~TimberlineM 
- ROOF SHINGLES 

Name _______ _______ ~ 

Address ______________ _ 

CitY-----State ____ Zip __ _ 

GAF TimberlineM roof. The only thing better 
han the way it looks is the way it lasts. 
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That line "Who-needs-a carpet lab?" 
is handed out by 98% of the mills who don't 
have one for testing. 

For them it's .cheaper to say "Who needs-one?" 
than put up money every year to run one. 

With the way the government and clients 
are checking into carpet claims, what protection 
do you get from a "who-needs-one?" 

Magee who's had a lab for over 25 years 
asks . .. 
"Shouldn't you find out?" 

To find out, all you have to do is, 
the next time the "who-needs-one" walks in, test him 
below against the testing Magee does. 

Does he test every raw material pu rchased? 
Does he test and check his yarn 17 times? 
Does he test yarns for strength and weight? 
Does he test the carpet at the beginning of a run 

no matter what the yardage is? 
Does he test for tuft bind? 
Does he testthe backing? 
Does he test the latex? 
Does he test the colors so that the color sample you're 

selling from is what will be delivered? 
Does he test his carpets with a sun test, so the 

colors won't fade from a sunburn? 
Does he test for wearability and cleanability? 
Does he test for flammability? 
Does he check for static? 
Does he check his testers? 

Better yet, does he have testers ? 
Does he or doesn't he? 

If he doesn't get someone who does ... 
a Magee representative. 

Why take chances? Test us . Write to
The Magee Carpet Contract Department 
919 Third Avenue 
New York, N. Y. 10022 
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Does Doesn't 
he? or he? 

D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 
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D D 

D D 

D D 
D D 
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D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
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Sydney Opera House 

Sears Tower: six floors and rising 
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orated water is carried through with the air and discharged 
outside. The evaporation keeps the plastic plates cool, and 
fresh air blown past the dry side of the plates is cooled before 
entering the room, with no increase in absolute humidity. 

Morse says that licensees for the rock-bed regenerative 
system have been operating them for the past two or three 
years. "We are currently installing units in the north and 
northwest of the continent, mainly in areas of expanding min
ing activities, and we see good prospects of these coolers 
being adopted on a large-scale basis within the next two or 
three years. The plate heat exchanger cooler has now 
emerged from the experimental stage and is being developed 
commercially in collaboration with a local manufacturer." 

Sydney Opera House: computers and craftsmen 
Although the Sydney Opera House was unofficially pre

viewed during this year's convention of the Royal Australian 
Institute of Architects (PIA, Sept. 1971, p. 65), the official 
completion date is more than two years away. Lionel Todd, 
one of the architects named to finish the job after the resigna
tion of Danish architect Joern Utzon, says that opening night 
can be expected in April 1973, subject, of course, to a "rea
sonable industrial climate." Contracts for the third and 
final stage of the $95 million project have been let: interior fin
ishes, air conditioning and heating, stage machinery and 
lighting are among the items still to be done. 

Todd has described the building as combining 20th Cen
tury technology with 17th Century handicraft. One example, 
he says, is the ceiling of the concert hall: plywood panels 
shaped to computer calculated arcs and dimensions. The half 
inch panelling will be veneered with white birch applied in the 
same sequence as the veneer sheets were taken from the log . 

The roof shells have been another challenge. Originally 
parabolic, they are now spheroid in shape. The main shells 
have been bu ilt up from a series of identical ribs made up of 
precast concrete segments. Ribs at each side of a shell are 
joined by a ridge beam to form an arch; the arches, erected 
against each other, are connected to form a completed shell. 

Steel rising for Chicago's Sears Tower 
Steelwork for the 1450-ft-high Sears Tower in Chicago is 

six floors high and rising. Some 10,000 of the 74,000 tons of 
steel have been put in place since June, when the American 
Bridge Division of U.S. Steel started erecting the frame. 

The pre-assembled shop welded steel sections, measuring 
15' x 26', are lifted from trucks and into place by four derricks. 
Each of the 40-ton derricks has its own frame, which includes 
a support platform, a 65-ft tower, the derrick and a 105-ft boom. 

The building, designed by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, is 
a set of nine square tubes of varying heights. The tubes, 75 ft 
on a side, will stop at the 50th, 66th and 90th floors . 

From old movies to new community 
If the people who buy houses in Raintree, a new Levitt com

munity in Culver City, Calif. get a strange sense of deja vu, it's 
understandable. The plot of ground on which the $60 million 
community is to be built is an old MGM back lot. 

The 68-acre site is one of the few large pieces of undevel
oped land near downtown Los Angeles. On it, in walled se
curity, will be built a total of 2000 living units by 1974. The first 
phase of construction will provide 21 0 townhouses and 354 
apartments. The second and third phases will add the remain-



ing 1400 apartments. The first townhouses are supposed to 
go on sale early next year. 

Besides residential units, the plans include a small com
mercial area and a wide range of recreation facil ities. Archi
tects for the overall plan are Krisel-Shapiro and Associates; 
Barry A. Berkus and Associates are designing the town
houses for the first phase. 

The site might be familiar to movie buffs. As a movie lot it 
saw the production of an assortment of films, among 
them "Raintree County, " which gave the community its name. 
That's probably just as well , considering that other movies 
produced on the lot included "Boom Town" and "Mutiny on 
the Bounty." 

Fuel cell tested as power plant in Connecticut 
Remember the high school physics experiment in which an 

electric current was passed through water, breaking it down 
into hydrogen and oxygen molecules? Run backwards, the 
same process can be used to provide electricity. That's the 
basis of a fuel cell power plant being tested in a four-bedroom 
condominium in Farmington, Conn. 

The unit is about the size of a conventional gas air condi
tioner. Using natural gas as its prime fuel, it generates 12Y2 kw 
of electricity from the electrochemical reaction of natur_al gas 
and air. The Farmington installation is part of a program 
sponsored by TARGET, of Team to Advance Research for Gas 
Energy Transformation, Inc. Over the next three years, TAR

GET plans to instal l some 60 fuel cells for test runs. 
The idea is not a new one. The first experiment is dated 

1801, and the first working model appeared in 1839. Nobody 

did much about it, however, until the space program spot
lighted a need for small power plants, and prompted studies 
of commercial uses. 

As a power plant, the fuel cell offers some advantages that 
should satisfy the most picky environmentalists. According to 
its backers, the fuel cell uses one-third less fuel for a given 
amount of ele.ctricity than any other generating system. 
Coupled with this efficiency and the resulting conservation of 
natural fuels , is the low pollution rating for the fuel cell-the 
lowest ever measured for power generation . Because the 
power is generated by an electrochemical conversion of fuel 
energy, there are few moving parts, and no noise. 

Construction up for 1971 in Canada 
Spending on new construction in Canada is 13 percent 

higher in 1971 than in 1970, according to a government re
port discussed in Canadian Building . And, the report in
dicates, the bulk of the increase is in housing. Of the 10 con
struction categories covered in the report, housing scored a 
19 percent increase over last year's figures, up some $4. 7 mil
lion (Canadian dollars). 

AIA points up need for study of effects of housing 
Design based on intuition and precedent has led architects 

into some traps when it comes to public housing , John Zeisel, 
a member of the AIA's Research Advisory Panel told a Senate 
subcommittee during the summer. That doesn't mean that ar
chitects aren't concerned with people, he told the Sub
committee on Labor, Health, Education and Welfare; it just 
points up the " lack of research upon which to base archi
tectural decisions." Zeisel was speaking before the sub-
[ continued on page 40] 
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To be successful, housing for 
~lderly must feel like a real 
e to the residents, and avoid 
rnra of an "institution." 
The architect who designed 

unique project in Minneapolis 
.n with this premise. 
He gave it residential 

acter and European 
>r, and designed the whole 
3ct to function as 
mmunity within itself. 
At the center of the complex 

3 are comfortable recreation 
visiting areas with a 
tyard and fountain. 
To help the residents feel 

_ more at home, the 
itect specified Andersen 
na-Shield® Windows. 
He wanted Perma-Shield for 

Jugh, durable exterior vinyl 
th that doesn't need painting. 
for the natural beauty and 

nth of wood on the inside. 
The natural insulating 

Jr of wood and the 
:i.-weathertight quality of 
na-Shield Windows are 
)rtant in the bitter Minnesota 
.ers. The welded-insulating 
; option eliminated the need 
:torm windows. 

In warm weather the 
~ments open wide, letting in 
of fresh air with top to 
om ventilation. 
With 5 styles and hundreds 

>mbinations to choose from, 
ersen Perma-Shield Windows 
add a touch of home to your 
. project without sacrificing 
maintenance. And without 
ining the budget either, when 
1 installed costs are figured. 

For more information, 
:k your Sweet's File. (Sections 
/ An. and 8.4/ An. ). Or see 
~ nearest Andersen distributor 
ealer. 

Building: H ousing Project for The Elderly, Minnesota 2-25. 
Architect: Bettenburg Townsend Stolte & Comb, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota 





Now 
Naugahyde 

breathes. 
Cover anything with new 
Breathable Naugahyde 
vinyl fabric, from posh 
living room furniture to 
a butterfly collection. 
Fresh air flows in and out. 

You can't feel the 
thousands of pinhole pores. 
But plunk down on a cushion 
covered with Breathable 
Naugahyde and you'll feel 
air move through them. 

Uniroyal stylists and 
engineers can now make 
any Naugahyde pattern 
breathe through these 
near-microscopic air 
passages. They can also 
make any design, any feel 
come to life in this easy-to-

1. Tiny air passages can 
now be opened in any stock 
or custom-made pattern. 
They're so small, they can 
only be seen when 
Breathable Naugahyde is 
held against a strong light. 

live-with material. So you 
can now create things that 
are not only beautiful and 
carefree .. . 

You can also make them 
superbly sit-able. 

Do it all with the 13 colors 
of Breathable Naugahyde 
immediately available 
in the elegant new Aerflo 
line. (See several samples 
beneath the butterfly.) 
Or special order Breathable 
Naugahyde in any other 
pattern. One from the 
catalog. Or one we create 
especially for you. 

We'll make air flow 
through the design, color 
and texture you choose . . . 

2. A magnified view shows 
300 of th~se pinhole 
passages m every square 
inch of Breathable 
Naugahyde. They let the 
same amount of air in and 
out inch after inch, yard 
after yard. 

Write for a free sample. 

3. Now breathing is easy 
for fabric and filling. 
Sitting is cool and 
comfortable. 

Ask your Uniroyal 
representative to put a 
breath of fresh air in your 
upholstered pieces. Call 
him for full details on new 
Breathable Naugahyde. Or 
write Uniroyal Coated 
Fabrics, Mishawaka, 
Indiana 46544. 

Naugahude Deco.rative 
.11y~ Fabncs 

We help you do it with style. 



News report continued from page 44 

& Erikson (American Hospital Association add ition); Hauser & 

Macasc;ii Architects, Inc. (1500 Sheridan Road Apartments); 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill-Marshall Erdman & Associates, 
associate architects (Industrialized housing prototype); Dubin, 
Dubin, Black & Moutoussamy (Town & Garden Apartments); 
Holabird & Root (Vail Court). The Distinguished Service Award 
went to journalist Rob Cuscaden of the Chicago Sun-Times. 

Washington report 
The freeze: 90 days and then what? 

The outline of more permanent wage-price controls that 
may succeed the existing "temporary" freeze already exists 
(and is working) in the construction industry stabilization ma
chinery that the President instituted last March. If it is fol
lowed and expanded, then architects may find themselves, 
their employment practices and their fee schedules subject 
(along with labor rates as is now the case) to the rulings of a 
tripartite national commission of some kind, which will ap
prove or disapprove on the grounds of possible contributions 
to inflationary trends. 

The parallel between the construction industry controls and 
those put in as temporary measures for all industry on August 
14 is already very clear. In the construction industry, overall 
policy is set by a Cabinet-level interagency committee 
(headed by HUD Secretary George Romney), and implemen
tation is through the Construction Industry Stabilization Com
mittee (CISC), which in turn has local, day-to-day contacts 
through its subsidiary "craft boards." In the national freeze, 
policy is set by a Cabinet-level "Cost of Living Council" 
headed by Treasury Secretary John Connally, and imple
mented by the Office of Emergency Preparedness, which has 
local contacts through its 10 regional offices (and also 
through other Federal agencies such as the Internal 
Revenue Service). CISC is a tripartite group including repre
sentatives of labor, management and the Federal govern
ment; that's the direction in which the general freeze mecha
nism is moving, too. What's more, both actions were based 
on the same law-the 1970 Economic Stabilization Act
which gave the President powers to extend such controls. 

Finally, there is the fact that there is no wish to set up any 
vast bureaucracy to administer controls, hence public re
liance on "cooperation" and "voluntarism ." But make no mis
take, there's plenty of hidden muscle. In the construction in
dustry, CISC can recommend that the President suspend 
Federal construction in areas where unions have been recal
citrant in going along with CISC rulings (it can also suggest 
another suspension of the Davis-Bacon Act and other puni
tive measures). In the broader field of wage-price freezes, any 
similar body could also "recommend" slowdowns in govern
ment purchasing in many areas, or enforcement of many 
existing laws that would permit action against laggards. 

Note also the parallel of the carefully measured actions of 
key administration and labor figures: labor's initial denuncia
tion of the moves to control prices and wages, the sharp re
torts from the administration, the conciliation moves to bring 
labor into some of the councils on more permanent controls, 
and the final , though grumbling, acquiescence of labor lead-
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ers. As in the earlier moves in the construction industry, this is 
a necessary charade, since l.abor politicians must play to their 
own constituencies. Fact is, most leaders rather welcome the 
whole idea, since it is a powerful weapon in their hands to re
gain control of often-maverick local unions. 

Given this background, and given the fact that the plan was 
put in effect at what seemed to be the right psychological mo
ment, Washington insiders think there's a better than good 
chance that it will work. 

For the moment, obviously, it is hard to list specific details 
and instructions-at least with much chance that they will 
stand up until this issue of P/A is printed. Following the Presi
dent's announcement which shattered the calm of a normally 
somnolent Washington, everyone was "playing it by ear," 
settling the thousands of questions as they came up, 
case-by-case, rather than following a preset plan. 

It seemed clear enough that the construction industry as a 
whole would benefit from the "freeze" and any subsequent 
control system. The holdback on wage raises that hadn't 
gone into effect when the freeze was announced, and on 
prices of most materials, would certainly help. Longer range, 
it seemed apparent (at least in mid-September) that, for once, 
the industry would escape any serious cutback in Federal 
spending as government agencies strugg led to meet a dictum 
that they must chop $4. 7 billion in the current fiscal year. 
Treasury Secretary Connally said that cutback "priorities" 
would go to programs that do not produce many jobs, and 
construction has always been looked upon as a job producer 
in time of economic trouble. 

A couple of other factors also militate for more construction 
work. The promised 10 percent credit for investment in new 
plant and equipment, apparently a sure bet for Congressional 
approval , should stimulate industrial and commercial con
struction by inducing businessmen to move up building 
plans. Parallel moves by HUD, the Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board and other agencies to bolster the cash supply in the 
housing mortgage area by about $2 billion (through hold
downs of interest rates, reduction of cash reserve require
ments for lend ing institutions, and the like), should keep the 
homebuilding boom, which for the first time in history topped 
an annual rate of 2 million units in July, on the track. 

Imposition of added import duties on many foreign-made 
materials should have little effect on construction, since very 
little material except reinforcing bar is imported anyway for 
this purpose. 

Of course, many questions remained to be settled on an 
almost individual basis. For example: do architects and engi
neers really have any "rate schedule" of fees which could be 
used as a basis for establishing those fees in a period before 
Aug . 14? If they've been following fee schedules and per
centages recommended by various professional societies, do 
those schedules become the basis for future charges? 
"Services" are covered in the Presidential proclamation, 
but just what is the full extent of "professional ser-
vices" rendered by a/e's that are covered? 

There are many others, and they're being resolved. But 
they, and variations of them, will crop up for a long time if any 
sort of controls are continued. Best advice: Keep in touch 
with the professional societies, which have sent a swarm of 
experts to haunt OEP, IRS, Treasury and any other offices 
they can find, to keep a day-to-day surveillance on the situ
ation. [E.E. Halmes] 



Carbon relined to 
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experience=Castell 
We begin with natural carbon. It is mined like coal and looks like coal. 

Before it takes shape as a 7-inch stick of graphite it goes through the 
scientific magic of our exclusive Microlette process. This refines out everything 
except the pure carbon - over 99% pure. 

It took A. W. Faber many years - our parent company started business 
in 1761 - and countless experiments before it developed Castell 9000 wood 
pencil in 20 superlative degrees, SB to 10H. It wasn't easy, but tens of thousands 
of engineers and architects, designers and draftsmen are glad. 

Besides its smooth, crisp black lines and its great resistance to point 
breakage, what Pros like most about Castell is its rigid grading. This prevents 
one degree crashing into its neighbors. A man may wear out a half dozen 
pencils doing one elaborate drawing. It's reassuring to know that every fresh 
Castell you sharpen will deliver the same color, width of line and total opacity. 
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News report 

Architecture west 

Los Angeles has been getting bi/let-doux from the new breed 
of English architect, especially the Archigram group, for 
about 1 O years but Reyner Ban ham's Los Angeles: The Archi
tecture of Four Ecologies (Harper and Row, $6.95) is the first 
great big beautiful Letter of Intent. No reservations: our 
sprawl is our charm, no planning gives us our character and 
our freeways make us the Now City. 

We can't doubt his sincerity because he learned to drive a 
car for us, and (Zounds!) clocked up sometimes 1000 miles a 
week of freeway driving at peak hours just to get the kinetic 
experience and to learn "the watchful tolerance and almost 
impeccable lane discipline of Angeleno drivers." Praise of the 
freeway system is usually a grudging admission that it gets 
you there faster, although the young architect Gary Neville 
came close to praise in his question , " Where else can you 
think?" 

But what if the freeway planners who admit that freeways 
will be obsolete before the system is completed are right? Mil
lions of dollars and thousands of square miles of land and 
thousands of uprooted persons are kind of a high price fo r 
city-scale sculpture left to enhance the landscape. 

Does Banham love us truly for leaving the infrastructure of 
the city to the Division of Highways, the Metropolitan Water 
System and the Planning Commission? Or did too much peak
hour driving give him a touch of what did in Browning's Last 
Duchess-" the heart too soon made glad " ? 

LA likes him, too 
We do like him for the assertive and provocative plan under 

all his books, and the way he cut loose from the Fletcher com
parative method of writing criticism . His " Theory and Design 
in the First Machine Age," documents the efforts of archi
tects in the first quarter of the century to adapt to tech
nology and proves that they succeeded in producing only 
symbolic forms representative of the new age. 

Banham retreated wholly from style as a basis of judgment 
in his next book, The Architecture of the Well Tempered Envi
ronment to examine plumbing , electricity, heating and air 
conditioning as form revisors and form makers. The book 
closed a little more that gap between aesthetics and mechani
cal systems that James Marston Fitch revealed in his 1948 
American Building. But in Fitch I hear post-Depression Amer
ica singing architecture as a social art. And if we 're hung up 
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on the Bauhaus we sing along with Fitch . 
I like the cinematic form of Los Angeles, those quick cuts 

between ecologies (beach , flatlands, foothills and freeways) 
and architectural essays. The lane discipline of the latter is 
impeccable as it tools along the published sources. A little off 
course is the assertion that the Mendelsohn / Neutra con
nection in Berlin was instrumental in bringing J.R. Davidson's 
"ingenious and underrated talents to Los Angeles." They met 
in Los Angeles, not Berlin , and Davidson arrived first. Until 
the 1960s he was widely published . 

. Does transportation make a city? 
The premise of the book is that the source of Los Angeles ' 

present largeness and mobility, the sense of possibilities, the 
love of room in wh ich to maneuver, the eager guilelessness 
and technically resourceful innocence is the early transpor
tation system (Banham's words) . "The automobile and the 
architecture alike are the products of the Pacific Electric Rai l
road as a way of life, " he writes. Numerous maps showing the 
growth of the city and transportation systems from the time of 
the padres to the freeways are proof. 

But the P.E . system had counterparts in Minneapolis, In
dianapolis and too many other cities in the heartland to men
tion . Interurban cars linked town to town and all to lakes, riv
ers or mountain recreation parks. In the 1830s, de Toqueville 
found mobility and a sense of possibilities to be American 
characteristics. 

An example of how deep rooted mobility was is the 19th 
Century geography class in which students were requ ired to 
name the waterways and railroads connecting given cities. 
But all prewar Americans (Revolutionary) cherish stories of 
their ancestors rid ing off in all directions to look for Indians, a 
stand of pine, a place to move a mobile school or pulpit or 
their goods and chattels . 

Nor can Los Angeles rightfully claim Wilshire Boulevard as 
the prototypical linear commercial street-or that it influenced 
the layout of Las Vegas. Most U.S. towns are string towns. 
When they were designed around a court-house square, that 
in time became a node on a linear street. The interurbans ran 
along these Main Streets and passed near that acre in the 
country which Iowans and Ohioans coveted as much as 
Angelenos. 

Banham shows graphically how the influx from the heart
land filled up the open spaces until the towns and cities ran 
together, creating what is in a sense the first one-story city . 
But the city developed to the west rather than south . The 
Palos Verdes area which he cites as evidence of the south
ward development is better called a westward extension of 
Long Beach. 

Ogden Nash had something to say on the matter in his 
poem, " Don't Shoot Los Angeles," published in the 
1940s: " Certainly Los Angeles is a cloudburst of non-sequi
turs, and of logic a drought, I But what can you expect of a 
city laid out east and west , instead of north and south?-" 

Banham 's fresh occulting eye and his scholarship and wit 
combine to make " Los Angeles" an impish and va luable 
book-to be expected from the man who introduced archi
tectural histo rians to the flush toilet and followed up with the 
internal combustion engine. Los Angeles, in his eye, may 
hang in space, detached from America; he may miss the 
speech patterns and accents (he calls Mayor Yorty an Ok
lahoman) but praise is rare and sweet. [Esther McCoy] 
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We guarantee that a carpet made with 
Zefstat® will reduce static below the level 
of human sensitivity for the useful life of 
the carpet or five years. Or else: we replace 
the entire carpet, free of all charges, includ
ing the cost of installation. 
Dow Badische is the only carpet fiber pro
ducer to guarantee its product in end use. 
If anyone else could solve the problem of 
static as effectively as Dow Badische, how 
come they're not willing to put it into a writ
ten guarantee? 
Maybe they're not as confident about theirs 
as we are of ours. And for good reason. 
We originated and developed the concept 
of turning metal into soft textile yarns more 
than twenty years ago. And when the need 
for some form of anti-static control device 
for carpeting became evident, we applied 
our knowledge into making an anti-static 
fiber for carpets. 
The result was Zefstat, a specially treated 
strip of aluminum we turned into a fine, 
soft textile yarn with the strength and other 
physical properties necessary for proces
sing, wearability and cleaning. 
It seems almost a shame that after we 
spent so much time and effort developing 
Zefstat, it should remain hidden. Because 
you can't see Zefstat in the finished prod
uct. Acrylic with modacrylic or nylon is 
blended with Zefstat anti-static metallic 
yarn during yarn production . Blended either 
by us or by you with our assistance. As little 
as two-percent of Zefstat, properly blended, 
can dissipate static electricity, almost as 
fast as it is generated, over an entire carpet. 
Can we guarantee Zefstat for you? 
Dow Badische Company, 350 Fifth Avenue, 
N.Y., N.Y. 10001. 

~=H·11§!3$1• 
Zefstat is a registered trademark of Dow Badische Company. %-'. 
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Products and literature 

Sonic Nozzle 

Bike locker 

Water purifier 
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Sonic energy. Designed to meet today's stringent air pollution 
codes, these burners use sonic energy-high frequency 
soundwaves-to break up heavy fuel oi ls used by such bu ild
ings as hospitals, schools, office buildings and industria l 
plants . Sonic atomization breaks up the viscous flu ids using an 
atomizing nozzle, actual ly a whistle emp loy ing air or steam , to 
create a sonic shockwave . Soot and smoke are eliminated and 
fuel oil costs said to be reduced. Sonic Development Corp. 
Circle 101 on reader service card 

Refuse compactors for apartments. Where anti-incineration 
legislation has been passed , or soon wi ll be, these refuse 
compactors are suggested for new apartment construction 
and for conversion from existing incinerators. Series 100 has 
a vertical design , can be used indoors or out. Weight of com
pacted refuse can be set from 50 to 150 lbs, packaged for 
haulage. Series 200 automatically compresses chuted refuse 
from 400 apartments into 163/.i" x 30" x 24" packages, from 
50 to 175 lbs. Union Environmental Corp. 
Circle 102 on reader service card 

Bricks from bottles. Building bricks, produced from ground 
up glass bottles, have exceeded the minimum requirement for 
water absorption and compressive strength demanded by 
ASTM's severe weather specifications. The glass wall or even 
the glass house may be forthcom ing. This company also pro
duces masonry products from varied waste materials in
cluding thermally burned garbage and rubb ish, fly ash , gold 
mine tailings, spent oil shale ash . Teko logy Corp. 
Circle 103 on reader service card 

Ten bikes for one auto. An antipollution-minded product , 
these bicycle storage lockers are suitable for use at schoo ls, 
universities, civic buildings, transit stations, office, apartment 
and shopping complexes. The units, constructed of 16-ga. 
stainless steel and a cement asbestos materia l, are mounted 
on adjustable anchor bo lts, and can be set up in a variety of 
arrangements. Exteriors can be painted to suit. Coin or key 
operated vandalproof locks. Bike Lockers Inc. 

Circle 104 on reader service card 

Water ecologizer. Designed to provide clean and tasteful wa
ter for drinking, beverages and cooking , a reverse osmosis 
membrane purification process is used to ref ine water in th is 
countertop unit. Water is fed at a pressure higher than its os
motic pressu re against a semipermeable membrane; most of 
the water passes through the membrane to the low pressure 
side while all particulates and most disso lved salts are pre
vented from passing through. Rejected matter is discharged 
as waste. Said to cost no more than around 45 cents a month; 
no plumbing required. Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Circle 105 on reader service card 

Aquarium. Recommended for life support of squid, elas
mobranch and most free swimming fish, the circular shape 
and circular water-flow of this aquarium help to reduce in
juries caused by rectangular shaped aquariums . Ho lds 245 
gallons of sea water, measures 4'6" in diameter, 28" high. 

Made of aqua-colored reinforced fiberglass , with large obser
vation windows. Aquarium Systems, Inc. 
Circle 106 on reader service card 

[continued on page 60] 



''Leisure World wanted a quality faucet 
that needed a minimum of maintenance. 
So I got them 50,000 Delta faucets~' 
' ~ 

Kennedy Mechanical Contractors 

Leisure World i9 just that. A beautiful retire 
ment community in California that's become a 
new living concept in America . And for the 
maintenance crew and the plumbing con
tractor, it's even more of a leisure world. 
Because during the 7-year history of Leisure 
World, they 've hardly had to repair or replace 
any of the community 's 50,000 Delta faucets. 

But beside its great maintenance record, 
Delta single handle faucets were chosen be
cause of their ease of operation. And because 
they look as good as they work. 

As John Kennedy said, "Seven years ago 
when Ross Cortese, the developer of Lei
sure World, awarded me the project, he 
said he wanted a Class A job. And with 
Delta faucets that's just what he got." 

We can tell you even more about the 
full line of trouble-free Delta faucets. 
Just write Delta Faucet Co., a Division 
of Masco Corporation , Greensburg, 
Indiana 47240. 

Delta Faucet. 
Simply beautiful. 



Vari-Tran® coated insulating glass (one of L-0-F's most expensive 
glasses) in an all electric building. 
Result: lower construction costs, lower cost of operation. 

Avco Financial Center, Newport Beach, California. Owner: Balboa Insurance Company • Architects: Welton Becket and Associates • Consulting Mechanical Engineers: 
· James A. Knowles and Associates, Los Angeles • Glazing Contractor: Golden State Glass Company, Los Angeles 



How Vari-Tran 
reduced the cost per 
rentable square foot. 

James A. Knowles and Associates , 
Consulting Mechanical Engineers, of 
Los Angeles, made a glass cost 
analysis of glazing this building with 
Thermopane® insulating glass with 
an outboard light of Vari-Tran 114 
coating versus conventional 1/,+" 
Parallel-0-Grey® plate. They com
pared the glass in terms of heat loss 
and gain, initial glass costs, total 
building cost, effects on taxes and 
insurance, annual operating costs, 
etc. (See summary.) 

Vari-Tran justified 
on construction cost 
savings, alone. 

The study definitely proved that 
Thermopane/Vari-Tran would save 
the owners money on initial and 
long-range investment. With Vari
Tran's superior heat-reflecting qual
ities, it was economically feasible to 
design an all-electric building, elim
inating space requirements for 
boilers. 

T he ref lective glass increased 
rentable area on the upper 15 
stories due to smaller fan-coil ma
ch inery on each floor . The estimated 
rental area gained was 33 of total 
on these floors, representing rental 
income of $46,656 per year. The ad
ditional rental income, and owning 
and operating cost savings, total 
$66,478 per year. If this amount 
were capitalized at 103, an initial 
investment of $664,780 could be 
justified . 

The improved 'Li' value of the 
double glazed glass had a significant 
effect on reducing the size - and 
cost - of the heat recovery cycle 
required by all-electric concept. 

As to the aesthetics, the silvery 
Va r i-Tran 114 blends with the alu
minum exterior columns and the 
spandrels of Tuf-flex® tempered 
glass, also Vari-Tran coated . (Vari
Tran is available in golden as well as 
silvery coatings in light transmit
tances of 8, 14 and 20 percent. 
Each provides significant reduction 
in sola r heat and glare.) 

If you would like a computerized 
cost analysis of the glass wall of a 
building you're planning, contact 
your L-0-F Architectural Represen
tative, or Architectural Dept., Libbey
Owens-Ford Company, Toledo, Ohio 
43624. 

Here's what Vari-Tran, 
the glass that cuts 
building costs, will save. 

ECONOMIC GLASS 
COST ANALYSIS 
by James A. Knowles and Associates, 
Los Angeles 

A differential 'Annual Cost of Own
in g and Operating' between the 
larger capacity air conditioning plant 
required for the conventional heat 
absorbing glass as opposed to the 
plant capacity required by the Vari
Tran 114 is as follows: 

1. Additional Investment -
A. Added A.C. 
Machinery Cost . . $56,300 
B. Larger Roof 
Machinery Space . $ 6,320 
C. Larger Gas, 
Electrical Services. . $ 7, 100 
Total Additional 
Investment . . . . . $69,720 

2. Additional Annual 
Owning Cost -
A. Amortization and 
Depreciation for 20 
years at 103 
(CR F-0.117 46) . $ 8,200 
B. Taxes and 
Insurance... . $ 3,140 
Total Added Annual 
Owning Cost . . . . . $11,340 

3. Additional Annual 
Operating Cost -
A. Preventive 
Maintenance . . $ 719 
B. Repairs and 
Replacement . . $ 992 
C. Gas, Water and 
Electricity . . . . . . $ 6, 771 
Total Added Annual 
Operating Cost . . . . $ 8,482 

4. Summary-
A. Additional Annual 
Owning Cost . . . . . $11,340 
B. Additional Annual 
Operating Cost . . . . $ 8,482 
Total Added Owning 
and Operating Cost 
for conventional heat 
absorbing glass .. . . . . $19,822 



Products continued from page 56 

Stitch wal l 

Auditorium seats 

Magnetic spots 

I 
~-.___ 

' ~ ~ 
• • 

Tubular seating 
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Economy compactors. An automatic refuse compactor that 
can handle from two to five containers which move in a 
straight line from under the machine, this equipment is suit
able for narrow or confined areas. A sister unit has a round 
turntable and can au tomatically load up to eight containers 
before requiring attendance. International Dynetics Corp. 
Circle 107 on reader service card 

Stitch wall. A component bu ilding system in which the wall is 
literally "stitched" together promises time/cost savings in the 
erection of medium-rise buildings. All basic structural compo
nents-walls, floors, ceiling and roof deck- are of pre-cast 
concrete cast to close tolerances. Cast into each unit to spec
ifications are allowances for electrical, plumbing, heating and 
curtain wall subsystems as well as all openings and stairways. 
Fi rst floor stitch walls are Huck-bolted to the foundation, fol
lowed by bearing walls (one-half story above) to which they 
are bolted; a second tier of stitch walls is then bolted to the 
upper half of the bearing walls . Spancrete Industries Inc. 
Circle 108 on reader service card 

Magnetic spot lighting. Magnetic bullets and square modules 
may be plugged in anywhere along polished chrome units to 
create a standing lamp, or a wall or ceiling fixture. Cylindrical 
or square shades come in black, white, yellow o r red . George 
Kovacs Lighting, Inc. 

Circle 109 on reader service card 

Sitting pretty. For auditorium seating come these units with 
bases and structural components of mirror-finish alum inum . 
Seat, arm and table components are interchangeable; up to 
six seats and /or plastic-surfaced tables can be used per hori
zontal beam. Also available, folding chairs for res idential or 
contract installation with plastic seat and backrest, tubular 
chromium steel frame. Up to four chairs may be stored on one 
wall hook. Krueger Metal Products Co. 
Circle 110 on reader service card 

Tubular seating. Designed by Peter Protzmann, this seating 
collection emphasizes functional simplicity. Four variations 
are included : a sled base with a continuous trapezoidal loop; 
one with an interrupted loop and no arms, a sled base rocker 
with arms, and a leg base. Base is available in polished 
chrome or black epoxy. Seating and back surfaces are 
stretched over a frame, come in vinyls, fabrics and leathers. 
Herman Miller, Inc. 
Circle 111 on reader service card 

In the round. A collection of cocktail and dining tables, cush
ioned stools, storage units and lamps are made from rein
forced steel cylinders, plastic-finished and combined with as
sorted tops. Cylinders are 17" and 23" in diameter-16" or 
28" high; top sizes range from 17" to 60", come in laminate, 
oak, rosewood, walnut or marble. The Vecta Group, Inc. 
Circle 112 on reader service card 

Fans. Direct drive all aluminum centrifugal fans for supply or 
exhaust applications that mount at any angle are said to 
achieve high performance and low noise level. Also available 
a direct drive wall propeller fan. G.C. Breidert Co. 
Circle 113 on reader service card 
[continued on page 63) 



,ocl~-Decl~ decl~ing helped 
create the superb new Stucl~ey's Pecan Shops 
Potlatch invented Lock-Deck laminated decking, and the spectacular 
new architecture of Stuckey's famous Pecan Shops takes full advan
tage of this versatile and beautiful building material. Over a soaring 
glue-laminated frame, Southern pine Lock-Deck forms both sturdy 
structural roof and appetizing interior ceiling. Lock-Deck helped the 
architect achieve striking identity and integrity in a reasonable-cost 
wood structure. Ease and simplicity of application help Stuckey's 
nationwide operation achieve standardized local construction without 
problems. We can do the same for you . Write for in formation. 

• 
. 

' 
. 

' . 

Architectu re: John H. Summer & Associates 
Atlanta, Georgia 

For details see Sweet's Architectural File le/ PO 

Potlatch 
WOOD PRODUCTS GROUP 
P.O. Box 3591 · San Francisco, Calif. 94119 

Lock-Deck is available in 4 thicknesses and 2 face widths. Electro-Lam® beams in all sections up to 162 sq. in., lengths to 60 ft. 
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- Give worn-out drawings 
new life with 
KODAGRAPH Films. 
The secret in turning an old, soiled, 
or weak-lined drawing into a spar
kling second original is knowing 
what to ask for: a reproduction on 
Kodagraph Estar base film. 

Your Kodak Technical Sales Rep
resentative will be happy to show 
you how these films can not only 
improve on the quality of your 
drawings, but also make drafting 
and revision a lot easier. 

For literature write to Eastman 
Kodak Company, Business Systems 
Markets Division, Dept. DP825, 
Rochester, N. Y. 1465 0. Remember, 
the drawing you save 
may be your own. 

DRAWING REPRODUCTION 
SYSTEMS BY KODAK 

On Reader Service Card, circ le no. 346 



lew! The American Olean 
ceramic tile system. 

Ii-Set pregrouted ceramic tile 
~ts are uniformly grouted, perfectly 
ned-for beautiful jobs every 
~. Only joints between sheets are 
1ted on the job, with the same 
1t we use in the system. 

y·cleaning grout. 
ists stains. Won't 
:few. Stays white. 
ans with a 

Waterproof system 
for waterproof installations. 

Redi-Set goes up over almost any 
interior wall-concrete masonry, gypsum 

wallboard, even existing ceramic tile . 

r---------------------------, 
/ Crystalline , Bright and Matte glazes. There are up \ 

I to 16 Standard Grade tiles to a Redi-Set® sheet. With \ 
/ 4Y<l"x 4Y<!''. 6"x 4Y<f" or 8Yz"x 4Y<!" tiles. \ 

/ American Olean Tile Company, 1571 Cannon Ave., Lansdale, Pa. 19446 \ 
I Send me literature. \ 

Flexible grout. Will bend 
and stretch with building 

llp cloth . I \ 

/ ''~~m• f me~can \ 
1 Street lean \ 

/ City State Zip A Division of National Gypsum Company \ 

I \ 
~------------------------------------------l 

Redi·Set Drearouted tile. It's the natural thina to use; 



~viii - ~viii I! 

'-..../ 1551 '-..../ 1555 
Solid Ivory Yellow Solid Pu'l1>kin 
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-
~ 
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:he one laminated plastic to specify 
Nhen you are concerned with the total interior. 

u 

~v/41 
'-./ 0-56 

Aztec Gold 

For the finest service in the industry, 
contact the contract specialists-Wilson-Art 
Architectural Design Representatives-
the helpful ones! 
Atlanta 404 373-2223 
Chicago 312 437-1500 ; 312 625-7590 
Los Ange les 213 723-8961 
Miami 305 822-5140 
New Jersey 609 662-4747 ; 215 923-1 313 
New York 914 268-6892 ; 212 933-1035 
San Francisco 415 782-6055 
Seattle 206 228-1300 
TPmnlP TPY::ic: R17 77R-?711 

Authentic woodgrains 
play off vibrant solids, 
combining esthetic 
desi rabi I ity with 
environmental 
function and low 
maintenance. 

"Up Front" Wilson-Art 
beauty says , "Relax and 
enjoy;· while Wilson-Art 
durability promises easy 
care. 

"I n back" Wilson-Art is 
the natural choice for a 
sanitary food preparation 
area with economic 
benefits. 

When the chips are down, 
you can depend on Wilson-Art. 

~nv/AI' 
~NATED PLASTICS 

RALPH WILSON PL A STICS COMPANY T EMPLE, TEXAS 

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS DIVISION [g)~~u 
I N ClWSTS::::OIES •1"-JC:: 



Editorial 

Progressive Architecture 
October 1971 

Planning of this issue started with a simple question: what 
happens when our sources of energy run out, as they are 
expected to do (at our present rate of expenditure) within 
the foreseeable future? Is the planet really dying? Can 
the architect and the engineer contribute to the perpetuation 
of life on earth? For counsel we went to the New York 
engineering firm of Dubin-Mindell-Bloome Associates, who 
acted as consulting editors and who led the staff through the 
maze of technology, present and future, that broadens the 
responsibility of the designer from a single project to 
planetary concern. Fred S. Dubin, PE, who heads the firm, 
introduces some of the solutions in this guest editorial 

Life support systems for a dying planet. There is a critical 
shortage of energy. "Brownouts" (a polite word for blackouts) 
are frequent; gas utility companies are curtailing the use of 
gas in new buildings; costs for all forms of energy are sharply 
increasing. The shortage is termed an "energy crisis." If our 
planet is dying, it is not due to the energy crisis, but rather to 
the misuse of technology which is producing pollutants in the 
production and use of power, and the contamination of the 
environment by the rapidly increasing volume of solid wastes 
and the methods for its disposal. The magnitude of these 
problems is documented dozens of times each day in news
papers, magazines, pamphlets, speeches and forums. 

The shortage of energy is far less critical than the deteri
oration of the environment. In fact , the shortage of energy 
may even be a double blessing in disguise. First, the new 
methods of expanding energy sources and providing addi
tional electric generating and transmission facilities to meet 
consumer demands can be much more efficient than the 
existing facilities. Waste heat from new generating stations 
can be utilized in a "total energy concept" on a community 
scale to grow food in greenhouses or to provide community 
heating and cooling systems; new ultra-high voltage trans
mission lines can be cooled by refrigeration to reduce trans
mission losses. Second, the shortage has stimulated archi
tects and engineers to seek energy-saving solutions in the 
design of buildings and new communities. In the process 
a "new" architecture and engineering has emerged. 

For many years the prim ff concern of architecture was fa
c;:ade decoration, creation of personal monuments, with an 
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overriding concern for circulation, style and materials as a so
lution to an individual client's narrow demands for low-cost 
structure and corporate image. Now, the emphasis has 
shifted to the more important and rewarding practice of creat
ing facilities, buildings and communities devoted to the envi
ronmental needs of the people who inhabit the space or who 
are affected by its existence . In the past, the architectural 
press duly recorded the activities of the architect, empha
sizing the same limited objectives which he practiced . Now 
the architectural and engineering magazines document the 
new design approaches and are taking the lead in stimulating 
the professions to devote their attention to environmental 
problems and real user needs. 

This entire issue of Progressive Architecture, devoted to a 
variety of energy and environmental considerations affecting 
society as a whole, is indicative of the recognition and grow
ing concern with environmental problems that extend beyond 
a single building or complex of buildings. As clients have be
come more sophisticated in their demands for air condi
tioning, for quality illumination, for reliable fire protection fa
cilities, and for rapid "people movers," engineering , which 
had been merely an adjunct to the "old architecture" became 
a full partner in the design profession . 

The shortage of power and the growing and real concern 
for high owning and operating costs of mechanical and elec
trical systems-and of buildings as a whole-has influenced 
design . Architects and engineers are making cost/benefit 
analyses of alternative systems which involve energy-saving 
approaches such as heat-of-light, total energy, heat recovery, 
solar glazing, electric demand limiters, high frequency light
ing and integrated solid waste disposal systems-all de
scribed in this issue. Although each of the alternatives re
duces the energy necessary to accomplish a given task, 
clients are still interested mainly in those systems that also 
show a substantial and early return on initial investment or 
cost less to install. 

Heat recovery devices may reduce heating and cooling 
loads sufficiently to permit a reduction in the capital costs of 
the heating and cooling equipment that more than offsets the 
higher initial cost of the heat recovery device. Similarly, heat
of-light systems and high frequency lighting systems may re
duce the cost of the air conditioning installation enough to 
offset the higher initial cost of these lighting systems. By all 



means, let us continue to design more of these systems. How
ever, what about systems such as total energy, which always 
cost more to install and which may not be self-amortizing over 
the life of the building? How do we take advantage of this sys
tem which reduces raw energy requirements? Or a solid 
waste disposal facility which provides a better environment in 
a community, produces useful heat as a by-product, and is 
capable of salvaging materials and conserving natural re
sources, but at a greater cost than less desirable disposal 
systems? 

If we agree that a reductioh in energy consumption in any 
project has far-reaching effects on reducing pollution and its 
attendant costs, which often surface in an area remote from 
the actual project, or become a burden on future generations, 
then a / e's should encourage the government to provide sub
sidies or 50-75 year financing for the innovator who installs 
systems to reduce his energy requirements although his mon

etary savings are not commensurate with the added cost. 
A reordering of priorities is suggested. For the client, the 

al e can help prepare the program of environmental objec
tives and the consequences which will result from each al
ternative by preparing both cost/ benefit analyses and energy 
expenditure / benefit analyses. For government, massive 
funds are needed for basic research to develop new science, 
and , of even more immediate importance, applied research to 
develop systems using present technology more wisely and 
efficiently. Funds are also needed for a vast national (or better 
yet, international) computerized energy model to decide how 
to expend energy and the consequences of doing so, pro
viding subsidies where they will benefit society as a whole. 
For society, continued resistance to the present policy of de
signing for obsolescence (one of the major factors producing 
excessive solid wastes) is economically and environmentally 
unsound. The architect and engineer must be involved with 
influencing and implementing policy. 

There are certainly many constraints which mit igate against 
the design profession 's efforts to institute all of the measures 
which will be beneficial to the environment. To name a few
the Administration's failure to date to match funds for urban 
research and construction of facilities to improve the environ
ment; clients who do not place a better environment high on 
their priority list; architects and engineers whose education, 
training and, I'm afraid, inclination are not centered on envi-

ronmental design; a fee structure which permits architects 
and engineers funds barely sufficient to cover repetitive de
sign ; the present economic climate which does not encour
age an al e to refuse commissions which can lead only to ob
solescence and undesirable environmental conditions. 

A/e's do not have to wait until all of these constraints have 
been removed. In fact, much of the progress that has been 
accomplished is described in the following pages. However, 
there is much more that can be done now. A / e's are not yet 
fully employing the technologies which do exist, nor are they 
exerting sufficient influence on political and administrative 
policies toward wider use of energy-saving systems. 

Off-the-shelf hardware is available for more extensive heat 
recovery systems, for total energy systems on a community
wide scale, for integration of solid and liquid waste disposal 
facilities with heat and power generating plants; also for ex
tensive salvage and recycling systems which reclaim mate
rials from refuse and save natural resources, for hydraulic 
and pneumatic waste collection systems, for water recycling 
systems for flushing purposes in buildings, for energy storage 
systems to reduce both capital and operating costs and high 
frequency lighting systems 3000 cycles and above. 

The architect and engineer in private practice or employed 
by industry and municipal and governmental agencies can in
fluence policy which will help solve the environmental crisis. 
The concept of building codes, discussed in this issue, which 
would limit the amount of energy a building could use, is in
triguing and worthy of consideration. More immediately gov
ernment and industry-both large procurers of buildings
should include as part of their performance standards a limi
tation on energy usage for each building, forcing the designer 
and the client to weigh priorities for material, methods and 
operating procedures. 

In. order to introduce new developments into buildings, the 
a l e must become familiar with such innovations as fuel cells 
for power generation (the first one has been installed in a 
Farmington, Conn. condominium), high temperature in
cineration and pyrolysis plants which reduce solid wastes to a 
fraction of their volume and produce steam and power, and 
systems which were designed to sustain life on flights to the 
moon, but which can become life support systems for our 
planet. Development of new communities presents a unique 
opportunity for innovative architecture and engineering . 
Energy can be saved by integrating all of the individual urban 
energy systems into a master complex, each subsystem con
suming less energy than would be required without the inter
faces between subsystems. 

The architect and engineer by education, training, and ex
perience are in a critical position to influence design and op
erating practices. Each one must take a fresh look at his own 
priorities. Will we have the guts to refuse commissions for 
projects that generate needless waste, for costly energy con
sumers, such as garish neon signs, for buildings that require 
energy to produce junk mail that finds its way into the pollu
tion cycle? 

Will the architect/engineer practitioner risk the censure 
which will be sure to follow if he presses for a government 
system of subsidies? Will he share his knowledge and faith 
with architectural and engineering students and younger 
members of the community to develop an awareness of the 
total problem and possible approaches for solutions? If the 
answers are "yes," I am hopeful for the future. 





Power for a dying planet 

Energy: crisis amidst plenty 

The question of new power sources is not that there are 
none, but that existing and proposed supplies for one reason 
or another are detrimental, unusable or inaccessible 

The United States, the largest consumer of ail fOrrtis of 
energy, is in a power crisis and its outlook for tHe future looks 
grim. Many seriously question whether the chsis can be re
solved , but whether or not it is, the problem will undoubtedly 
have major consequences for building design and urban 
planning. Even now, power shortages and aemands for eco
logical responsibility are forcing basic changes in our con
cepts of the built environment. 

What has caused this problem? Simple arithmetic shows 
that it is not a population increase. That rises only about 1 
percent a year. It is, rather, the consumption increase that 
has been rising at the unprecedented rate of about 10 per
cent a year for the past 10 years. In the early 60s U.S. utility 
companies, banking on future supplies of nuclear energy that 
never materialized, began spending heavily to encoyrage 
consumers to use more power. Their campaigns worked so 
well that last year's production of 1.6 trillion kilowcltt Hours of 
electricity barely met the demand. It was the first t ime since 
1884-the year of steam-generl:ited electricity-that power de
mand ran precariously close to the amount that cbuld be sup
plied. With the supply incre~sing yearly, some experts believe 
that the industry may now have reached the point of dimin
ishing returns in its ability to increase plant size and trans
mission facilities. To produce power from fewer but larger 
concentrated sources is economically viable unti l one breaks 
down, which causes huge losses in productivity and income. 
Also, the bigger plants bring about greater opposition from 
ecologists and local residents as well as greater transmission 
losses and costs. 

Energy producers are now in a position where they must 
plead with customers to consume less. Consolidated Edison 
of New York asks its buyers to "Save a Watt," and New York 
is not alone. The Federal Power Commission's late spring es
timate showed that only one part of the U.S. had adequate 
power reserves for summer months, but only if nothing un
foreseen would happen . The rest of the country expected 
more brownouts and , during extended heat waves or plant 
failures , blackouts. 

u s 
production 

11 ,160 

US Oi i 

demand 
14,147 

us 
product ion 

9,720 

U S gas 
demand 
10,025 

• . ' 

World gas 
production 
15,695 

World coal 
production 
30,515 

World 
electric 
production 
22,025 

World oil 
production 
43,336 

Total fuel production and demand in U.S. For easy comparison, 
gas, coal and electricity figures are shown in barrel 
equivalents of the familiar cu ft , ton and kilowatt-hour units. 



Energy: crisis amidst plenty 

in an attempt to cope with the situation, utility companies, 
especially in the Northeast, have created power pools so that 
under-supplied areas can buy reserves from other areas. In 
the future, the East Coast may be able to buy from the West 
Coast, and eventually one side of the world may be able to 
buy from the other side. But these are stop-gap measures that 
will not solve the basic problems and they are not expected to 
be possible within the next 20 years which , for the U.S. alone, 
sees the need for at least 90 new fossil fuel plants and 165 nu
clear plants. The question to ask now is where their fuel might 

come from. 

Categories of energy consumption in U.S. 

Coal 

50% heating 
and cooling 

From the beginnings of electric power generation, coal has 
been the most common and the cheapest basic fuel. There is 
still plenty of it around-enough for the next 1500 years at 
current consumption rates. But, unfortunately, it is hard to get 
at. Mining of it has taken 100,000 miners ' lives. Wastes and 
seepages from deep mines have destroyed the land and poi
soned the waterways. Strip mining, which has clawed some 
36 billion tons of coal from the earth 's surface, has left over a 
million and a half acres of scarred land and polluted waters. 
Coal has the further disadvantage of being filthy; burning it 
produces inordinate amounts of particulate wastes and poi
sonous gases, and its use as fuel for power plants releases 
millions of gallons of hot water into streams and rivers daily. 

It is surprising that despite the natural reserves of coal , it 
is in short supply and prices are soaring . This is because the 
utility companies did not renew their low-rate coal contracts 
several years ago when they opted for nuclear power. At that 
time the miners sought new buyers, particularly abroad , and 
generally stopped development of new mines. Today's coal 
shortages are compounded further by current labor strife, 
tight money, new safety regulations in the mines, and a se
vere shortage of rail cars. Furthermore, new environmental 
controls virtually rule out the use of high-sulphur coal that is 
abundant in the U.S. 
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While coal has lost some of its attraction , plans for the con
struction in Utah of the world's largest coal-fired power plant 
are currently being debated. The projected 5000 megawatt 
plant would be the final phase of a six-plant complex in Ari
zona, Colorado , New Mexico and Utah that would produce 
12,000 megawatts of power. When completed , government 
experts estimate the plants will release 240 tons of fly ash, 
2160 tons of sulphur dioxide and 850 to 1300 tons of nitrogen 
oxides into the air each day. Those estimates may be low 
since one plant now in operation is already emitting 350 tons 
of fly ash daily. Although the conservationists and anti
pollutionists may not have their way, it is ironic that under 
present air pollution regulations the plants could not be built 
in Southern California, which they primarily will serve. 

Hydro power 
Only about 4 percent of our electricity is produced by hy

dropower. It is possible that this figure could be increased 
some, but not extensively, and certainly not enough to have 
significant impact on the power shortage. The main problem 
is that all the best hydropower sites are already in use. But the 
severity of the power crisis demands that hydro power gener
ation by other than traditional means now be investigated. 

The 52-ft tides of Canada's Bay of Fundy in Halifax are a 
potential power source for the U.S. Even though a 1969 study 
showed that the cost of harnessing this power was about 
double that for a thermal or nuclear plant, today's increased 
cost of thermal fuels makes Fundy's relative cost not so great, 

and the delays with nuclear plants and problems with pollu
tion make it even more attractive. But, while its building costs 
could be cut by advanced caisson construction methods 
used in Europe, the scheme would still require eight to ten 
years to complete , it would still be costly, and it would provide 
no more power than one large nuclear or thermal plant. 

Another source of hydropower could come through the 
pumped storage process in which generators are used to 
pump water to high reservoirs during low-demand periods. 
During peak-demand periods the water flows back through 
the generators to produce power. The problem with this sys
tem is that it returns only two-thirds of the power put into it 
and , because it requires pumping stations and reservoirs, it 
would damage and inundate the land and disturb animal life. 

Still another source is possible through the method of geo
thermal generation , in which steam naturally trapped in un
derground chambers is used to generate power upon its con
trolled expulsion. This is a source that is untapped in the U.S. 
today; only one such generator is now in use, but the federal 
government has recently announced plans to explore these 
sources further. 

Oil 
Oil , the single most important source of energy, is used to 

generate only about 10 percent of our electrical energy, and 
that figure will probably not rise substantially in the next few 
years. Several factors account for this, but shortage is again 
not one of them. There is plenty of oil in the U.S. , but only 
about one-fifth of what is thought to exist has been found. 
Costs for exploration of new fields has been estimated at $75 
billion for the next 15 years. Because that amount of money 



Smi th Mountain pumped-storage and hydroelectri c development, 
Roanoke River, Va. (above); gas storage tanks in Connecticut 
(George Bradbury photo); Hess oil refine ry near Newark , N.J. 

wi ll not be invested lightly, exploration is moving cautiously ; 
the best fields are offshore, and that invo lves a situation the 
public has not-and may not-wholeheartedly accept. 

Before World War II the U.S. met all of its oil needs domes
tically , but now almost all of our available crude o il is refined 
into the more expensive fuels for jets, automobiles and heat
ing , leaving little for power generation. For that supply we 
have increasingly turned to foreign sources and, as our de
mands grew, so did those of Europe, Japan and the rest of 
the world . 

The additional trips tankers had to make to supply these 
new buyers has caused a severe tanker shortage. Some sup
pliers are attempting to alleviate the shortage by using new 
supertankers of unprecedented size that could make fewer 
runs but the problem , for the U.S. anyhow, is that we have no 
ports on the East Coast, except in Maine, that are deep 
enough to accommodate tankers over 80,000 tons . The pros
pects of the Maine coast becoming another Delaware Bay are 
horrifying but, unfortunately, Maine is a relatively poor state 
that might find the new 500,000 ton ships attractive in her har
bo rs. Othe rwise, costly dredging in the present ports will con
t inue to force prices up . The additional mileage and time 
forced upon the tankers after the clos ing of the Suez Canal in 



Containment vesse l of Georgia Power Company's Hatch nuclear 
plant on Altamaha River, which wi ll have water cooling towers in 
a closed circuit system to prevent thermal effects on river; 
electric generating power plant in New Jersey marshlands (right). 
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Energy: crisis amidst plenty 

1967, and by the closing of the Trans-Arabian pipeline and 
the Lybian government's cutback in 1970, have already 
sent prices soaring . 

Natural gas 
Natural gas, which is used to produce 25 percent of our 

electrical power, is the most important energy source after oil. 
Highly desirable because of its low pollution, it has the further 
advantage of being easily transported through pipelines, 
which obviates the need for costly and space consuming stor
age facilities. Furthermore, it is easily shipped by refrigerated 
tanker because it shrinks to a liquid 1 / 600th of its original vol
ume when extremely cold , and it can be easily revaporized . 

But even with these advantages, natural gas is scarce. Not 
because large reserves do not exist , they do, yet most experts 
predict severe shortages by the end of the decade. The fed
eral government's control of interstate sales, which began in 

1954, has forced artificially low prices that have caused pro
ducers to cut back in new drilling and in searching for new 
fields. Consumers, attracted to the low prices, have reduced 
the nation 's available supplies to an all-time low. 

We must devise means for more efficient use of available 
fuel supplies. Today's consumer pays the power station for 
3.4 million Btu of fuel for every million Btu he uses or, ac
cording to a Federal Power Commission official, the utility 
companies burned 14 quadrillion Btu of fuel last year to de
liver only 4% quadrillion Btu of electricity; the efficiency fac
tor was only 30 percent. The problem lies with the triple con
version-from primary energy source to heat, from heat to 
electricity, and from electricity back to heat or mechanical 
energy. Add to that the transmission losses all along the line 
and the efficiency can drop another 1 O percent. 

One way to make better use of the fuel we have is through 
the system of total energy in which a single, small power plant 
provides on-site production and distribution of all energy re-

quirements for a facility-electricity, heat and air conditioning. 
In a gas total energy system , the heat that is not used to gen
erate electricity is used directly as heat. That , plus little con
version loss and no transmission losses, can result in a 70 to 
80 percent efficiency. Natural gas is almost always used over 
other fuels because it is usually the cheapest , it cuts main
tenance costs because it does not affect the machinery in 
which it is used, it does not have to be stored , and it pro
duces negligible pollution . 

Another fuel conservation method now being tested is the 
gas fuel cell power plant, a highly efficient unit no larger than 
a no rmal home furnace that produces on-site power directly 
f rom natural gas through an electrochemical reaction. Its only 
wastes are small amounts of steam , carbon dioxide and heat, 
and its great advantage is that, if feasible , large-scale use of 
the devices could eliminate polluting power plants, sub
stations and unsightly transmiss ion lines. 

Nuclear 
Most of today 's energy shortages started 10 years ago 

when the power companies were banking on the imminent 
availability of large supplies of nuclear energy, which never 
materialized . Planned facilities dropped years behind sched
ule or were stopped altogether because of numerous prob
lems: high costs, delays in delivering equipment, labor prob
lems, t ight money and technical difficu lties. A growing public 
awareness of possible damage to the environment com
pounded problems further. Finally, old plants that had been 
retired were recommissioned , and producers were forced 
back to fossil fuels. But the fossil fuels have not provided an 
answer, nor have natural gas or hydropower. 

Producers are again turning to uranium. There are 
presently only 19 nuclear power plants in operation , which to
gether supply only 2 percent of the nation 's electrical power. 
Another 52 plants are in construction and 46 are planned . 



Energy: crisis amidst plenty 

The prospects of almost 100 new nuclear plants are not 
comforting. Nuclear plants do emit some radiation, but it is 
perhaps more frightening that experts have not agreed upon 
the levels humans can tolerate. There is also the problem of 
wastes. Nuclear plants discharge large amounts of unwanted 
hot water (although this rejected heat could be diverted to 
greenhouses, central heating and cooling plants or industrial 
use). They also produce radioactive wastes-around 80 mil
lion gallons so far-which scientists have not yet found a way 
to dispose of adequately. The least comforting fact is that, like 
any other plant , nuclear plants are not immune to accidents 
which , in their case, could be catastrophic . In fact , a TVA au
thority has recently said that the ideal plant would be one 
where there has been no seismic activity for a millennium, 
where nature is perfectly calm, located in an unpopulated 
endless desert that has a large supply of cold water support
ing no aquatic life, near an important load center. 

In addition to their inherent hazards, conventional nuclear 
plants are extraordinarily wasteful; they utilize less than 1 per
cent of their uranium intake for energy conversion, discharg
ing the remainder as waste . In their short 20 years of oper
ation, 1 percent of our uranium supply has been depleted. 

This problem could be stemmed through the development 
of the new fission breeder reactors that actually produce 
more fuel than they consume. The technology for these react
ors exists today, which prompted the Nixon administration to 
ask Congress for $2 billion for their development. If the breed
er reactors come into common use, as many experts believe, 
they will provide a source of power greater than that of all fos
sil fuels but, unfortunately, they will have solved none of the 
hazards associated with conventional nuclear plants except 
that they will cause less thermal pollution in the waters. 

While plans for the development of fission reactors are 
being stepped up, research into the possibility of new clean 
fusion reactors is being seriously curtailed. Not all of the ir 
technical problems are solved yet, but if the fusion process 
could be controlled , and many scientists believe that with 
proper research funds it could be, the world would be sup
plied with a virtually free, unlimited and clean source of 
energy. Fuel for the fusion reactors would come from hydro
gen removed from water, which would produce no radio
active material at all. Furthermore, the plants, which could be 
used to dispose of accumulated radioactive wastes, would be 
dependent upon such a complicated-to-achieve series of fac
tors that any mishap would simply close the plant down with 
no threat of damage to the plant or its surroundings. 

While both the fission and fusion processes require ma
chinery in order to generate power, and the fission process 
has its other obvious disadvantages, scientists are now work
ing on a process of direct conversion of atomic energy into 
power. This machineless method would use heat from ura
nium fission to literally boil electrons directly off a metal plate. 
The advantage of these generators is that their small compact 
units would hold great potential for supplying power to re
mote parts of the world , under the sea or to outer space. 
While a half kilowatt of electricity has already been produced 
by this method , the government has reduced funds for its fur
ther development. 

Although it cannot be denied that the world is in an energy 
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crisis, in truth we are only at the beginning of it. There are still 
over 200 billion people in the world who have no electricity at 
all. Experts estimate that at current consumption rates the 
world will use as much electricity in the next 30 years as it ha~ 

in the past 100. We now realize that our basic energy sources 
once believed to be unlimited, are in fact extremely limited. 
Ultimately, there seems to be no solution to the energy prob
lem. Some stop-gap measures that will have no effect in the 



long run are being encouraged. The possibility for clean, in
expensive and unlimited energy exists for the future, but nei
ther government nor industry is doing much to encourage it. 
The outlook for the future is bleak , so bleak that society will 
very probably reach the point soon where production and 
consumpt ion will be forced to slow down as the world's avail
ab le natural resources are depleted , simply because there will 
be no other choice. 

The Dallas Power and Light Company, Dallas, Tex. 



Mechanical systems 

Available now: 
systems that save energy 

Adopting the criteria of reduced energy requirements and advantages and disadvantages of each, plus new and more 
minimum pollution demands greater emphasis on mechanical efficient ways to use power already purchased , are discussed 
and electrical systems designed and built for efficiency on the follow ing pages. Prior to even the evaluation of a par

ticular system or method for building climate contr~I, how
ever, it is wise to examine the building program for the fre-

The architect's awareness of the effects of his architecture on quency of possible fu nctional changes. 
the environment has slowly broadened at a rather constant 
rate . Now it is exploding . Today we are aware of a new archi
tecture-one that stresses not only the immediate internal and 
external environs of our buildings , but the greater effects it 
has on the preservation of spaceship earth's resources. 

Architecture cannot escape the ecological revolution . Our 
preoccupation with the aesthetic val ues of architecture has 
been at the expense of an aware ness th at the very life for 
which we have been so concerned is now threatened by our 
very efforts. Earth's vital materials-air, water and land-have 
been exploited to create artif icial environments to a point that 
the balance of natural forces to sustain human li fe in earth's 
atmosphere is serious ly endangered . 

The luxury of artif icial climate control in buildi ng s .has ac
counted for a large portion of this explo itation. Having drawn 
energy unnecessarily from these vital resources, we now face 
a revolution in mechanical system design to reinforce rather 
than destroy our earth's metabolic life support system. 

A reduction of energy requirements has far-reaching ef
fects on air and water quality. Reduced operating and main

tenance costs are immediate goals, but a further objective is 
to reduce capital costs by saving material and labor at the 
same time. Capital cost reductions have a direct bearing on 
the reduction of energy and therefore on pollution and ecol
ogy-though often in a location remote from the building site. 
We need, then, a broader view-the impact of a single build
ing on its community, region, nation and, ultimately, earth. 

The decision to use a particular mechanical and electrical 
system based on cost/ benefit studies that end at the property 
line are no longer valid . Another level of consciousness must 
be applied. it is necessary to evaluate the remote effects of 
air, water, land and noise pollution, though they are harder to 
measure in monetary units. These aesthetic , visual and envi
ronmental effects upon neigh bors eventually translate into 
economic terms that affect us all. 

Energy conservation th rough better mechanical and elec
tricai design, choice of the appropriate systems and the 
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Flexibility vs. adaptability 
Though they may seem subtle at first, tHe differences be

tween a flexible design and one built for al:Japtability are 
many. Flexibility suggests the design of a multi-use environ
ment prepared in advance for the most remote or severe of a 
given nu mber of possible uses. This is easy to accomplish by 
simply providing any number of redundant systems or distri
bution carrie rs, some of which may never be used. Or, by the 
continued over-use of features designed only for the most de
manding fun ctions. This results not only in higher initial costs 
but also in greater operating costs as well. And, in addition, 
somewhere along the line, unneeded equipment, energy and 
pollution have been produced for little or no benefit to man. 

Adaptability, on the other hand , provides for only the min
imum initial requirements, along With a potential for the more 
demanding if, when and where they are required . Such a de
sign methodology inevitably ends up ahead, simply by not try
ing to predict the future-only preparing for it. The Salk In
stitute at La Jolla, Calif., designed by Lou Kahn, is one 
example. Interstitial spaces provide the means for extending 
the basic trunk lines of the mechanical systems designed by 
Dubin-Mindell-Bloome Associates. Additional branches, 
equipment and controls can be added easily as the research 
changes. 

Energy limitations 
Average national power costs vary considerably for differ

ent users: residential: 2.31 ¢per kwh; small commercial: 2.12¢ 
per kwh; large industrial: 0.99¢ per kwh. The largest users pay 
less, which follows naturally the quantity buying benefits of all 
commodities. Since the largest user is also the largest poten
tial power source polluter, constant rates could be an effec
tive limit on energy consumption. But placing a reasonable 
ceiling on the quantity of power supplied, say per square foot 
(varying for different building types), might just be the price 
society as a whole must pay to keep our natural environment 



Cost/ be nefit analyses of various 
me.c hanical systems are necessary in 
final selecti on for each bui lding. 
Schemati cs at right show all-air types. 
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Systems that save energy 

in check. Such restrictions would certainly provide the im
petus we seem to need for more efficient energy use, and 
would force trade-offs within any one building for energy con
suming features with the highest priorities . When we can no 
longer afford to throw energy away, construction based on 
functional adaptability will certainly take preference over the 
now common but wasteful design for functional flexibility. 

Nonessential elements such as large neon and other advertis
ing signs would be reduced. 

Limits on energy consumption may become a legal reality. 
The idea is receiving serious consideration by the drafters of 
the new Connecticut Building Code (seep. 125). They simply 

are taking the very reason for which codes exist, "The general 
health, welfare and safety of the public," and applying it 
where most needed. Environmental pollution is very much in
volved with increased energy production and they feel that to 
insure that there is enough to go around , it may have to be 

rationed . 
Energy could be under government control with a public 

utility commission legislating its use. Local energy review 
boards would be charged with approval of all building power 
requirements prior to the issuance of a building permit. Not 
unlike existing review boards , they could grant exceptions in 
special cases or demand compliance with limits outlined in 
the code-all in the. interest of overall public health, welfare 
and safety. 

If such power limiting legislation becomes reality it will 
cause serious re-evaluation of certain acceptable standar,ds 
now in use. Lighting is a good example. Where 50 to 100 foot
candles was once considered acceptable illumination for 
general office use, we are now deluged with information that 
150 to 200 footcandles are absolutely required, and 300 foot
candles are not uncommon. Something is wrong. Either we 
have been misled in the past , or the light manufacturer is try
ing to increase sales, or both are false and we are simply try
ing to overcome contrast with solar light as a result of over
glazed buildings. On the other hand, it is entirely more likely 
we are planning for flexibility again , instead of adaptability, 
and are more interested in intensity than the all-important 
quality of light (glare-free, etc.). 

Drafters of the Connecticut Code do not feel that di-
rect limitations should be placed on the architect, like limiting 
window areas, but if 300 footcandles are desired, they will 
have to be designed within the energy supply limitations. If 
this means developing or using higher efficiency lamps, re
covering heat produced or making trade-offs with other 
conditions, the burden will rest with the architect/owner. 

Central HVAC systems 
A brief look at some of the basic methods for heating , ven

tilating and air conditioning buildings gives some indication 
of their relative performance vs. energy requirements. Since 
no two buildings are the same and all have different factors, 
both internal and external that aftect their performance, a 
complete cost/benefit analysis should always be made. 

All-air systems 
A double duct central HVAC system supplies hot and cold 

air through two separate sets of duct work. These air streams 
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Variable-volume device with two bellows. 

Single-zone heating / cooling. 

Single-zone variable-volume. 

Single-zone remote duct electric heaters. 



are combined in remote mixing boxes to meet individual room 
or zone requirements . Area temperature is regulated by a 
thermostat that controls the amount of air each duct system 
supplies. For best performance in most areas a constant air 
flow should be maintained by a constant volume control built 
into the system. Variable volume systems, however, have ap
plication as noted below. 

The dual conduit system also supplies two air streams to 
each room or zone but at a high velocity with quite different 
characterist ics and distribution patterns. The primary air 
stream has a variable temperature and a constant volume, 
while the secondary air stream has a variable volume but con
stant temperature . The primary air stream is supplied to the 
building perimeter to offset transmission gains o r losses at 
temperatures scheduled according to outdoor climate. Mean
while , the secondary airstream handles internal heat gains 
from lights, equipment and people, which remain fairly con
stant, being independent of outdoor temperature or shifting 
solar loads. 

Multizone systems distribute a single airstream to each 
room or zone, premixed by centrally located dampers, totem
peratures called fo r by each thermostat. 

There are two basic types of single-duct terminal reheat 
systems. The simplest is the straight reheat system which 
takes constant volume / prechilled air from a cen tral unit and 
reheats it in terminal units as necessary to handle individual 
room or zone loads. The more sophisticated version is the in
duction reheat system that discharges air in each terminal 
unit through nozzles to induce approximately equal parts of 
room air to mix with it , thereby reducing the size of the pri
mary air supply ducts. In the most common of these units the 
induced air is the ai r being heated , but in one recently devel
oped variation the prechilled air is reheated prior to induction. 
The advantages of this improvement are many; first , less air 
need be circulated throughout the building, resulting in 
smaller ductwork, refrigeration and air handling equipment. 
Secondly, since the reheat coil can be encased, servicing and 
maintenance is eliminated in indiv idual spaces. Air circulation 
is also increased; since the induced air does not pass across 
the coil there is less frictional resistance to its flow. 

Terminal reheat systems waste considerable amounts of 
energy. First they cool all incoming air to the lowest demands 

problems. Throttling further reduced velocity and air drop
ping from the outlet caused drafts and poor air circulation. 

Outlets are now available that permit throttling down to 10 
percent of designed cfm without major change in air distribu
tion patterns. For internal zones, however, the full range of 
throttling is usually less than 50 percent because the loads do 
not change that much during occupied periods. 

Some variable volume systems are deceptive in that they 
simply divert the excess air at each outlet into a ceiling ple
num . This practice not only ignores the operating cost sav
ings of reduced-load performance, but eliminates the poten
tial of shifting increased air quantities to or from building 
areas receiving maximum solar exposure. 

Air-water systems 
Since water, pound for pound or cu ft for cu ft, has several 

times the cooling capacity of air and because story heights 
can be reduced considerably if duct distribution could be 
eliminated , air-water systems were developed. Their oper
ating costs are also usually lower than all-air systems, be
cause they require no central fans that use large amounts of 
power. All-air systems, however, usually provide more bene
fits per cost in filtration, humidity control and use of outdoor 
air for cooling . 

Water circuits may be two-, three- or four-pipe distribution 
systems. The simplest is of course the two-pipe system in 
which one supply and one return line distribute either hot or 

of any building area and then end up reheating large amounts Multizone heating / cooling. Double duct heating / cooling . 
for other areas with lesser demands. Heat from the initial 
cooling is usually thrown off in to the atmosphere (or in the 
case of the World Trade Center in New York City, into the 
Hudson River) with resultant excess thermal poll ution . A par
t ial answer to this wasted energy is to use the heat laden con
denser water from the central unit as a reheat source in the 
central reheat coils of the terminal units. 

Several types of variable volume systems are available , but 
they all have one feature in common : heated or chilled water 
(depending on the season) is supplied from a single duct to 
each room or zone only in sufficient quantities necessary to 
maintain thermostat ic requirements . As loads in the room 
change, so does the volume of conditioned air . Until recently 
this system was severely limited because conventional room 
air outlets could at best be throttled to 50 percent of their 
maxi mum designed cfm and then only with annoying no ise 

cold water to individual room terminal units. Switching from 
hot to co ld supply, or back again , requires a changeover pe
riod which severely limits its flexibility, especially during inter
mediate seasons where both may be required on the same 
day. Electric resistance heaters with low kw input can be 
added in these fan-coil units for intermediate season use or to 
remove temporary chills caused by unexpected outside tem
perature drops. 

The three-pipe system distributes both hot and cold water 
simultaneously to overcome the above limitation . The third 
pipe is a common return. High operating costs and com
plicated controls which result from mixing these returns when 
both systems are in operation has greatly reduced its use. 

Two separate piping circuits provide complete year-round 
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Systems that save energy 

heating and cooling in the four-pipe system . One circuit sup
plies and returns hot water while the other feeds and returns 
chilled water for cooling . 

Ventilation 
Venti lation for air-water systems either can be suppl ied 

through direct outside open ings into the fan-coil unit or by a 
central air distribution system which cond itions air in the 
build ing 's interior zones. The latter is generally preferred , as 
year-round humidity can be controlled simultaneously. Direct 
outside air to fan-coil units in winter can cause coil freezing , 
drafts, noise and undesirable stack effects. Extra caution 
must also be taken to prevent this air from causing erroneous 
readings in unit-mounted thermostats. 

Where fan-coil units need not be located on exterior walls, 
p iping can be more centrally located and air from a central 
system can be more easily connected to the units. Solid state 
controls permit air flow to match very closely with load levels 
so that fan horsepower can be reduced . Air can also be in
duced into a unit from the room by supplying it with a high ve
locity, high pressure, constant volume of air . One of the new
est combinations is a two-pipe induction unit with an electric 
heater. Only chilled water is circulated in th is system for year
round cooling , and the electric heater assumes all heating re
quirements. This arrangement provides the performance of a 
four-pipe system at less initial cost. 

Rooftop systems 
Only recently have self-contained rooftop units been able to 

compete in performance with central systems. In the past 
these units were limited to single zone control and, therefore, 

Placed in a f ixture, effic iency is reduced. 
Normal 60 cycle current also has its limitat ions. The disturb

ing strobe effect of a single fluorescent tube can only be off
set by using a second tube, operat ing with the first but out of 
phase. Even this is insufficient around rotating machinery 
where distortion may be dangerous to the operator. Increas
ing frequency is not impossible, but the converting hardware 
is not on the market. Five years ago Martin Brennan of DMBA 
designed an electrical system for a shopping center in Cleve
land with high frequency lighting operat ing at 800 cps. All 
equipment had to be custom bui lt , which ran installation and 
equipment costs to nearly three times that of convent ional 
equipment. Some of this add itional cost was offset by the re
duction in the size of air conditioning equipment due to the 
reduced coo ling load in the space. 

Mass production, Dubin bel ieves, can make this equipment 

competitive. He even feels that 3000 cps is not unreasonable 
to propose. Electrical current at this frequency will permit 
much smaller fixture ballasts located remotely so that even 
what little heat is produced can be easi ly recovered in winter 
and expelled in summer. Efficiency of such fixtures would be 
increased by 8 to 10 percent. 

DMBA designed such a system a few years ago for the Cop
ley Press building in San Diego . Cost analys is studies 
showed that increased electrical costs would be more than 
offset by savings in air conditioning , reduced il lumination and 
cooling costs . Overall operating savings _were calculated to 
be a minimum of 15 percent. Standard fixtures eventually 
were installed only because of the prolonged del ivery sched
ules of custom built equipment that would have been needed. 

were of very little use. Now, however, many units surpass cen- Power factor 
tral equipment in sophistication. Though limited to buildings An often overlooked energy saving device is known as 
of about five stories or less, they compact a tremendous Power Factor. Induction type motors that turn fans, com-
amount of equ ipment into a small and completely pretested pressors, blowers, pumps, etc. require the purchase of about 
package. 20 percent more power than they actually consume. Known 

Single zone, multizone and double-duct systems are now as a lagging power factor, this situat ion can be balanced by 
available with heating or cooling only, or simultaneously, with capac itors or by the introduction of some synchronous mo-
variable-volume control , or with remote electric duct heaters. 
They have lower initial and maintenance costs , do not con
sume usable building space and have shorter duct runs as 
they can be located nearer the space to be condit ioned . Alto
gether, installed rooftop systems run about 40 percent less 
per ton than comparable central systems due primarily to re
duced field labor and space savings. 

Light sources 
Heat generated by building lights has been a continual 

source of wasted energy. Most air conditioned buildings sim
ply have larger refrigeration units sized to overcome this addi
tional load . To the initial waste, then , is added a second . Heat 
from the air conditioner is quite often expelled to the exterior 
and also wasted , while in some buildings a boiler is using stil l 
more raw energy to heat other spaces simultaneously. The 
waste is continually being compounded . 

To begin with , the efficiency of light sources is poo r and 
very few improvements are in the offing. Incandescent effi
ciency is about 10 to 12 percent. Fluorescent efficiencies of 
17 to 19 percent are now possible, but only for bare bulbs . 
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Heat recovery wheel transfers heat from exhaust to incoming air. 



tors, so called because of their constant speed operation and 
high (but variable) power factor. An advantage of synchro
nous motors is that they are about 25 percent easier to cool 
than the induction type. Their initial cost is greater, but overall 
savings in pu rchased energy quickly offset this difference. 

Unbalanced power factors do not necessarily result in the 
production of more power at the generating sou rce, as com
pensations are possible at this point. The user, however, is 
still billed for this out-of-balance condition. To keep initial 

costs down , speculative builders often disregard power fac
tor balance as they do not pay for the operating energy. 

Demand limiting 
Load shedding or demand limiting techniques can also be 

built into an electrical system fo r in-house energy cost sav
ings. Billing of electrical energy reflects both total energy 
consumed and a maximum demand charge for peak supply 
required at any one time. To keep consumption somewhat 
constant , certain noncritical equipment can be programmed 
to shut down or simply not operate during these periods . 

Heat recovery 
Rotary wheel exchangers, manufactured by several com

panies, are capable of transferring both latent and sensible 
heat from one air stream to another. They require that the 
supply and exhaust ducts be brought together in one location 
so that each is connected to the wheel. This may, however, 
be inconvenient in some installations or require additional 
costly large ductwork. 

Coil type or run-around exchangers, however (developed 
for VA hospitals by DMBA), have the advantage of permitting 
heat transfer from supply and exhaust systems in widely sepa
rated locations. Coils need only be installed in each of the 
ducts and connected by piping and a pump to move the liquid 
heat transfer medium from coil to coi l. This pipin g is relatively 
easy to run within any structure and can, in fact, connect any 
number of separate ex haust and fresh air systems (or reheat 
terminal units) into one loop. 

At present, coil type heat recovery systems must be individ
ually designed using standard heating and cooli ng coils. Ro
tary exchangers, on the other hand, are commerc ially avail
able in sizes from 4000 to 35,000 cfm. Some important factors 
about the two systems must be carefully studied , however. 
First, the equipment cost of small rotary wheel exchangers is 
considerably higher ($1 per cfm) than the larger units (25¢ 
per cfm) which tends to favor the use of coils in smaller in
stallations. Second , since coil-to-coil exchangers transfer 

practically no latent heat, their surnmer cooling energy sav
ings are less than that of rotary wheel exchangers. Therefore, 
coil type heat exchangers are normally most economical for 
small or heating-only installations, or for installat ion in exist
ing buildings. 

Heat Recovery (Percent) 

Exchanger Type Sensible 
Wheel w / o lithium bromide coating 80 
Wheel with lithium bromide coating 80 
Coil (winter) 80 
Coil (summer) 60 

Latent 
60 

70-80 
0 
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In some installations cross contamination between air 
streams needs also to be considered wi th heat recovery 
equipment. Coil type transfer is absolutely free of any such 
contamination since supply and exhaust air do not come in 
contact with each other. Rotary wheel heat transfer is not 
quite so contamination-free. The wheel media actually rotates 
within both supply and exhaust air streams and, therefore, is 
capable of transferring contaminants. Roughing filters, rec

ommended for use to prevent clogging of the media, also aid 
in reducing cross contamination. 

Reports f rom Savannah , Ga. Memorial Hospital , where a 
heat recovery wheel has been in service fo r over 12 years , in
dicate less than 4 percent transfer of contaminants to the 
fresh ai r. Total operating cost savings of more than 25 per
cent over conventional systems were also reported . 

Either type of heat exchange r can take care of all fresh air 
intake preheat requirements in the winter , and can reduce air
conditioning tonnage in the summer. In new construction , 
savings can , therefore, be realized initially through reduced 
capital expenditures for smaller equipment, and on a contin
uing basis through the purchase of less raw energy or fuel. 

Heat of light 
Heat created by lamps during .the cooling season need not 

be a burden ; on the contrary, it can be a useful commodity if 
recovered. Instead of dumping this heat into a room , it can be 
exhausted through air-cooled fixtures into a ceiling plenum . 
Here it can be used either as a reheat source through an in
duction box to temper supply air, or be drawn away to other 
areas to be used directly or exhausted, thus reducing the 
room cooling load. 

Water-cooled fixtures , designed with an integral water cir
culation circuit can also be used. Although more com
plicated , water-cooled f ixtures are usually more efficient in 
that they permit reductions in the central fan horsepower and 
duct system and reduce the load on the refrigeration unit. 
Only fan horsepower and duct sizes are reduced with air
cooled fixtures. 



Systems that save energy 

Induction unit 

,,,;:---
Return air 

Corridor 

Conditioned air 

Heat from lights may be captured for use elsewhere by air 
system (above) or water (right). Water system shown here 
conveys heat to refrigerat ion unit through a heat exchanger; 
water reheats supply air and also warms window louvers. 

Lamp and ballast life is greatly increased in cooled f ixtures. 
Light efficiency is also improved. An ordinary 40 w fluores
cent lamp, for instance , operating at 100 F produces 12 per
cent less light output than when operated at 77 F. 

A study conducted for the San Diego Home Tower Building, 
the first large office building to use the heat transfer concept 
in a combined lighting and air conditioning troffer, produced 
startling results . The quantity of air needed per floor was re
duced by 11 percent which was reflected in reduced power 
for fans and in duct sizes . Illumination was increased by 10 
percent. In all , $50,000 extra was spent on double glazing and 
$20 ,000 extra for special light fixtures. But $100,000 was 
saved in installation costs through reduced air conditioning 
tonnage and in air handling equipment. 

Over 10 years ago DMBA was involved in energy con
servation . The Woodland Elementary School designed in 
1960 in Weston, Mass., needed, but could not afford, a snow 
melting system in entrance sidewalks. Dubin designed a clay 
tile network beneath these walks through which exhaust air 
would pass before final discharge. Though this reduced-tem
perature air is no longer valuable to the mechanical system, it 
quite adequately melts snow at no additional energy cost. 

Plumbing systems 
An indirect method of conserving power is through the use 

of less materials. The elimination of the plumbing vent-stack 
and the bulk of the fi xture vents in buildings now seems a 
possibility with the import of Sovent. Sovent is essentially a 
stack entrance fitting which aerates waste material to prevent 
siphonage of fixture traps. Normal_liquid effluent descending 
in a stack can temporarily fill its diameter in a short section 
and act as a plunger. This pushes gases down ahead of the 
blockage, while creating a suction above. In vented systems, 
branch vents and the vent-stack provide an escape within the 
lower stories. Negative pressures, on the other hand, are re
lieved by the air drawn from the vent pipes above. 

In the Sovent system the effluent becomes a foam at each 
floor level as it enters the stack. This foam lacks the stack-fill
ing tendency of a liquid effluent. Tests have shown that while 
a plunging action still takes place, it is greatly reduced and 
does not produce pressures, positive or negative, of more 
than one water gauge, (pressures of 5 to 12 in. water pressure 
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are not uncommon in conventional systems). A trap seal of 2 
in. of water is thus safe from penetration or siphonage. 

Air in the Sovent system must be relieved at the bottom of 
the stack to prevent a build-up that could cause pressures at 
the first floor level. A baffle in a fitting at this point compacts 
the effluent and separates most air, which is then discharged 
through a by-pass pipe to the building drain. 

More than 100 buildings throughout Europe and Africa are 
now using this system, designed in 1962 by Fritz Sommer of 
Switzerland. In 1966 DMBA introduced this system to America 
in a research project sponsored by Pratt Institute and HHFA 
to develop economical high-rise residential construction 
methods. In 1967 it was installed in the Habitat apartments in 
Montreal, and in 1968 at the Uniment apartments in Rich
mond, Calif., where it was tested and approved before being 
put into service. Currently, eight majo r projects are under 
construction in the United States and over a dozen are in 
planning stages. 

Aside from reduced piping, the system allows for simplified 
design , greater fixture flexibility and reduced chase space 
and structural loads. As yet no building codes flatly permit its 
use, but enough interest throughout the country seems to 
have convinced many of its value . 

Other systems being considered, or in some cases already 
in limited use to conserve water, focus on the plumbing fix
tures themselves. One is a new faucet design that reportedly 
limits water consumption in the normal hand-washing oper
ation to half that of a normal fixture. Water to flush toilets also 
can be cut in half. 

Recycling water in waste systems is also proposed. To re
duce the use of potable water to flush away wastes, this 
closed system would filter and recycle its water. Only 25 per
cent of fresh water would need to be introduced into the sys
tem on each cycle. Also being considered for buildings are 
dry toilets that chemically treat waste in disposable plastic 
bags like those now used in boats and by campers. Reduction 
in water usage results in reduced water treatment facilities , 
reduced sewage treatment facilities and collector systems
saving energy and reducing water pollution . 



Heat pump 
Simply stated, a heat pump is nothing more than an ordi

nary refrigeration cycle as used in an air conditioner, which is 
reversible in the winter to take the heat of compression and 
send it into, rather than out of a building . To serve the needs 
of the building, either exterior air , water or earth can be 
chilled in the winter or warmed in summer. Even though out
side temperatures may be as low as 10 to 0 F, it is still warmer 
than the gas used as the refrigerant, and therefore allows 
heat to be transferred. Icing of outdoor air coils in freezing 
weather is overcome by defrosting. As the outdoor tempera
ture drops, so does the efficiency of the system ; electric heat
ers can supplement small units, however, while the principle 
of multi-(2-stage) compression permits large heat pump in
stallation to continue with good efficiency. 

Heat pumps positively conserve electrical energy, and, in 
fact, can be 2% to 4 times more effective than other electric 
heating-cooling methods. 

Total energy 
The idea of total energy is deceptively simple , its ramifica

tions fascinating. A building contains its own electric gener
ating system, then captures the system's waste heat, converts 
it into steam or hot water and uses this by-product for heat
ing , air conditioning (with absorption chillers) and domestic 
hot water. In appropriate situations, fuel costs to power the 
generating system are less than the cost of electricity from a 
public utility. Plus, the heat supplied by the recovery system 
represents fuel that otherwise would be purchased . 

Cost analysis studies to determine the feasibili ty of total 
energy plants are not simple, even though all that need be 
known to conduct such an analysis is the building 's gross 
area, location, anticipated occupancy, hourly building energy 
requirements , local fuel and electricity costs. Computer pro
grams for such studies cut down the otherwise lengthy calcu
lations, which must be based on several years' operation, to 
demonstrate economical feasibility. One of these, done py 
DMBA for the Educational Facilities Laborafory, can be used 
to quickly analyze the practicability of total energy for schools 
and colleges. 

In general , there are three criteria which must be met to jus
tify a total energy plant: (1) high and fairly constant electrical 
demands during most of the day and over most of the year ; 
(2) building function should be such that heating and cooling 
demands will occur simultaneously with, and in relative pro
portion to , lighting and electrical power demands; (3) gas or 
liquid fuel rates in the area should compete with prevailing 

electric rates. Where the thermal efficiency of a generating 
plant may be 20 to 40 percent without waste heat recovery , ef
ficiencies of 65 percent or more are common in total energy 
installations. 

Master energy systems 
High concentrations of population, with increased con

sumption of energy and volume of waste products, has led 
DMBA to new approaches for energy systems in development 
of total urban environments. The design of several sizeable 
total energy systems has reinforced the firm's belief that a 
number of individual subsystems (power generat ion , in-

cineration , central space heating and air conditioning , sew
age disposal, industrial steam production, water and air puri
fication and some means of trasnportation) can be combined 
into a comprehensive master energy system. This could lead 
to a total energy system on a city scale with all participants 
contributing to the whole for the benefit of everyone. A major 
part of such a scheme, waste disposal, is discussed in the fol
lowing article. Each of the energy systems consumes less 
energy than it would if it were not integrated with the other 

systems in a master energy system. 

T Effluent fro m 
upper stones 

Typical branch soil 

De-aerator at 
foot of stack 

Air --

~~~~~~~~~~~--
Building drain 

Sovent plumbing system conserves 
material by eliminating vent stack 
and lateral vents. Aerators join 
lateral branches to a single stack. 
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Total energy process makes use of waste heat. 
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There is no 'away' 

Which waste disposal system? 

We can no longer throw things away because one man's 
away is another man's back yard or even his water supply. 

Choice of disposal systems for buildings depends on 
community facilities, many long past due for upgrading 

While it appears that the simplest means to dispose of our 
solid waste is to dump it in a deep hole and bury it, and while 
it may be the cheapest method at the present time, the real 
costs in the deterioriat ion of the environment, the health haz
ards, and the depletion of natural resources may outweigh 
the actual dollar value. On the other hand, conserving our 
natural resources by generating heat and power with this ref
use not only saves transportation and transmission costs be
cause the energy can be used at the point of generation, but 
encourages separation of noncombustibles for reclamation . 

Solid wastes are all the nonliquid , nongaseous residue of 
our society; material that has lost value and become an eco
nomic liability on site, and therefore must be removed to a 
place where it wil l be either a lesser liability or an asset. Dis
posal, then, really means reintegration into the natural envi
ronment or integration into man-devised processes. Solid 
wastes are never absolutely disposed of any more than any 
other matter. · 

From a strict ly budgetary point of view, many items once 
used for th eir original intent, although they may still be reused 
or reprocessed, are considered waste simply due to high 
space, labor and administration costs of separation and stor
age for recycling. This accounting system , however, invites 
criticism . It neglects the social values of forests, streams and 
other natural resources needed to produce new items, and 
the environmental disvalues currently involved in making and 
shipping them . Because of this concern , the National Re
sources Recovery Act of 1970 has been passed and other 
proposals are being considered by Cong ress to enhance the 
economic incentives for material reuse. 

Items that retain their value even after use wi ll not become 
waste. And, if recycling is to occur, it shou ld be considered in 
the earliest stages of the waste-flow process, before materials 
become mixed and contaminated , especially by garbage (pu
trescent material) . 

Americans were discarding about 2.7 lbs of waste per ca
pita per day in 1920 and over 4 lbs in 1960. In 1968 a national 

survey found this figure had climbed to 8.19 lbs. Outlooks for 
the future, however, are optimistic. The packaging revolution 
of recent years is under attack by consumer organizations 
mounting campaigns against excessive packaging and un
cqntrolled use of nonreturnable containers. While no actual 
waste reductions can be forecast, there is general belief ttiat 
iri~reases wjll subside in fut\,Jre years. 

Waste reduction 
In a waste management study prepared by Dubin-Mindell

Bloome Associates for Amherst, N.Y., a new Urban Devel
opment Corporation community in Amherst and the ~tate Uni
versity of New York at Buffalo-Amherst Campus and the N.Y. 
State Environmental Facilities Corp., many alternc1tive collec
tion processes and disposal systems were analyzed . Several 
positive recommendations were put forth: 

1 Issue directives to architects, central purchasing agents 
and concessionnaires to consider all solid waste implications 
of their routine equipment selection, purchasing and contract 
negotiations. 
2 Request returnable containers and forbid nonreturnable 
glass containers in all commercial facilities . 
3 Forbid PVC containers in favor of polyethylene and other 
nontoxic container materials. 
4 Require use of cardboard coat hangers. 
5 Request tin less steel or fiber and foil composite cans (al
ready used for concentrated orange juice packaging) now 
and, after a reasonable period , requ ire their use. 
6 Impose a city disposal tax in the form of a refundable de
posit on cars and major appliances . 
7 Direct the campus to orient some research effort towards 
biodegradability. 
8 Building contracts should at least require discussion of 
waste reduction options. 

Means of disposal 
All the methods currently used for municipal waste man

agement have some individual drawbacks, but by a review of 
their basic functions we can begin to see varying com
binations of equipment that can solve most of our waste prob
lems and energy needs at the same time. How these complex 
methods affect equipment within buildings is critical. How 
they affect our natural resources will eventually affect us all. 



Which waste disposal system? 

Incineration is the controlled burning of solid waste, usually 
with the help of auxiliary fuels, either gas or oil. The attrac
tions are obvious, the drawbacks, not so obvious. Since in
cinerators can be located in the center of a city, transporting 
waste to the unit is usually less than to landfi lls. After burning, 
the residue, which is only a fraction of the volume and weight 
of the raw material, is much less expensive to haul away for 
ultimate disposal. 

Incinerator· performance varies widely according to con
struction , moisture content and percent of combustible mate
rials in the refuse. A remarkable aspect in the history of in
cineration is the persistence of certain concepts now 
considered new. This country's first incinerator was installed 
in 1885 at Governor's Island, N.Y. , and by 1903 Manhattan 
had two heat-recovery incinerators using water-cooled walls 
and dumping grates. After elaborate fanfare about the future 
heating of cities from such plants, they were quietly aban
doned because of operating difficulties, air pollution and the 
undependability of the waste heat. 

Present conventional incineration attains temperatures of 
1200 to 1800 F which limits the speed at which some items 
can burn . The residue is still 1 Oto 20 percent by weight of the 
original refuse, and is not suitable for disposal except as sani
tary landfill because of putrescent material. High temperature 
units, still in the development stage are much better for high 
volume reduction and production of inert residue. Their 3000 
F temperatures reduce all combustible materials to gases and 
incombustible materials to a molten slag . This slag is fed into 
a chamber filled with water where aggregate quality frit is 
formed from the inorganic slag and metal is frozen into small 
droplets. Conventional incineration is costly and does not 
fully eliminate air or water pollution . High temperature in
cineration offers promise of lower costs and greater pollution 
control. 

Pyrolysis is the destructive dist illation of wastes under pres
sure and heat in a low-oxygen atmosphere . Most of the pro
cess is within closed chambers at lower temperatures than in 
incinerators. Volatile gases siphoned off in the process are 
used to heat the chamber. In a prototype installation in St. 
Louis, shredders reduce the size of bulk items prior to dis
tillation, and magnetic separators are used to remove metals 
for reclamation from the res idue. The char, which is only 
about 6 percent of the original refuse weight, has potential 
use as a water filtration medium. This residue is innocuous, 
odorless and will not harbor rodents. 

One company that has developed a pyrolysis system has 
even indicated an interest in submitting a bid in one new town 
for a " turnkey" operation. They would build and operate this 
plant at a guaranteed cost per ton of refuse handled. They 
can do this because of the products that can be salvaged and 
reclaimed from the process. In addition to the waste heat, 
char and metal in the residue, they would be able to salvage 
oil from the destruction of tires, charcoal , acetic acid, tar, 
methanol and combustible gas of low heating value. All of 
these items are marketable. 

Th ere is an advantage to tying a pyro lysis plant or a high 
temperature incineration plant with a sewage treatment fac il
ity to conserve energy and help each of the individual pro
cesses. Methane generated in a sewage plant could be used 
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as fuel in the pyrolysis or incinerator system , whose waste 
heat could , in turn , aid the sludge digestion. The sludge could 
then by pyrolized . In addition, the carbon part of the pyrolysis 
residue could be used as a filter medium for the sewage 
waste water and then run back through the pyrolysis system. 

Landfill using a daily earth cover has proven to be an im
provement over open pits. In 1963 a concept of landfills using 
milled wastes with no earth cover was introduced in Meax, 
France and was rapidly adopted across Europe. Because pu
trescible matter is mixed intimately with ground paper and 
other dry materials, the fill will not support insects or rodenfs. 
nor will it blow in the wind . Digestion of the organic matter oc
curs more quickly with little odor or overall settlement. There 
is no attraction for scavengers or children , no weather prob
lems for trucks and the milled material can easily be graded 



Material flow of refuse pyrolysis system 
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and regraded into hil ls and slopes. Compression of the waste 
can be much greater than wi th unground refuse , and there 
are no voids in the fil l to support rodents or form gas pockets. 

With a minimum of preparation, the f illed materi al may be 
later used as high-qual ity topso il, as complete soi l recovery is 
possible in five years. This material might then be looked 
upon as a resource which has not been wasted , as in in
ci nerat ion, but can be reused at a later time when technology, 
economy and needs dictate. Another advantage of a mi lled 
refuse system is the rec lamation of ferrous metal through bal
listics or magnetic separat ion. 

Some examples of useful areas that have been developed 
from landfil l disposal include West Berlin' s junk mountain 
constructed over a 10-year period to its present height of 360 
ft. The hill is constructed of rubble resul ti ng from World War II 

Materials 
reclamation 

----.... Stack 
discharge 

on which refuse was dumped and processed. Berl iners are 
enjoying sk iing for the f irst time. City council members in New 
York City have suggested that a 2500 ft mountain of com
pacted refuse be constructed on swamp land in the Bronx 
section of the c ity to also develop a sk i area. Chicago is con
sidering the creation of a 1000 ft mountain of refuse for recre
ation , whi le Norfolk, Va. has already completed one (p. 96). 

Milford, Conn. is now installing a sanitary landfill operation 
which will become a state park in 1 O years. 

Composting refuse degrades it by bacteria and turns it into 
an organic nutrient. Material in refuse that can be composted 
is normally only about 50 percent, which means expensive 
separation and a dual d isposal system that increases total 
cost. The costs for a composting plant are considerably more 
than fo r landfill, and unless a ready market exists for the 
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humus and for the materials separated and salvaged , the 
costs are greater than for incineration or pyrolysis. There 
have been over a dozen such installations in the United 
States, but only two, mainly experimental plants, are still in 
operation. The main problems have been that the nutrient is 
such an inferior grade that it can 't compete on the market 
with regular chemical fertilizers, and the process does not get 
rid of paper waste. The humus, however, can be used as 
clean landfill. 

One company, reportedly, has found a successful way to 
use the paper and produce a fertilizer that is better than those 
on the market. While chemicals plus nitrogen and phos
phorus are added in the process, it is said that one ton of 
compost is made from two tons of refuse for about $18 a ton . 
Incineration costs are near $12 a ton including amortization. 
The general conclusion is that composting plants will only be 
suitable for relatively small communities (under 100,000) and 
then only in very heavy agricultural regions. 

Wet oxidation is the chemical reduction of organic matter 
suspended in heated water with compressed air under pres
sure. Wastes must be ground, preheated, mixed with com
pressed air, and then injected into a pressurized reaction 
chamber. The reaction is spontaneous and is completed in 
minutes if sufficient air is present. The residue is similar 
to the ashes from incineration. 

Although theoretically applicable to all organic solid 
wastes, this process has so far been limited to industrial 
wastes. The paper industry uses wet oxidation where chem
icals can be recycled and residual pulp recovered. Five mu
nicipal sewage treatment plants were constructed to use this 
process between 1961 and 1963, but operators of the largest 
(by a factor of 7) in Chicago announced recently their plant 
will be closed. Costs were ranging from $49 to $60 per ton as 
opposed to $15 to $16 for sludge digestion and landfill. At the 
University of California, however, tests currently underway on 
a concept of a sewer-carried slurry containing all wastes in
dicate that wet oxidation treatment cost of $8.75 per ton may 
be possible. 

Rail and barge hauling 
Transporting wastes by rail to disposal locations is not new 

and is still being given serious consideration in many sections 
of the country . Although it is true that even in coastal areas 
rail competes with barge hauling, both are less expensive 
than incineration in most areas. Of course the availability of 
ultimate disposal locations, existing railroad facilities and the 
need for transfer stations (from truck to train) must be consid
ered. One concept is to accumulate large quantities of solid 
waste, haul it to a mine or canyon, and store it until future 
generations find a need and use for it. All long distance haul
ing , of course, just transfers a problem to another area. 

Pneumatic and hydraulic systems 
There are no hydraulic systems now operating on a com

munity scale . Systems that have been installed are either 
straight garbage grinding within buildings, pumped short dis
tances to sewer lines, or small systems that combine ground 
food waste with dry refuse within a building (see pulping, be
low) and pump the slurry to collecting points for removal by 
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truck. Such systems have been installed in large hospitals 
and industrial plants, and have linked several buildings to
gether on campuses. Metal or bulky objects cannot be han
dled, so at present an additional collection and transport sys
tem must be provided . 

Experiments at the University of Pennsylvania by professors 
I raj Zandi and John A. Hayden have been devoted to a pneu
matic slurry system for piping solid waste up to 50 miles. Their 
research indicated that these systems are competitive with 
trucking when distances exceed 35 miles. Comparison of two 
systems was based on existing technology, but a reasonable 
advance in crusher-pump units, they say, should make pipe
line systems much more economical than truck collection, 
even for hauls as short as 20 miles. An integral part of their 
slurry system is a heavy-duty shredder to reduce waste to 
small sizes before final grinding and pumping. 

Zandi and Hayden are also studying a combined hydraulic 
and pneumatic system similar to a system developed in En-
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Which waste disposal system? 

gland, but on a larger scale. The English Garchey system 
uses a small receiver under the kitchen sink to accept ground 
garbage and rubbish up to 6 in. in diameter. Waste water 
which also collects in the receiver carries the slurry through 
ducts to an underground collection chamber where some of 
the water overflows into the sewer system. The water-soaked 
residue is then sucked by partial vacuum to a central disposal 
plant for water separation and final disposal. Drawbacks of 
the system are that heavy duty grinding units are not yet avail
able for single building use, and the larger dry refuse still re
quires another collection system. 

Pneumatic systems have been in general use in Sweden for 
several years. One five-building apartment complex outside 
Stockholm collects solid waste from 250 units and moves it at 
90 ft per second to the incinerator of a space heating plant 
1.7 miles away. All refuse is stored in vertical building chutes 
emptied daily, one at a time, by remote control. A much larger 
vacuum system is now under construction for the community 
of North Jarvafaltet to serve apartments, houses and the busi
ness community . By 1990 an estimated 16,000 tons a year will 
be handled by the system . Estimated construction costs are 
about $8 million . Even with this relatively large capital in
vestment, investigation concluded that pneumatic life cycle 
costs would be less than conventional collection systems, 
plus it would provide a clean, pollution-free and traffic-free 
system with definite aesthetic advantages. 

Pneumatic systems work best if all food wastes are ground 
and discharged directly to sewers. When primarily dry wastes 
are handled, decontamination and odor control is held to a 
minimum, and many options are held open for ultimate dis
posal. At the terminal point, separation, compaction, shred
ding, burning or transportation to landfill sites are all possible 
and / or changeable as future needs dictate. 

Building refuse removal methods 
Due to recent legislation, refuse removal from individual 

buildings is receiving more attention . It used to be that waste
paper in large New York office buildings was purchased and 
reprocessed. Today it can cost up to $40 per ton just to have 
it carted away. 

Pulping. Consisting of two basic modules, a pulverizer and 
a press for extraction of water used in the process, this sys
tem can quickly dispose of most general-mixed refuse. The 
pulverizer can be located where waste is generated-not just 
in the basement-while the water press can be on a loading 
dock for easy waste removal. 

Inside the water-filled pulverizer, waste is chewed up and 
pumped as a slurry of about 2 percent solids to the water ex
tractor. Pumping distance is unlimited. As a screw in the ex
tractor lifts this slurry, which is further pressed at the dis
charge point, about 90 percent of the water is drained off and 
recycled to the pulverizer. Overall volume of the waste mate
rial is reduced by about 80 to 85 percent. 

Nonpulpable items such as tin cans are reduced to about 
75 percent of their original volume and automatically sepa
rated into a junk box below the unit. Glass is shattered com
pletely. To meet special conditions, chemicals can be added 
as disinfectants. Discharged waste is in the form of a loose, 
aerated, clean-smelling aggregate resembling a shredded 
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Swedish pneumatic system for remote incineration of refuse. 

damp sponge. Pulping is most successful when used for gar
bage alone, as metal objects still have to be removed by other 
means and glass is abrasive and shortens the life of the 
grinder. When dry wastes (paper, etc.) are combined with 
garbage or processed alone the pulp is more difficult to burn 
in conventional incinerators. The added weight of the water 
also increases collection costs . 

Since garbage alone is only about 10 to 15 percent of total 
refuse, in most communities garbage grinders and existing 
sewer systems can usually handle its removal. Separating 
garbage from other wastes greatly improves reclamation of 
paper and other products since it does not become con
taminated. The effects of these suspended solids on existing 
sewer systems, except where problems of clogging already 
existed, has been found to help maintain them. The added 
roughage in ground garbage scrubs grease and other foreign 
material from sewer walls. 

Garbage grinding increases total water use by about 2 to 3 
percent and adjustments to some sewage treatment plants 
may be needed if entire communities switch to this process. 
Adjustments for increased organic loading and larger grit 
chambers would be necessary, but since garbage tends to be 
denser than other refuse, the overall rise in volume of wastes 
would not be radically affected. The greatest benefit is that all 
organic waste is contained and concentrated in one system 
for processing . DMBA has proposed a research project for 
the town of Amherst to use an old sewage treatment plant as 
a research faci lity to test treatment of combined solid and liq
uid wastes, and to develop better grinding equipment for the 
purpose. 

Compaction. Generally weight is not reduced by com
paction unless special means are provided to discard ex
tracted moisture into a sewer. Volume, however, can be re
duced up to 85 percent. But compaction to such high 
densities presents problems of removal from nondisposable 
containers and proper combustion in incineration . 

Equipment for compaction at the point of generation is 
generally limited to small units such as those currently avail
able for residential kitchen use. While these units are con
venient, their usefulness to overall solid waste management is 
doubtful. Since storage in a home is no serious problem, and 
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Which waste disposal system? 

their compaction is not significantly more than that of existing 
compactor trucks, the hazards they present to household 
pets and children in such an informal atmosphere seem to · 
outweigh their advantages. 

Compaction in building collection areas, on the other hand, 
has definite advantages. Available equipment comes in many 
forms. Compactor-baler type units are best for buildings that 
do not generate over 3000 lbs of waste per week. These units 
compress and seal refuse in paper or plastic packages of 50 
lbs which can be loaded directly into open trucks for removal. 
Wherever possible, larger compactor-container units are 
more economical. The most common of these units range 
from % cu yd capacity that compacts 27 cu yds of general ref
use per hour, to 2% cu yd units that handle 140 cu yds per 
hour. Costs range from $4000 to $8000. The main advantage 
of these units is their high compaction ratio of 5 to 1 com-
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pared to the average 3 to 1 ratio of compactor trucks. This al
lows larger capacities to be hauled away on fewer flat-bed 
trucks. 

Separation, salvage and recycling 
While the country is not yet overly concerned about the loss 

of natural resources, there will come a time when we are 
faced with the shortages experienced during World War II. Al
though the economic value of materials salvaged from waste 
is now marginal in many cases, a concentrated effort could 
reduce the disposal cost segment of waste management to 
little or nothing. 

Materials that can be separated from refuse, processed and 
reused include: paper, ferrous metals, aluminum, glass, cellu
lose, wood products, oils and tars, grit, inert ash, copper, 
minerals and certain chemicals. Of these, paper, glass, metals 
and wooa are the bulk of residential, commercial and indus

trial wastes. Half the weight of all municipal refuse is paper, 
yet only about 20 percent of our paper products come from 
recycled material. In Japan, where suitable trees are in short 
supply, recycled paper makes up 40 percent of finished paper 
products. Newsprint is the largest single category of waste 
paper and the minimum feasible size for a de-inking plant is 
about 300 tons of material a day. At this time only New York, 
Chicago and Los Angeles are able to support this $20 million 
investment. With costs rising in newsprint manufacturing, it 
appears only a matter of time before more will be built. 

Metals, which represent about 10 percent by weight of all 
municipal wastes, also offer problems in recycling. Tin cans 
are of little value on the current factory metals market be
cause the tin content makes them unacceotable for high
grade steel and detinning is too expensive, but recently mills 
have been accepting them for low grade steels. Aluminum 
cans, worth about a half cent each, can be separated bal lis

tically but not magnetically. 
Handling and transportation associated with the return of 

bottles usually exceed their value. Ground glass, however, 
can be shipped at less than one-half the cost of shipping bot
tles, so sizable glass recovery systems, crushed and color 
separated, are now economically feasible . 

Environmental parks 
It is apparent that the success of separation, salvage and 

recycling must depend on a large scale operation. If shipping 
costs can be reduced or eliminated by bringing waste pro
cessors to the site where wastes are separated, bringing in 
production facilities and markets for the reused products ap
pears to be fundamental. Giant reclamation centers in con
nection with indus~rial and power production facilities are 
very possible. In fact, electric utility diversification into waste 
disposal is natural; utilities already have heat-using equip
ment and need only to link it with direct heat production . 

While we all wait for such environmental parks to material
ize, the individual architect would do well to investigate cur
rent community disposal systems before selecting the easiest 
or cheapest way to empty individual buildings. At the same 
time it would be wise to hold open as many options as pos
sible for the changes in community processing that are sure 
to come. 



Waste disposal 

Fitting the solution to the problem 

A waste handling system for any building or complex is only 
the link between the disposer and the community that 
accepts the residue, and it is becoming more urgent and 
more critical to find an acceptable solution at both ends 

Kalamazoo, Mich . can make use of sanitary landfill; the Up
john Company, like any pharmaceutical house, must prevent 
cartons, boxes, letterheads and any other materials carrying 
labels from falling into unauthorized hands. In a switch from 
incineration , the solution for the 5000-person office, research 
and manufacturing complex was wet pulping. 

The system reduces some 100 cu yds of waste daily to 
about 20 cu yds of san itary moist pulp that is trucked to the 
city's landfill area. The waste is fed into an 8-ft d iameter stain
less steel tank partially filled with water, and is shredded by a 

rotating impeller plate studded with tungsten carbide teeth. 
Although every effort is made to presort wood, metal , steel 
strappings and wire bound boxes, the pulper does accept a 
reasonable quantity of glass and ejects it through a special 
separator. The slurry is then pumped to two water presses 
where hel ical screws dewater the pulp and discharge it into 
bins. The unit is operated five mornings a week and is thor
oughly washed down and cleaned every afternoon . 

In addition to overcoming previous objections to inciner
ation and the ever-present security problem , the pumping 
system solves the ord inary was~e disposal problems of the 
plant and offices. After washing and aerating, the pulp is free 
of odor and contamination. Collections are made on a regular 
daily schedule, and the entire disposal operation is located in 
one special ly renovated building of the complex. The system 
was designed and installed by Wascon Systems, Inc. 

Photos: Upjohn Co. 



Disposal systems 

Mt. Trashmore 

How to dispose of garbage and trash has become an 
increasingly serious problem in America, and so far only 
one city is doing something positive about it 

It was estimated recently that the United States disposes an-

' I 
/ ,........ 

nually of more trash than the rest of the world combined. That ~ "\ 
was all right at one time, but Disposable America is in real 
trouble today simply because the country is rapidly running 
out of places to put its garbage. Most municipalities either 
burn it or dump it in open heaps, only compounding pollution 
and vermin problems. California sends some of theirs to 
neighboring states and New York ships tons of theirs out to 
the ocean each day, but neither of those solutions is very 
good. Few states are willing to accept others' garbage; they 
have enough problems with their own. The oceans are not a 
very good place to put it either; there are already islands of 
raw sewage floating around the Atlantic. Recycling could pro
vide a partial answer, but even with all the talk, Americans 

seem to have taken to that idea with something less than 
modest enthusiasm. 

There have been numerous schemes and discussions of 
ways to turn waste into something useful ; landfill probably 
being the oldest idea, and still a good and useful one-but 
there is only so much land to be filled. In the U.S ., the first city 
actually to do something is Virginia Beach, Va. 

They built a mountain known officially as Sanitary Land Fill, 
but called affectionally Mt. Trash more. It is 72 ft high , 800 ft 
long and 100 ft wide, made up of 15 percent dirt and 85 per
cent garbage. It has been rising for the past 5% years at the 
daily rate of 1000 tons of garbage generously supplied by the 
residents of Norfolk and Virginia Beach. In just a few weeks, 
and with only $250,000 in state , federal and local money, the 
landscaping will be finished and the giant garbage heap will 
be transformed into a much-needed new recreational park 
wi th an amphitheater seating 10,000, a soapbox derby ramp, 
new tennis courts , baseball diamonds, picnic grounds and 
plenty of room for parking . 

The advantages of Mt. Trash more are numerous. First of all , 
an otherwise flat land now has a mountain . Second, the ref
use does not require chemical t reatment of any sort-it is 
simply compacted to 100 pounds per sq ft, spread as desired , 
and then topped with a layer of soil and landscaped. Because 
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water is near the surface in Tidewater Virginia , sanitation ex
perts were fearful that pollutants might seep down to con
taminate the water. Scientists at Old Dominion College in Nor
folk kept constant surveillance on the drainage, and so far 
there has been no pollution seepage. Another benefit is that a 
new lake for water sports has been left next to the park where 



soil was removed for covering the mountain . 

/ 
/' 

But the greatest advantage of all-something which in any 
other circumstances would have been disastrous-is that Mt. 
Trash more took two years longer to build than originally 
planned. And that means they were able to put considerably 
more refuse into the mountain than was ever hoped for . 

I 

Photos: Washington Post 



Spinoffs from space 

There's a NASA device 
in your future 
Michael Batter and David MacFadyen 

The astronauts ' first photographs of Earth from outer space 
contributed to our growing awareness of the planet as a 
closed system. The NASA technology that put them in orbit 
belongs to the people of the U.S., and some of it will 
contribute new mechanical systems for the building industry 

In the course of its extensive research and development pro
gram, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has 
made many advances in science and technology that have 
bearing on other sectors of the economy. Under a directive 
from Congress, NASA has established a Technology Utiliza
tion Program that can reduce industry's duplication of re
search effort, while increasing the return on the taxpayer's in
vestment in aerospace technology. 

Scientists and engineers designing for the hostile environ
ment of outer space encountered the same problems of tem
perature regulation that face the designers of today's build
ings. The constraints on the solutions to these problems differ 
somewhat, however. Initial cost is often the dominant con
straint for construction, where efficiency, size, weight and 
reliability were the design objectives of the spacecraft sys
tems. The technologies for heating, cooling and thermal pro
tection that were developed for manned spaceflight can be 
applied to improve buildings. Energy consumption, for in
stance, is a growing, universal problem. More efficient me
chanical systems and improved control can minimize energy 
waste; small, lightweight hardware and machinery will add to 
design freedom; and improvements in reliability and longevity 
will reduce maintenance costs and inconveniences. 

Improved thermal protection is perhaps the most direct 
aerospace technology transfer related to building environ
ments. There are heat-shielding materials and insulation ma
terials. Coatings, for example, have been developed which 
can control the temperature of structures by passive means. 
These paints exhibit controlled ratios of sunlight absorptivity 
to gray-body emissivity. A given coating having a very low ra-

Authors: Michael Batter and David MacFadyen are with Abt 
Associates , Inc. of Cambridge, Mass. , which has a contract to 
transfer technological information developed in NASA space 
programs to those involved in urban construction problems. 
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tio will maintain a structure or component at a relatively low 
temperature in brightest sunlight. Another coating having a 
high ratio will maintain a relatively high temperature in bright 
sunlight even though the ambient is quite low. These finishes 
exhibit good resistance to ultraviolet radiation and do not dis
color. Their absorptivity-to-emissivity ratios, therefore, remain 
constant over prolonged exposure . 

A composite wall design was developed by NASA, which 
upon exposure to a source of radiant heat energy would auto
matically stay at a predetermined temperature. The front layer 
is a window of transparent material, such as glass, fused 
quartz or plastic. Behind this is a second layer of material, 
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Low voltage switching device, small enough to be mounted in 
outlet box, uses low voltage to switch high voltage circu it . 
Wall (left) designed by NASA to remain at a predetermined 
temperature. Radiant energy is absorbed by center layer 
until material melts, becomes transparent and allows reflection. 

e.g., one of the paraffins, that absorbs most of the incident 
radiant heat energy when the material is solid (below its melt
ing point) and transmits most of the radiant energy when the 
material is heated above its melting point. This material is 
therefore relatively opaque to thermal radiation in the solid 
state and transparent to it in the molten state. Behind this sec
ond layer is another transparent layer, which may be com
posed of the same material as the front layer. On the back 
layer of the composite wall is a mirror coating, such as silver 
or vapor-deposited aluminum. 

When the paraffin material is solid (as indicated in the dia
gram), thermal radiation passing through the transparent 
front layer will be largely absorbed by the paraffin . As a result, 
the temperature of the paraffin will rise . At the same time, the 
temperature of the other layers of the composite wall will rise 
by conduction of the heat inside the wall structu re. When, by 
this process of heat absorption, the paraffin reaches its melt
ing point, it will liquefy and become transparent to the ther
mal radiation . The incident thermal radiation will then pass 
through to the reflecting layer and be reflected back through 
the front layer. In th is reflecting condition of the wall, little of 
the thermal radiation is absorbed, and its temperature ceases 
to increase. Should the temperature of the wall then de
crease, the paraffin will begin to solidify and again absorb 
heat from the thermal radiation , to repeat the cycle. In this 
way, the composite wall automatically maintains a tempera
ture near the melting point of the paraffin. A wide range of 
temperatures can be obtained by choosing different members 
of the paraffin series of hydrocarbons for the wall of variable 
transparency, e.g ., n-undecane, m.p. -15 F; n-heptadecane, 
m.p. 70 F; or n-tetracosane, m.p. 125 F. 

Insulation materials 
Most materials that perform well as thermal insulation have 

a minimum water content, but the fire safety of these light-

• 
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weight materials has typically been inferior to massive or wa
ter-bearing materials. NASA has investigated numerous light
weight insulation materials and has developed many with 
excellent fire safety characteristics. The materials differ 
greatly in physical properties, some being especially light, 
some having appreciable structural strength, some rigid and 
brittle, others highly flexible and elastic. Adoption of perform
ance codes will speed the use of insu lation particularly suited 
to specific applicat ions. NASA's composite materials, design 
and fabrication techniques allow the designer to incorporate 
into one material all of the desired performance character
istics. A number of these materials are particularly applicable 
as building insulation. 

An entirely new chemical method for opening up asbestos 
fiber bundles now makes it possible to expose individual fi
bers. Owing to a change which occurs in the surface prop
erties of the asbestos fiber, a structure is attained which ren
ders binders unnecessary in producing a lightweight (.5 to .9 
lb / cu ft) f lexible foam. The foamed asbestos material is ab
solutely nonflammable, has outstanding thermal and acousti
cal insulation properties, and will find users where light 
weight , fire resistance and outstanding insu lating properties 
are required . 

The use of urethane foams for building insulation could re
duce the heat flux proportionality constant (K) for walls, floors 
and ceilings by as much as 50 percent, which would greatly 
reduce heat transfer through the walls. The problem with 
polyurethane in the past has been its very low fire endurance. 
NASA has produced a rigid polyisocyanurate foam with the 
desirable properties of urethane, but which forms an in
sulative char and does not burn . It has also developed a neo
prene isocyanate flexible foam that is fire-safe and can 
replace flex ible urethane foams for insulation and other 
applications. Developmental emphasis on qual ity control and 
application has resulted in materials and tech niques that al-
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low installation in previously inaccessible locations. 
For higher temperature applications and particularly haz

ardous areas, there are new ceramic foams and foamed re
fractory oxides. These materials have low density, low thermal 
conductivity , good thermal shock resistance and high me
chanical strength. 

Some of these improved insulation materials will reduce the 
weight and space requirements for wall , floor and ceiling in
sulation ; they will reduce energy consumption by more ef
ficiently insulating the building . Other insulating materials will 
reduce the size and weight of heating , cook ing , cooling and 
refrigerating equipment. 

The heat pipe 
NASA, in its search for smaller , more dependable and ef

ficient thermal control systems, has refined and developed a 
heat pipe radiator. A heat pipe is a self-contained device that 
achieves very high thermal conductance by means of a two
phase fluid flow. The fluid , which can be water, evaporates 
near one end of the pipe and recondenses near the other, 
thus transferring heat from the evaporator to the condenser; 
i.e., the liquid absorbs heat and boils at the evaporator and 
releases this heat at a condenser. The heat pipe has no mov
ing parts and requires no energy input other than the heat 
which it transfers. It consists simply of a sealed container 
lined with a wick and charged with a working fluid which is 
the primary heat transfer medium. The container is usually a 
tube made of a metal compatible with the wick material and 
the working fluid . 

Because of its construction, the heat pipe may serve both 
as a heat transfer device and as a structural member, giving 
unique opportunity to design into lhe steel frame of a building 
a system to transfer heat loads. A controllable heat pipe , re
cently perfected by NASA, cou ld remove heat from the build
ing in the summer and then could be reversed in the fall. It will 
obviously be of less use in the winter, aside from controlling 
overheated spaces. The heat pipe as an integral part of the 
total building also offers the designers a means for very rapid 
removal of the destructive heat generated by a localized fire . 
In fact, it is not unreasonable to assume that with time and 
general code acceptance of the device, many of the current 
restrictions on fireproofing steel frame buildings might well 
be relaxed . 

Small heater for large buildings 
A small, compact electric heater that may s0me day be 

used with warm air systems has also been developed . This 
heater has two basic components: the heat exchanger core 
and the containment vessel. The heater core is a staggered 
tube bank of lnconel tubes which are heated by passing cur
rent directly through the tube wall. (Conventional heaters 
have insulated nichrome wire inside the tube.) Each tube has 
a 3/s in . outer diameter, is 12 in . long and supported at each 
end by a ceramic header. The total unit can be as small as 
12"x12" and provide sufficient heat for a large commercial 
building . Insulated tubes might also be used to provide in
stant and continuous hot water. 

Another small heating device wi th high temperature capa
bility developed by NASA operates on low current. Extremely 
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Two molybdenum spirals wound in opposite directions and 
fed by low current provide small , lightweight heater. 

lightweight and very compact, it is both economical to build 
and inexpensive to operate ; the air need not be preheated be
fore distr ibution . The unit consists of two molybdenum spi rals 
wound in opposite directions, assembled one inside the other 
and spot welded for support where they intersect. This heater 
needs no insulation and requires support only at the ends, 
which are also power input points. Being compact and light
weight , it can easily be mounted inside ducts adjacent to the 
outlet/ inlet grills fo r maxim um temperatu re co ntrol. 

Air conditioning 
NASA air conditioning systems have also departed from 

current practice by using a new combination unit that in
corporates two cyc les in a single refrigeration machine, with 
the cooling air fan and the bootstrap compressor on a single 
shaft. In addit ion to this new type of refr igerat ion unit , several 
innovations have been made in systems control. A valve as
sembly has been developed for controlling air flow from a 
feeder into a main duct , with a minimum of turbulence, fric
tion, pressure differential and noise. The valve contains three 
pieces: a damper, a deflector a;1d a spring . The streamlining 
of the damper and deflector acts to merge the flows smoothly 
and minimize turbulence , while the spring reduces noise by 
keeping the damper and deflector in contact , thus eliminating 
valve chatter and damping vibrations. 

This design , coupled with a newly developed pressure con
trolled , automatically regulated valve that uses a unique zero
gradient cali brat ing spring , would control ai r f low reasonably 
accurately withi n a wide range of supplied pressu res ; it would 
be reliable and inexpensive due to the simplicity of the de
sign. This type of controlled duct can be coupled with a high
velocity air system that, when used with localized control , 
would substant ially reduce the size of the ducts requ ired . 
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Streamlined damper-deflector could control air fl ow from 
feeder to duct with a minimum of turbulence and fr icti on. 

The technologies discussed above could replace many cur
rent practices. They would improve the heating / cooling of 
buildings both passively (i.e., insu lation for better heat transfer 
characterist ics-coatings and special configurations of mate
rials for the selective admission of available radiant heat 
energy), and actively (by improved mechanical efficiency of 
heaters, air conditioners and heat transport mechanisms) . 
Sizes and weights will be reduced; application will be flexible . 
These advances will not come immediately, however, and 
cannot be viewed as revolutionary. 

A look forward 
Looking to the future , we can anticipate more individ

ualized control of the thermal environment. The temperature 
of any space can be more effectively and locally controlled by 
use of small, barely visible, thin film thermal detectors 
mounted on the walls . This device can be programmed to re
act to changes in temperature within one order of magnitude 
of the limiting value and the response time of some 50 mi Iii- · 
seconds. These devices can be so sensitized that they will re
spond to the people using the room as well as the general en
vironment. Controlled temperature variations in the same 
space can be achieved by coupling these detectors to care
fully placed and programmed heat pipes and / or air condi
tioning vents. 

There is technology available from the NASA sources for 
meeting individualized thermal environmental needs. Remote 
sensors capable of detecting physiological reactions of indi
viduals can be used to determine the need for more or less 
heat. These sensors coupled with directional or multiple 
radiant heat sources can deliver the desired amount of heat 
to each individual. The ambient temperature would be main
tained at some minimum comfort level (which could even be 

SMOKE DETECTING SENSOR 

Field effect transistor coated with gas-absorbing polymer gains 
conductivity by absorption , activates transistor and alarm . 

controlled by sensing all individuals and adjusting to the one 
with the lowest temperature requirements). Small radiant pan
els would respond in a matter of milli-seconds to the needs 
of the individual room occupants. 

While most of this discussion has centered around the 
regulation of the thermal environment of buildings, a much 
broader range of subjects affecting building systems and con
struction could be influenced by NASA findings. 

Smoke detection 
A typical subject for technology transfer to the area of fire 

safety is the need for smoke and fire detection and alarm sys
tems. There are several technological approaches that would 
technically satisfy the requirements: e.g ., gas chromatog
raphy, light density measuring devices, gas chromatog
raphy / mass spectroscopy systems, absorption techniques, 
etc . Each of these approaches suggests an area of tech
nology NASA has studied . By describing these approaches 
with key word descriptors and relationships between descrip
tors, one can search the NASA data banks for appropriate 
technology. 

In the search for technology relating to smoke detection , 
534 documents were identified as containing potentially rele
vant information . These ti t les were reviewed for selection of 
the most relevant set of documents, and of the 534 origi-
nal " hits," 115 were judged to be potentially significant. Ab
stracts of these documents were read in the Scientific and 
Technical Aerospace Repo rts of The International Aerospace 
Abstract Journals. Of these, 31 were judged to be of sufficient 
interest to request that actual original document; of these 31, 
15 were felt to be useful background or survey material , and 
the remainder were felt to be directly relevant. 

An example of the type of technology that can be located is 



There 's a NASA device in your future 

an atmosphere contaminant detector originally developed for 
use in space capsules. Although the principle of the device 
has not yet been applied to smoke detection, it nevertheless 
holds great promise as a very inexpensive detector. The sen
sor consists of a field effect transistor coated with a semi
conducting polymer, which becomes conductive when it ab
sorbs certain gases. This increase in conductivity serves to 
activate the transistor, which in turn initiates an alarm . Appli
cation engineering work is needed to develop reliable CO 
and I or C02 sensors. 

lntumescent paint and mastic 
There is a need in the construction industry for fireproofing 

materials that maintain extreme stabiiity both under routine 
service conditions and ih actual fire situations . Such materials 
would be used to isolate the structural elements of buildings 
from fire damage. There have existed for many years in
tumescent surface coatings which, when subjected to heat, 
swell to several hundred times their original thicknesses, 
while issuing fire-quenching gases. The expanded material is 
a carbon char with very low thermal conductivity that protects 
the coated surface from fire . 

The technology of intumescent paints has been signifi
cantly advanced by NASA scientists who, from their ex
perience in the areas of polymer chemistry and ablative tech
nology, have developed a new approach to intumescent 
systems that may provide the nieans for substantially greater 
protection of urban bu ildings. Although common intumescent 
paints were adequate for interior systems, they lacked long
term resistance to outdoor weathering . NASA's work, based 
on high temperatu re and oxidat ion-resistant polymers, has re
sulted in a new class of intumescent materials possessing 
greater stability and bearing higher pigment loads than earlier 
intumescent paints. The NASA intumescent paint has been 
tested and proved successful as a protective coating on fiber
glass-reinforced plastic plumbing fi xtures. 

Dramatic proof of what can happen to structural steel when 
subjected to intense heat is afforded by the destructive fire 
which ravaged Chicago 's McCormick Place in January 1967. 
The upper level exhibit area of exposed steel construction 
suffered severe structural damage, including complete col
lapse of the roof within 20 minutes of the first report of fire . 

Typical fireproofing materials currently in use include pbrt
land cement conc rete, masonry materials, gxpsum , perlite 
and vermiculite , sprayed asbestos, and mineral fibe r-based 
compositions, each of which is field applied after the struc
tu re is erected. There are serious drawbacks to these mate
rials , such as the health hazards posed by sprayed asbestos, 
and the considerable penalty paid for the additional weight 
imposed upon steel structures by the required fireproofing. 
An intumescent mastic developed by NASA is being tested 
arid evaluated as a fireproofing coating for steel. It may prove 
possible to coat the steel at the mill or at the fabricators , re
sulting in a significant reduction in on-site labor. 

Subsurface soil evaluation 
Assuming that the subsurface soil characteristics of the 

earth can be represented by a continuous spectrum is a 
tenuous enough app roach with regard to virgin soil , since 
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lntumescent mastics and paints , such as these demonstrated by 
Avco Corp., form an insulating foam when exposed to fire. 
Removal of the foam revea ls virtually undamaged base material. 

INTUMESC ENT SPRAY-ON 
MASTI CS 



rocks, voids, water, etc. do represent discrete entities; when 
fill land is evaluated by the same technique, the assumption is 
even more dangerous. Current soil and sub-surface testing is 
both expensive and inaccurate. The obvious reason for exam
ining the site before construction begins is to prevent a cat
astrophic accident as the soil stabilizes under its new load, 
and it is also important to know the subsurface soil character
istics before bidding the job, as foundation costs vary widely . 
It is not uncommon for an industrial park developer to budget 
$150,000 for soil testing, yet it frequently happens that the 
task of excavating is undercosted. This has meant, in several 
cases, the difference between a profitable and an unprofit
able project. 

What is needed is a nondestructive scanning technology 
which can survey the acreage to be developed and plot pro
file charts to a depth of about 100 ft. This technique should be 
capable of detecting rocks, voids, water and other obstacles, 
and identifying the changing layers of clay. 

Under NASA contract, a means was developed to detect, 
identify, and map lunar subsurface anomalies. This was ac
complished with a swept-frequency UHF radiometer depth 
probe designed to operate between 500 and 1500 MHZ. 
Transferring this technology to application on earth , however, 
is not an easy task. Because the lunar subsurface is essen
tially moisture-free, relatively much higher skin depths can be 
obtained. The NASA contractor has continued to fund this 
project at a low level of effort to determine its feasibility for 
identifying subsurface anomalies on earth. A prototype is 
being developed for field testing. 

Low voltage switching 
Switching circuits commonly used in conventional elec

trical wiring are very expensive. Standard wiring practice uses 
a switch in series with the fixture to be switched, which re
quires bringing the power circuit from the fixture to the switch 
location. There are other problems with switching circuits that 
are buried in the walls . There is little room for conduit and 
switch boxes in some new systems of construction in which 
walls may be as thin as 2 in. In panelized and prefabricated 
construction, on-site labor must still fish wires through con
duit and make connection between panels and f loor slab; in 
case of a malfunction it is very difficult to repair embedded 
wires. These elaborate conduit networks, cast into the walls 
of buildings simply to accommodate the switch leg of an elec
trical system, are time-consuming and costly . An investigation 
of alternative (and less costly) methods for the installation of 
electrical switches on vertical concrete walls was initiated at 
the request of David Pellish, architect and technology officer 
at the Urban Development Corporation, who anticipates sub
stantial savings through use of this device in the UDC build
ing program. 

Abt Associates Inc., in conjunction with Non Linear Sys
tems Inc. of Del Mar, Calif., developed thjs low voltage 
switching device, which can save up to $35 per switched fix
ture/outlet in new construction and provide even greater po
tential savings in a rehabilitation/renovation . 

This device, called "Switch pack," also offers a solution to 
the switching problem presented by ever-changing movable 
partition office space. The system, which uses a low voltage 

circuit to switch a high voltage circuit at the fixture or outlet, 
uses the miniaturization concept of aerospace technology; it 
is small enough to be mounted inside the fixture or out-
let box. It produces its own low voltage current and uses 
NASA's flat conductor cable (only 7 mils thick), which is ad
hesive-backed and can simply be adhered to a wall surface. 
Because the cable is so thin, it is easily hidden by paint or 
other wall coverings. A simple, inexpensive and well-designed 
switch that accepts the flat cable and can also be glued to the 
wall is part of the system. New buildings designed to accom

modate Switch pack need only provide "in situ" horizontal 
power runs, going up or down for outlets and/or fixtures. The 
entire installation would take no more than 25 minutes in the 
beginning, and an average of 10 to 15 minutes once the 
worker was familiar with the procedure . 

Looking towards closed systems 
Other applications of NASA technology are less obvious 

but may well occur if current trends persist. The spacecraft, 
and now a space station, are essentially closed systems, 
using recycled water and gases. The system being devel
oped for a six-man Skylab recovers oxygen from carbon diox
ide, and potable water from human waste, wash water and at
mospheric condensate. This nation is now faced with the 
need to recycle water, and if atmospheric contamination con
tinues, we may have to purify our air for human consumption . 
Buildings designed to be over highways or railroads need ef
ficient air purif ication systems. A single system similar to that 
used in spaceflight may some day be required to provide ad
equate air and water for each building. As discussed else
where in this issue, the intake of water and air, and the output 
of waste from the building would be greatly reduced with 
maximum recycling of all resources. 

The preceding discussion is by no means an exhaustive ac
count of the NASA-generated technology that is available to 
the construction industry. Among others, the areas to which 
we have applied this technology include synthetic aggregates 
for concrete and computer software. Designers must look to 
many different sources for the solutions to their problems; 
NASA is but one of these. 



Keep it in or let it out 

Buildings that save a watt, 
and more 



Everybody talks about the energy crisis, and there is 
something that can be done about it. Careful design and 
use of materials can reduce the loads on mechanical 
systems and the demand for energy, letting the building 
do the work. Besides, it costs less in the long run 

Not too long ago, the on ly cl imate control devices at man's 
d isposal were siting and structure-where and how he built. 
But our growing technological prowess gave us an array of 
mechanical systems with which to overcome climate, so that 
today most buildings mediate between man and his environ
ment through the use of large quantities of energy. All that is 
needed is a su itable mechanical system and power to run it. 

This is all well and good, as long as our access to power is 
unlimited and as long as the generation of that power doesn 't 
destroy the environment. Today, however, there is some 

SECTION ROOF PLAN 

Different situations, 
different fac;ades 

TYPICAL FLOOR 

Solar orientation, along with other factors such as code re
quirements, views and exterior visibility, led to the different fa
<;ades designed for the Philadelphia United Fund Building by 
architects Mitchell / Giurgola Associates. The north side of the 
seven-story building is all glass; it gets little sun during the 
day. The west wall, however, receives strong afternoon sun, 
and here a concrete sun break shields the glass wall. The 
sloped sills of the deeply recessed openings form perimeter 
air ducts. Two vertical sets of windows are notched into the 
small southwest wall , and the east wall of the building is 
treated as a party wall. Glazing is solar gray glass. 

The building's mechanical system is a heat recovery sys
tem, picking up heat from the lights. Since the energy pur
chased to light the building provides much of the necessary 
heat as well, energy demands are reduced , and so of course 
are operating costs . 

doubt that the production of power can keep up with the de
mand for it. We have " techno logied" ourselves into a corner 
labeled " energy crisis. " 

Looking outward from that corner, there is only one real an
swer, and it is not to let everybody sweat for two hours a day 
just to reduce the demand for electricity. The real answer is to 
design our buildings so that they wil l allow the interior com
fort we are accustomed to, while reducing the demand for 
energy. For heat, humidity, fresh air-all the elements that 
make up interior comfort-the problem is pretty simple: keep 
it out or keep it in, let it in or let it out. These aren't new prob
lems; man has spent his history as a builder learning how to 
deal with them. But sometimes in our headlong progress we 
forget the old lessons. 

What used to be necessities in years gone by-shade trees, 
porches, wide eaves, solid construction-have become to
day's luxuries; luxuries of a few years ago- air cond itioning, 

1 Entry 
2 Reception 
3 Conference room 
4 Catering kitchen 
5 Storage 
6 Truck dock 
7 Office 
8 Meet ing room 
9 Secretarial area 

1 O Lunch room 
11 Men's lounge 
12 Women's lounge 
13 Roof deck GROUND FLOOR 



Buildings that save a watt, and more 

indoor plumbing, electricity-have become today's neces
sities. There is nothing wrong with this; most of today's ne
cessities are bona fide necessities. It's just that we become so 
caught up in today that we forget that yesterday 's necessities 
are probably still valid today. 

Take trees . They are natural sunshades, "the best sun
shades of all," according to architect-conservation ist Mal
colm Wells. They cool and freshen the air, they drop their 
leaves in the fall when the sun 's warmth starts to fee l good 
again. Along wi th other greenery, they can help improve the 
micro-climate surrounding a build ing or group of build ings . 

. Plants, shrubs, grasses all can reduce the heat load on ex
posed surfaces by blocking direct solar radiation; photosyn
thesis itself absorbs a good bit of solar energy. In transpira-
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tion , carbon dioxide is absorbed and oxygen given off, 
freshening the air, and the process also cools by evaporation . 
And of course trees and other greenery can serve as a wind 
screen or, better yet, be used to direct and speed up the de
sired flow of air. 

We are getting away from the old bulldoze and bui ld ap
proach. More and more major corporations are build ing sub
urban and rural headquarters; office and industrial parks are 
calling for the sort of campus planning once done only for 
schools. Along with all this goes a heightened ecological con
sciousness that urges architects and developers to preserve 
the natural environment. 

There is nothing new about shade: man has sought it ever 
since the first hot day. Socrates mentioned designing build -



An all glass building in the desert 

Form combines with heat absorbing glass and an air circula
tion system that carries away unwanted heat to reduce solar 
load on an all-glass municipal building in Tempe, Ariz. The 
design grew, according to architects Michael and Kemper 
Goodwin, from a good bit of research and three-dimensional 
study. The glass walls, slanted at a 45 degree angle, act as 
their own sunshades, and their slope reduces the angle of at
tack of the sun's rays, cutting any reflection. 

Space immediately inside the sloping walls is useless as of
fice space, but valuable as a solar buffer zone. Here the heat 
that does reach the interior (through direct radiat ion or rera
diation from the heat absorbing glass) is isolated and carried 
away by the air handling system. Draperies further isolate the 
solar heat, so that only 18 percent of the available solar heat 
reaches the occupied part of the building . 

ings to admit winter sun but provide shade in the summer, 
and in the centuries since then solar control has been pretty 
we ll documented. There is little new to be said : the sun travels 
the same path it always has. What might be new is the grow
ing awareness of the need for close attention to solar control 
in the so-called temperate zone . 

Besides trees, shade can be provided in the design of a 
building through a variety of devices and screens. The closer 
to the source, the better the job they do of blocking solar 
rays; thus shades and screens outside the building are more 
effective than drapes and blinds inside. External shades and 
screens can come in an almost limitless variety that falls into 
three basic types: vertical, which do their best job on windows 
facing east or west; horizontal, best for south or north fa-

TEMPE, ARIZONA'S MAXIMUM 
SOLAR ENERGY CONDITION AT 
4 '. 00 PM- WEST WALL-AUGUST 

RETURN AIR 

SOLAR BRONZE 
TEMPERED GLASS 

VARIABLE VOLUME 
AIR SYSTEM FOLLOWING 
THE SUN'S LOAD 

\__,. 

TRANSMISSION EQUAL 
TO B..,.., 
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c;ades; or both-egg crate devices combining the best fea
tures of the other two. They can be fixed or adjustable, per
pendicular or angled away from the fac;ade. Whole books of 
design data are available, and there is no doubt that they can 
reduce heat loads. 

Heat absorbing glass is a newer way to deal with solar heat. 
The first tinted heat absorbing glass hit the market in the late 
50s and early 60s. These climate control glasses can absorb 
as much as 45 percent of the solar heat striking them. They 
do, however, reradiate the heat they absorb. One way to 
handle this reradiated heat is to install a mechanical system to 
carry it off; another is to place the heat absorbing glass out
side the building, where natural ventilation will carry the heat 
away. This combination of heat absorbing glass and external 
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Buildings that save a watt, and more 

sunscreen can be very effective, blocking up to 75 percent of 
the available solar heat. And the effect of air movement be
tween screen and window offers further reductions. 

The big change in glass, however, has come in the past 
three or four years with the advent of reflective metallic coat
ings. This has offered an exciting visual material for archi
tecture, but it has offered important performance as well. Roy 
Anderson of Libbey-Owens-Ford sums it up very nicely by 
saying, "G lass has become mechanical. " 

The metallic coatings can block any desired amount of so
lar light and heat, with standard transmittance ratings being 8, 
14 and 26 percent; combined with dual insulating glass, the 
result is glass that keeps heat where it is wanted-outside or 
inside-depending on the weather conditions. 

The insulating value of dual glazing brings up another 
point: good insulation will reduce heating and cooling de
mands, and increased insulation will reduce them even fur
ther. That's why FHA recently toughened its insulation stan
dards for one- and two-family houses. 

The new standard Jowers the maximum permissible heat 
Joss by about a third for a typical 1200 sq ft house; for large 
houses, the reduction is greater. Fuel savings are expected to 
equal the cost of the extra insulation. The key to the revised 
standard is a master graph showing maximum heat losses 
and gains through walls and ceilings for any size house for 
any design temperature (heat gains and losses through floors 
are treated separately) . Calculated heat Joss through exterior 
walls, doors and windows is limited by the standard to 20 Btu 



per hr per sq ft of floor area at 70 F. 
There is an immense amount of sense to this, for the 

amount of heat wasted in residential construction seems 
shameful. Borrowing an example from a talk given by an 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. vice president, Ted Peck, 
consider the 2.6 million housing units to be built in each of 
the next 10 years. The old FHA standard .for heat t ransmission 
was 50 Btu per sq ft. If these houses were designed to a stan
dard of 30 Btu per sq ft, Peck told a group of Ohio bankers, 
some 1.9 trillion Btu would be saved in a year. Over their pro
jected 50-year life that is 9 quadrillion Btu, or twice the entire 
amount of gas used for residential heating in 1968. The new 
FHA standard of 20 Btu per sq ft will be an improvement 
on Peck's projections. 

3.ped for savings 

;igning a headquarters building for the North Carolina 
:::ross and Blue Shield, architects Odell Associates, Inc. 
an "extensive analysis of the environmental deter-

1ts of the site," says David Ramseur. "We studied solar 
1ations, winds, contours and noise levels on the nearby 
1ay." 

! building is set at a high point on the 39-acre site, lo
between Durham and Chapel Hill, with its long fa9ades 

l north and south. The shape-a rhomboid, or three-di
ional parallelogram, leaning toward the south and 
-was chosen to keep direct sun off the south and west 
Further solar control is provided by reflective glass 

;ides studying the incidence and reflection of solar rays, 
chitects were concerned with the effect of wind on the 
!d surfaces. "We were afraid that a 40-mile-an-hour wind 
he south might be increased to around 90 miles an hour 
und level," Ramseur said, but wind tunnel tests with a 
I showed no adverse wind conditions. 
! shape of the building and the reflective glazing signifi
, reduced air conditioning tonnage in the 4-story, 
DO sq ft building, said Ramseur. And as a result, the 
ng has what he says may be the "simplest mechanical 
n in the state." 

The same sort of waste goes on in schools: shopping cen
ters, offices and any other buildings in which first cost is given 
priority over efficiency. "In the residential end," Peck 
says, "we've been able to teach the benefits of a 6 in. ceiling 
and a 3 in. wall, but big buildings are not as advanced in effi
ciency." Peck's hypothesis is that the home builder more 
directly represents the owner's interests than does the de
signer or builder of a commercial building. "Often with big 
commercial buildings, it's the treasurer or chief financial offi
cer who is given the responsibility for the building. And he 
has a different set of criteria.'' 

OCF is not alone in recommending the use of more in
sulation; some architects have been pushing it for years. No 
matter whether the insulation is glass fibers, mineral fibers, 
vermiculite or even plain old earth, the point is to keep heat 
where it is wanted, and doing a more effective job of that cuts 
energy use. 

Measuring the building's metabolism 
There are other ways to lower the amount of energy used 

by our buildings, all related to what Henry Wright of the City 
College of New York likes to think of as "building metabo
lism." Wright is big on natural ventilation: "You can let a lot of 
heat in, if there's a free flow of air to carry it out." An open 
corridor in an air conditioned school then becomes a buffer 
zone between the interior and exterior climate. 

Interior lighting is another big user of electricity, and one 
that might well be reduced. Using natural light is at odds with 
keeping out solar heat, but there is growing feeling that 
present illumination standards are too high anyway, adding to 
the load the HVA/C system must handle. The New York 
Chapter AIA, in a broad statement on air quality and environ
mental problems, suggested a restudy of IES lighting stan
dards; they are too high, and are usually applied indiscrim
inately, the chapter statement said, adding that there 
could probably be a 25 percent cut in electricity use on light
ing alone . Heat of light recovery systems, however, permit 
higher illumination intensities without added cooling loads on 
the air conditioning system . 

The whole idea of "building metabolism" is something that 
Ralph Knowles, a professor at the University of Southern Cal
ifornia has been looking at for about eight years. He went to 
press this summer with a report on planning and design to re
duce energy costs. "Metabolism," although it's not Knowles' 
term, is apt; where most of us would speak of "building a sys
tem," Knowles speaks of "growing" one. 

And ironically enough, while Knowles is pushing ahead 
with research, he is putting us in touch with some ancient 
truths. In his studies of forms and their responses to the natu
ral environment, he has paid close attention to the houses of 
ancient Greece and the pueblos of the southwestern U.S. 

Briefly, his new report looks at growth cost compared to 
maintenance cost; when growth cost is low, maintenance 
cost is high, and vice versa. Thus since it is rnore costly to 
control growth (more costly in terms of building) we 
must "use materials more carefully, design forms more care
fully, plan orientation more carefully to lead to reduced cost 
of maintenance." 

"Presently," he says, "we are growing our systems cheaply . 
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The gain is to the private sector and the loss is to the public.'' 
It's the old story of single crop agriculture as opposed to 

crop rotation of diversified farming, and there's a parallel in 
the realm of building. In cities, Knowles suggests, we are 
building a low-diversity system-the detached single family 
house. The problem with low diversity systems is that they are 
unstable: think of what happens to a wheat farmer when his 
one crop is ravaged by blight. Low diversity systems are un
stable for two reasons. To begin with, they are highly suscep
tible to environmental stress; the single family house has a 
high surface-to-volume ratio and a high energy need. As a re
sult, he says, there has been a style shift; "what used to be the 
chimney is now a refrigeration unit, which is costly in terms of 
energy." The other reason for their instability is that low diver

sity systems are biologically unstable. "They have to go 
through a lot of transformations to exhibit the high diversity of 

a mature system." 
As a result, says Knowles, "we are building into a vast polit

ical, economic and social instability." The solution, at least so 
far as our systems of building are concerned, is energy bal
ance through locating, shaping and relating buildings to re
duce the impact of the environment. 

We should, says Knowles, design buildings by orientation, 
developing shapes that tend toward a one-to-one energy ra
tio. Many ancient building forms, among them ancient Greek 
houses and ancient Indian pueblos, tend in this direction; part 
of Knowles' study is aimed at developing more such building 
forms. Then, he says, with another step in technology, they 
could store and recycle energy as well as receive it. 

In his eight years of studies, which began at Auburn Univer
sity with an investigation of surface responses to sun and 
wind, Knowles has found that form is "at least as important as 
anything we could do to the surface ." He determined that 
susceptibility to environmental stress is a function of the ratio 
of surface area to volume; the higher the ratio, the greater the 
susceptibility. 

The answer, however, is not to build big simple shapes. 
Stress isn't constant from place to place; temperatures vary, 
and so do wind and sun. "We aren't trying to make the least 
susceptible thing possible and spread it all over," Knowles 
says. "We're trying to make built arrangements respond as 
the natural environment does. We're trying to develop more 
mature systems, with a range of choice." 

Throughout man's history as a builder there have been ar~ 
chitects who have given us, as Malcolm Wells describes the 
work of Frank Lloyd Wright, "intuitive solutions to the prob
lems we're just now recognizing-the need to build in har
mony with nature, in the city more than anywhere else; the 
need for solar screening, and the needs for earth cover, tot.al 
landscaping, natural ventilation, deep shelter, massivity, a,ir
iness, etc., each according to the conditions prevailing .... He 
knew, that old devil , he knew instinctively, what we're slowly 
discovering: that the answers are in nature, that true archi
tecture is of the earth in more ways than one." 

That's what Wright knew; let's look at what we know. We 
know a lot about the natural environment, we know a lot 
about buildings and mechanical systems. We sho\,Jld also 
know that the social and economic costs of using this knowl
edge are a lot lower than the low first cost of not using it. 
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Through a glass, coolly 

Mirror glass, the basis for a rapidly growing archi
ectural "look," grew out of a response to environmental 
needs. Lower operating costs were probably the decidin! 
tor in the choice of mirror glass for the Toledo Edison bu 
ing, designed by Sam born, Steketee, Otis and Evans, bu 
those lower operating costs, in fact, reflect a reduced en 
demand. 

The story of the reduced costs starts with an added ex 
pense-$122,000 more for the chromium coated dual wa 
sulating glass than conventional%" plate glass would he 
cost. But offsetting the initial expense was a saving of 
$123,000 in initial costs for heating and cooling equipme 
h.eat recovery system), ductwork and the like. Beyond th• 
yearly operating cost is about $40,000 less. 

In designing the building, the architects, along with Lit 
Owens-Ford, did a detailed computer study of the effect~ 

variety of glasses on the building's construction and ope 
ating costs. Compared to%" plate glass, the glass they f 
selected offers: (1) a 64 .7 percent reduction in the capac 
the central refrigeration system, (2) a 67.9 percent reduct 
the capacity of the distribution system, (3) a 53.2 percent 
duction in the capac ity of the central heating equ ipment. 
Plus, of course, the savings in initial and operating costs 
terms of energy the savings are equally impressive: 729.L 
watts per hour over the%" plate. 
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1n glasses for a building 

a pair of sun glasses, the gray glass sun screen on the 
olk, Va. Civic Center blocks solar heat and glare . Heat 
>rbed by the heat absorbing glass is re-radiated into the 
pace between the screen and the building, where it is car
off by moving currents of air. This alone reduces the solar 
by almost half. Reflection from window glazing and 

Is further reduces the amount reach ing the build ing to 
25 percent of the availab le solar heat. Aluminum louvers 
e top of the air space block direct solar rays and serve as 
ttform for window washers. Architects Vincent G. Kling 
Partners, have used this sun screen set up on several 
l ings, among them the Armstrong styling and design cen
::J/A, June 1971, p. 58). 

Checklist for conserving energy 

Most of the items in this list by Dubin-Mindell-Bloome 
Associates were originally developed to save the cl ient money, 
but all can be applied in the search to conserve energy 

1 Multiuse panels which integ rate th ermal, acoust ical , power 
and structu ral functions can reduce energy requi rements and 
cap ital costs . 
2 Heat loss and cooling loads. Realistic calcu lations taking 
into account people, lights and sto rage effect assu re proper 

sizi ng of equ ipment and reduced energy requirements . 
3 Heat recovery systems. 

a Heat-of- light systems reduce the cooling load and pro
vide more illumination per unit of energy. 

b Heat fro m exhaust air can be used in heat recovery sys
tems to effect transfer of energy from build ing exhaust to in
coming fresh air. 

c Reheat using rejected heat from compression of refr ig
eration units. 

d Heat recovery from solid waste disposal plants; by stor
ing energy normally lost du ring peak power and lighting de
mands can be used at off-peak periods at large savings. 
4 Glazing anq so lar contro l by use of selected materia ls and 
natural elements. 
5 Orientation of the build ing to reduce solar loads. 
6 Heat pumps. 
7 Energy storage systems. 
8 Water recycling systems. Water fo r flushing pu rposes can 
be recycled, reducing water and sewage requirements in the 
building and in remote treatment plants. 
9 Low resistance fil ters. The proper selection can result in 
t remendous savings in power wi thout loss of filtration effi
c iency. 
10 Odor absorption devices can reduce heating and cooling 
loads when used instead of outdoor ai.r. 
11 Demand limiters will limit the peak energy demands result
ing in lower costs. 
12 Central air condi tioning systems can take advantage of di
versity and contro l poll ut ion at one location . 
13 Power factors. Selection of proper motors and capaci tors 
wil l red uce electrical consumption . 
14 High voltage electrical distribution. Increasing distribution 
voltage can reduce capital costs and energy requi rements. 
15 High frequency lighting. 
16 Air-cooled condensers reduce ·water requi rements and 
water pollution but must be balanced against inc reased elec
trica l energy consumption . 
17 Roof top units often permit large savings in duct distribu 
t ion systems. 
18 Pipe linings to reduce fluid fr iction and energy losses. 
19 High temperature flui.ds. 
20 Energy I benefits analyses place the obje.ct ive on red uced 
energy requirements rather than dollars alone . 
21 A realistic program of environmental objectives may result 
in eliminati ng luxury systems. 



Water treatment systems 

Effluent revisited 

In the face of shrinking water supplies, soaring water 
pollution levels and crises over sewage treatment, 
two proposals from industry show hope of a solution 

Our abundant water supply is no longer thought to be end
less. Cumbersome and inefficient, our sewage treatment faci l
ities strain to keep pace with demand. Who le sections of Long 
Island are threatened with contamination of the small water 
supplies available to them. Nearly completed housing devel
opments in New Jersey are halted by city officials because 

further loads on existing sewage treatment plants have 
now become intolerable. 

Several companies have developed systems to solve these 
complex but, obviously, linked problems. Two such systems 
have come about from entirely different starting points. The 
Advanced Civil Systems Division of Grumman Aerospace Cor
poration began with their space technology, whi le ITT Levitt 
and Sons and AWT Systems, Inc. formed a consortium to 
solve a developer's problem with background technology in a 
variety of fields . 

As evidenced by another article in this issue, developments 
spawned by NASA are being recognized for their potential ap
plications to broader uses. The necessity for recycling water 
in such self-contained , semi-self-sufficient environments as 
space exploration demands, caused Grumman to develop 
waste treatment and water reclamation facilities. The new em
phasis of Grumman proposals is on integration of household 
operating systems such as heating/cooling, water supply, 
sewage disposal , refuse disposal and others. One part of the 
system concerns reuse o(waste heat from the furnace, air 
conditioning unit, incinerator, water heater and clothes dryer 
for water reclamation in a low temperature evaporation unit. 
Such units have the proven capability to produce water of 
higher quality than municipal supplies. This water cou ld be 
reused for bathing and washing clothes. Effluent from these 
operations poses only minor treatment problems, and, with f il
tering and disinfecting, can be used again to flush the water 
closet. Drainwater from the kitchen sink, lavatory and dish
washer combines with that of the water closet for treatment. 

Part of the treated water is recycled to the reclamation unit for 
processing, with the remainder reused for watering the lawn. 
In winter, only this small amount would go into the sewer. 

Sludge from the waste treatment process and refuse are 
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Effluent revisited 

fed into the incinerator. Scrubbers remove pollutants from the 
incinerator gases, and the waste heat is again used to re
claim water for an9ther trip through the system. 

Recycling for a housing development 
The Le.vitt-AWT joint venture is a product of the devel

oper's need to solve a sewage disposal problem , and is based 
on the com.bined experience of Hercules Incorporated and 

Integrated household operating system 

'" \'\, 

Procedyne Corporation, the two parent companies that 
formed and own AWT. While less comprehensive in its goals 
than Grumman's, the Levitt-AWT system is being installed in 
Levitt's Monmouth Heights Community in Freehold, N.J., with 
completion schedu!ed for December of this year. 

At this stage, the system being used by Levitt is concerned 
only with creating effluent of high purity from domestic waste 
water, with no by-products of odor, air pollution, noise or 
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Grumman proposal for water recycling that results 
in dramatic reduction of water consumption in both winter 
(top) and summer (bottom) operation 
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visually disturbing facilities. The pilot facility will serve 125 
homes, processing 50,000 gal lons of waste water per day. 
The only by-products will be carbon dioxide, water vapor and 
cleaner water than mun icipalities supply. The physical plant 
can be housed innocuously in a small building , which Levitt 
plans to camouflage as another house. 

Ultimate hopes expressed by both Gru mman and Levitt
AWT are that, since their systems are capable of producing 
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an effluent that is reported to be pure water, future water 
shortages and po llution due to sewage treatment can be elim
inated . Grumman proposals are presently aimed at one-build
ing, interrelated systems, while Levitt-AWT is dealing with the 
neighborhood waste treatment problem. Steps tci broaden (or 
constrict) the scope of these solutions are currently under 
study. Pri nciples involved show promise of being applicable 
to the broader view required to eliminate water pollution . 
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Sewage treatment on the Rhine 

Pollution architecture 

With the increasing necessity for pollution control and the 
saving of natural resources, the city of Dusseldorf puts 
strong, functional forms in a rural setting to clean the Rhine 
waters of waste from the industries that surround it 

Water pollution problems reached a crisis for the Germans 
when people no longer were able to use the rivers for recrea
tion. The most direct solution was to build a sewage treatment 
plant, channel the waste waters there and return the rivers to 
the people. 

The first plant, located at lllverich north of Di.isseldorf, is 
one of five planned for the North-Rhine-Westphalian region. 
The plant generates its operating power through the use of 
the biological matter in the water. While the inclusion of a 
power plant made the initial construction cost high, oper
ational costs are minimal; only four people are required for 
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day-to-day operation of the plant. The incoming waste wa
ters-700,000 cu ft per day-are brought to the plant via a 
pipeline that crosses under the Rhine. As the water comes in, 
debris is collected with a rake, loaded into a truck and taken 
to a garbage disposal plant to be incorporated into asphalt 
paving. The water then goes into the first of many open fields 
where it is aerated and then left to stand while the mud settles 
to the bottom, precipitating the bacteria with it. Two-thirds of 
the way through the process of settling, the mud is fed oxy
gen to encourage the bacterial growth. It is then slowly re
moved from the bottom of the fields and stored in the inverted 
open drums for further germination . When the growth pro
cess is well established, the mud is removed to the darkened 
silos, where the bacteria begin to thrive. Their gases are col
lected, compressed and used to operate the generators 
which produce the electricity. With 85-90 percent of the bac
terial content removed, the water is returned to the Rhine. 





Pollution architecture 

The North-Rhine-Westphalian region of Germany is heavily 
industrialized , producing 34 percent of the entire output of 
coal, steel and iron in Europe. Industry accounts for 75 per
cent of the water consumption and has contributed over a 
third of the cost of building the first sewage treatment plant. 
The other two-thirds of the cost was assumed by the city of 
Dusseldorf With no assistance from the federal government. 
Preparatory work had begun in 1958 with the building of the 
tunnel under the Rhine through which the waste waters 
would be channeled . Smaller neighboring communities were 
asked to divert thei r waste to this tunnel in order to effectively 
t reat a larger area. As the Rhine flows north , the completion 
of the first plant did not directly affect the Rhine waters at 
Dusseldorf. A second plant now under construction south of 

the city wil l allow Dusseldorf the benefit of clean water. 
Not until all five plants are completed will the North

Rhine-Westphalian region be free of its water pollut ion . The 
Ruhr, a major tributary of the Rhine , is still contam inated with 
waste by the many industries that border it. Part of the prob
lem lies in stopping production fo r a long enough time to in
stall pollution control devices. For the very large industries. 
this would put enough people out of work to hurt the econ
omy seriously. Those companies who are still discharging 
waste water into the river are contribut ing instead to the cost 
of another sewage t reatment plant to which their waste wi ll be 
channeled . As an interim measure for controll ing the level of 
contaminat ion , the river is patrolled by a boat equipped with a 
laboratory to test the bacterial count. If the count becomes 
too high, plant management is th reatened with shutdown . 

The architect of the sewage treatmen t plant is a civil service 
worker-an engineer employed by the state with a number, 
job classification and salary. He is as thoroughly capable of 
dealing with the biological process as with the reinforcing of 
the concrete drums and silos; the fo rms of the architecture 
derive from this synthesis. Two distinct scales are evident

one of process, one of people"-and there is a clarity of func
tion in thei r separat ion. Human use is limited to the control of 
the process by the use of stairs and walkways that serve as a 
visual and physical link between man and man-made process. 

Exposure to air allows the bacteri a in 
the mud to germinate in the open drumE 
(above). View across pipelines (left) 
towards open drums and silos . Plan at 
right shows location of incoming waste 
waters (1) where debris is removed (2) . 
Water is taken to open fie lds (3) where 
sediment is removed to open drums (4) 
for germination and , once the growth of 
bacteria is started, thP mud is stored 
in two darkened si los (5) where their 
gases are collected. Other buildings 
(6) are offices and maintenance. All 
photos: Barry Fez-Barringten 
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Fire protection 

A prinkler system that could 
lives as well as property 

ave 

It doesn't take much water to put out a fire, so designing 
a sprinkler system to protect life rather than 
property was easy; getting it into the codes is the real problem 

There is no more delicate interface between man and his en
vironment than fire-benign when controlled and disastrous 
otherwise. While great effort has been made to produce 
"fireproof" buildings and codes that deal with life safety, 
many fire professionals are just now coming to grips with the 
fact that laws, codes and choice of materials are based on the 
need to protect property, not life. 

Richard M. Patton of Patton Fire Protection and Research , 
Inc., points out that structural elements of a " fire resistive " 
building can withstand temperatures of 2000 F for four 
hours, but human resistance to much lower temperatures is 
measured in minutes and seconds. In designing " fireproof " 
structures , he adds, we have designed " the perfect furnace" 
for their contents . 

Patton and the Copper Development Association have de
veloped the first sprinkler system designed to protect life 
rather than property. It follows, of course, that controlling 
fires to human tolerances is also best for protecting property. 

The new sprinkler system does not differ radically from 
standard types, except in time of response and quantities of 
water delivered. Existing systems are timed for industrial fires 
which reach a higher temperature faster than the usual resi
dential fire where the amount of combustibles is lower. " A 
quicker response is needed to protect humans in a com
partmentalized structure," Patton says. " After all, two minutes 
of smoke inhalation is often a lethal dose.' ' 

Further, he says, current codes, being based on industrial 
needs, require water supplies far in excess of what is needed 
to put out a residential fire. This makes existing sprinkler sys
tems quite beyond the economic reach of those who need 
them most: nursing homes, hospitals, schools, dormitories, 
hotels, high-rise office and apartment buildings and private 
homes. Authorities are asking that sprinkler systems be made 
mandatory for nursing homes and similar institutions. " If this 
occurs without a new, more feasible system being made avail
able, many of these nursing homes will have to go out of busi
ness-when there is a desperate need for more," says Pat-
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ton. " A system for a $50,000 nursing home, for example, 
could cost more than the value of the entire structure. " 

The CDA Life Safety System passed its first tests last spring 
in an old Newton, N.J . house scheduled for demolition . Re
peated tests barely damaged the house. The first full in
stallation was completed in August at the Pioneer Inter
national Hotel in Tucson , Ariz . as part of its renovation after a 
1970 f ire that killed 28 persons. The hotel is now " fully pro
tected " with a sprinkler head in each guest room and at every 
location where a fire could possibly start. In addition , the 
sprinklers and smoke detectors are connected to Tucson 's 
fire alarm headquarters for an automatic alert. 

The system does not have to meet code requirements in 
Tucson-there are none. The piping is copper , spray heads 
are brass. While designed to use less water more efficiently, 
ultimate development (for aesthetics, especially) will come af
ter wider acceptance by code officials. CDA will make the sys
tem available to manufacturers on a non-fee, non-proprietary 
basis. Design , says CDA, is no problem, but the codes are. 

CDA has marshalled a powerful group that could influence 
changes in the codes to permit use of the new system: the Na· 
tional Fire Protection Association , the Building Officials and 
Code Administrators Internat ional , the Fire Research Section 
of the National Bureau of Standards, the Travelers Insurance 
Co., the National Automatic Sprinkler and Fire Control Asso
ciation and the American Mutual Insurance Alliance. Repre
sentatives from each of these groups have wi_tnessed the test~ 

and are following closely the development of the system . 

Toward a prepackaged system 
Patton has also been working out a life-safety sprinkler sys

tem that is not dependent on a city water supply. Figuring 
that 50 gal. of water, promptly and properly applied , could pu1 
out a newly-started f ire, he would connect the sprinklers to a 
500-3000 gal. tank, probably just outside the building. Tank 
size would depend on the bu ilding configuration and the 
number of nozzles expected to open (fire in one room would 

not open nozzles in another room) . With an automatic hook
up to the fire department alarms, time of response is also 
a factor. It would be possible, notes Patton , to add chemicals 
to improve the fire-extinguishing characteristics of the water 
and , eventually, to prefabricate the whole package. 
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;hows how system could be supplied by a pressurized storage tank. 



Life support by law 

Politics and pollution 

With anti-pollution emerging as a serious cause, the flurry 
of lawsuits and rush of new legislation to protect our 
air and water foretell a major shift of socio-economic values 

It has become increasingly clear that the use and abuse of 
our planetary materials can no longer be left to the decisions of 
individuals, any more than the responsibility of quarantining 
contagious disease can be an option of the patient. More and 
more, the public is demanding action, not words-with politi
cal and legal tactics offering the hope of solutions. 

Fed up with studies, reports and watchdog agencies with
out enforcement teeth, conservationists and concerned citi
zens are muddying the political waters , in some cases beyond 
resettling. And their activities have resulted in a literal torrent 
of laws enacted to restrict pollution . 

For example, in a recent edition of The New York Times 
there were no less than eight articles devoted to problems of 
the environment. These ranged from pollution of the Houston 
Canal , one of the nation 's dirtiest streams (in the first appli
cation of the emergency provisions of the Clean Air Act , one 
chemical company was forced to shut down) to Portland 's In
ternational Airport's planned expansion (just one of several 
jetports being blocked by lawsuits) to the writing of a noise 
pollution code in New York City. 

While legislators frame new laws, industry attempts to " do it 
myself, " in some cases succeeding , and Nader-like critics 
cry " Shame," social and political philosophers dialogue on 
that implicitly American credo of endless growth . The adverse 
environmental impact has caused many questions to be 
asked : on the one hand, the ever-rising standard of living-on 
the other, the ruth less conquest of nature; on the one hand, 
our uncontrolled economy based on supply and demand-on 
the other, some comprehensive form of national planning , 
even considering a "no growth " policy, carried to its 
furthest point, no population growth . And still the dialogue 
rages: on the one hand the demand of low income groups for 
the benefits the luxury class enjoys, right on down to that 
electric toothbrush-on the other, industry 's claim that the 
cost of cleaning up will price these goods and services out of 
the reach of the poor and cost millions of jobs to boot. Then 
there is the contention that American technology has a great 
record of making what was too expensive suddenly neces-
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sary-does anyone still have an ice box? As for jobs, cleaning 
up could put those same millions right to work. 

Can man-made laws force the necessary partnership be
tween man and nature? Can legislation cause the needed in
terdisciplinary action? _And where does the architect fit into 
this scheme of things? 

When the environment turns actively malignant, beauty, 
utility and cost concerns give way to basic health needs, wit
ness London's air cleanu p after the "killer fogs." In 1952 the 
Clean Air Act was passed decreeing that factories and homes 
in critical areas of the city must switch from soft high sulphur 
coal to less smoky fue ls. Despite the higher costs , an 80 per
cent reduction in aerial pollution with an estimated 50 percent 
increase in sunlight occurred , and with each passing year 

London 's air has grown cleaner. 

Laws for clean air and water 
The U.S. National Environmental Protection Agency was 

established on December 2, 1970 to fill a "critical need in the 

new national effort to protect and enhance the environ
ment. " EPA is charged with mounting a coordinated frontlike 
attack on the environmental problems of air and water pollu
tion, solid wastes management, pesticides, radiation and 
noise. It places under one organizational roof some 15 pro
grams for an " integrated coordinated attack on pollution and 
other environmental ills, based on a view of the environment 
as a single system of interdependent and interrelated parts. 
Not able to boast much of a track record as yet-it is too 
new-EPA has shown courage in some of its activities . 

The Clean Air Act of 1963 declared air pollution control to 
be the "primary responsibility of state and local govern
ments." The 1970 version , not changed in this area, does de
mand conformance with federal air quality standards. 

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1970 was set up 
to prevent and control water pollution, although Congress 
had passed major water-quality laws in 1956. A recent Ralph 
Nader report entitled " Water Wasteland" points out that this 
program is a " miserable failure. " 

Section 13 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 prohibits 
discharges of refuse into navigable waters without permits. 
Known as the Refuse Act , this 70-year-old legislation is prov
ing to be one of the most effective weapons in the fight 
against water pollution . It provides for injunctions as well as 



'ines. A recent example of its use when all else fai led involved 
~General Motors assembly plant in North Tarrytown , N.Y. 
:hat had dumped chemical wastes and other pollutants 
faectly into the Hudson River for years. In 1963 the Army 
:::orps of Engineers ordered the company to build a treatment 
acility linking into a regional sewage system. Whi le this was 
)lanned , the dumping went on. With Refuse Act in hand, con
;ervationists came up with a fat bill of penalties , along with 
; riminal and civil anti-pollution proceedings. Result-the 
j umping has stopped . 

Still armed with the Refuse Act of 1899, the federal govern
nent is extending its drive on Hudson River polluters from in
justries on the river banks to inland plants whose toxic 
Nastes drain into the river. Non-cooperating firms have been 
ined under the Act. Even the loophole in the Refuse Act is 
)eing plugged . In Chicago " Businessmen for the Public lnter-
3St," an urban affai rs group, has brought suit against the 
::PA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to prevent the is
;uance of permits under the Refuse Act Permit Program to at 
east eight industries whose plants discharge wastes into 
_ake Michigan. Pollution , according to this group, must be 
;topped before, not after a permit is issued. At the same time, 
::PA and the Corps of Engineers say they will not approve the 
)ermits under a 1910 Lake Michigan law. The companies 
nust have the permits or close down. 

nternational and interstate 
Since pollution does not respect boundaries , no local or 

wen national measures can be wholly effettive. With this in 
nind the 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human En
lironment to be held in Stockholm will explore the possibility 
)f a global monitoring system of the ocean and atmosphere to 
;top pollution at its source. 

The growth of regional opposition to industrial expansion 
hat can pollute the environment is exemplified by a suit filed 
)ya joint group of Indians and environmentalists in an effort 
o block the development of si x big coal-fired power plants 
Jlanned for the area where Utah , Colo rado , Arizona and New 
vlexico meet. At regional hearings conducted by the Senate 
::: ommittee on Interior and Insular Affairs , witnesses de
nanded a moratorium or freeze on the large-scale regional 
3Xpansion of coal-fueled electric plants, pending study of 
)Ossible " clean " energy sources. They urged a national 

energy policy that would emphasize less rather than more use 
of electric power. 

Speaking of less not more, a new campaign to slow down 
growth is taking place in some states, suggesting that people 
stay in their own backyards. Oregon , Florida , Los Angeles, 
California, Colorado and Cape Cod , Mass. are removing ex
pensive and well-publicized welcome mats with the use of 
zoning laws that provide fo r more limited future populations. 
They have slashed advertising budgets inviting new people 
and new industries. Statements by public figures echo Gover
nor Tom McCall of Oregon who said , " Come and visit . . . But 
for heaven 's sake, don 't come here to live. " 

State laws prol iferate 
On a state level, examples abound of legal action to stop 

pollution . In Delaware recently, despite powerful opposition 
and the loss of potential jobs and tax revenue to the state, a 
law went into effect that stops heavy industry from locating 
new plants on the state 's 125-mile-long ocean bay and river 
ooastline. This , the first law of its kind in the U.S. , bans oil refi
neries, basic steel manufacturing plants, pulp paper mills and 
petrochemical companies, and offshore transfer term inals. So 
called " clean " industries may settle on the shoreline only after 
a state planner and a new 10-man control board approve. 

In Michigan, a recent law allows ordinary citizens to sue 
polluters without having to show evidence of direct personal 
injury-shifting the burden of proof from the complainant to 
the defendant. In Illinois, the EPA not only has teeth , they are 
almost fangs. It can levy a $10,000 fine against any party that 
violates environmental-quality standards with an additional 
$1000-a-day fine until the problem is corrected , and may seal 
on the spot any facility in violation of pollution laws. Before a 
builder can begin construction of any kind , he must prove 
that his project will not violate these laws. 

Also in Illinois, the state's pollution control board has for
bidden sewer connections in the North Shore Sanitary District 
north of Chicago , until its treatment plant 's capacity is ex
panded from 8 million to 18 million gallons a day to prevent in
creased pollution of Lake Michigan. Area builders face the 
possibility of suspending construction and face losses of mil
lions of dollars. Construction could be halted for three years , 
possibly five . Sewer connections have also been banned re
cently in Georgia and New Jersey and in several cities-



Politics and pollution 

Cleveland , San Francisco, St. Louis. 
In Arizona, copper smelting plants filled the air with sulphur 

dioxide. Now, thanks to a new law, smelters are required to 
remove 90 percent of the sulphur. In Texas, a measure before 
the legislature would give the air control board authority to is
sue permits for all new plants and modifications to existing 
ones. Another bill would allow the state to withhold a city's 
share of tax monies until air and water standards are met. 

In California, a proposed Clean Environment Act, to be 
voted on by the public in '72, includes imposition of a five
year moratorium on the construction of nuclear power plants. 
Also , in California, the State Supreme Court overruled a Pub
lic Utilities Commission decision that would have permitted 
Southern California Edison to add two 790 mw fossil fuel units 
to its Huntington Beach Plant. It states that the "legislature 
has established one statutory scheme for the general regu
lation of public utilities and another for the regulation of air 
pollution ." 

In Connecticut, one of the final acts of this year 's leg
islature was a bill that sets up a special council to insure that 
future locations of power plants and power lines are com
patible with the environment. 

And strip mining , long an environmental grievance, may be 
halted. A suit has been filed against the Tennessee Valley Au
thority , the largest purchaser of strip-mined coal, seeking to 
void over one million dollars worth of contracts. Legislation 
has been proposed to outlaw such mining entirely, despite 
demands of power plants for the cheap coal it provides. 

Municipally, pollution codes are being written and ap
proved almost daily. New York City's recently established air
pollution control code reduces the allowable sulphur content 
in fuels and limits the amount of particle emissions from vent
ilators and fuel-burning equipment. An environmental control 
board has the power to levy fines . 

Ecological revolution 
The powerful issue of the environment has joined with other 

tried and true issues-who would dare to be against Mother 
and God-or for polluted rivers, smog-laden cities? Unlike 
Mom and God, however, the environment reaches down into 
basic social issues, dearly held American beliefs, and comes 
up with implications for change of a major nature. This legal 
activity is one of the first visible signs of the vast change in the 
socio-economic fabric of the country. As John McHale says in 
The Ecological Context, " Though seemingly innocuous in its 
theoretical origins, ecology generates a radical view of hu
man society, which may prove to be more 'positively' revolu
tionary, in its widest implication, than any of the socio-politi
cal ideologies which have previously challenged our tradi
tional economic and institutional arrangements." 

To point out the effect of the drive to preserve the environ
ment on the architect is to beg the question. The legislation 
speaks loud and clear-from site selection to mechanical sys
tems to construction delays and stops. It affects the architect 
personally as citizen , professionally as designer. It is a chal
lenge to him to once again view the natural world with an in
novative vision , to work to maintain this fragile balance of na
ture with which he, more than most men , has been entrusted, 
to join in developing new methods that will anticipate the law. 
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Life support by law 

Can building codes help protect 
the environment? 

While building officials all over the country watch to see how swered them." The second hearing, July 23, dealt with such 
Connecticut's new statewide code will work, its wri ters points as whether agricultural buildings should come under 
already envision it as a vehicle for environmental protection the Code , bonding and grounding of metal veneers , hubless 

cast iron soil pipe systems, ventilation of garages, fears that 

Wh ile all states have building codes that can be adopted by 
their cities and towns, Connecticut is drawing a great deal of 
attention with its statewide, mandatory code. Faced with what 
could have become a chicken-or-egg-first situation, the leg
islature passed an act last November tflat made the existing 
code mandatory instead of voluntary for all cities, towns and 
boroughs but also created an advisory committee charged 
with preparing amendments to the existing code-in effect 
writing a new one that went into effect September 1. Oper
ating within the department of public works, the committee is 
also setting up procedures for qualifying local building offi
cials and educational programs for them, and hearing ap
peals from parties not satisfied by local boards of appeals. 

The law also set up a Board of Material Review empowered 
to receive and approve proposals from manufacturers and 
vendors on products or systems not specifically ment ioned in 
the code 's reference standards. This is one of the biggest 
benefits of the law, as it limits the review and acceptance pro
cedure to one place and one time for the entire state, but 
caused the most contention by taking this function away from 
local building inspectors. 

Opposition to the law also arose over the fact that several 
cities had been using codes much more sophisticated than 
the state code, but this was settled by the promise of a new 
code. About half the communities in the state had long been 
using the Connecticut Basic Building Code (based on BOCA, 
The Building Officials Conference of America) and when it 
was made mandatory, o nly 68 out of 168 or so were still hold
ing out. Opposition was based on certain ambigu ities in the 
code, confusion about its provisions and uncertainty about its 
ultimate provisions, but public meetings and a heavy sched
ule of talks to various groups cut these fea rs to a minimum. 

Public hearings were structured to meet opposition head 
on. For the first, on June 9, 100 people , mostly building officials, 
showed up and all those with objections were heard first. 
" They brought up some interesting points," recalls Harold 

Mindell , partner in Dubin-Mindell-B loome Associates and 
committee secretary, " and we considered every point and an-

day care centers would be thrown into violation status. 
Some items such as these were deferred until a new round 

of public hearings that were scheduled after the primary 
adoption date , September 1. Harold Mindell, secretary of the 
advisory committee, stresses that the code is a "viable , living 
instrument rather than a static one. As new developments 
come out of BOCA, we will be proposing them as new amend
ments. We will be considering proposed amendments from 
anybody, although we are not obliged to fol low through on 
any of these proposals." 

Environmental protection by code 
Mindell is hopeful that the code , once in operation, will 

serve as the vehicle for environmental protection . Smoke 
abatement clauses have already been included and noise 
control is touched on but not yet fully spelled out. " Use of 
energy, for instance, has been mentioned within the com
mittee, but we haven't had the time yet to discuss it. " By 
energy use Mindell means specifying the efficiencies of vari
ous types of equipment, such as an air conditioner may not 
use more than X kw per ton. " A provision like this can be tai
lored to be flexible, and will conserve energy without imped
ing the function of the building, " Mindell says. He even fore

sees a time when X kilowatts or X Btu would be .assigned to 
any single building before a permit could be issued , with the 
owner and architect deciding tradeoffs between lighting, 
equipment and air conditioning to keep within the overall 
energy budget. Looking even further into the future, he sees 
no reason why the total building environment should not be 
regulated: if a building and its occupants put forth so much 
carbon dioxide, the site should have so much foliage , grass 
and trees to put forth so much oxygen. 

This would not infringe on zoning laws, Mindell points 
out. " Zoning designates the various uses of buildings; the 

code deals with the building itself. Our bag is to make sure 
the health , safety and general welfare are protected, so even 
if a building is put into an industrial zone, we can see to it that 
it doesn 't consume more than X amount of energy under the 
building code." 
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Details from the industry© 

Progressive Architecture continues its 
new advertising feature called 'Details 
from the industry.' Indexed for filing 
under the Uniform Filing System 
adopted by the AIA, CSI and 
Producers' Council , these pages may 
be removed and saved for future 
reference to various methods of 
fabrication, joining and protection. On 
the following pages are found 
advertising information and detail data 
from Russwin, Division of Emhart 
Corporation. 

Special service section 
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Progressive Architecture Details from the Industry© 

2810 AND 2800 SERIES DOOR CLOSERS 
Tamper-Proof Construction ... Versatile Door-Closing Control 

Planned for Power ... Designed for Perform
ance. One Design for Every Door in the Build
ing.Non-Handed for Conventional or for 
Inverted Mounting. 

The 2800 and 2810 Door Closer Series have 
been planned by Russwin engineering skill to 
provide the very ultimate in tamper-proof con
struction, door closing versatility of control, 
power and service. Back checks and delayed 
action closing are optional ... you decide the 
operating functions for each door. Truly a door 
closing achievement for all doors. 

More Quality Features in 2800 & 281 O 
Door Closers: 
• Closer unit is completely concealed by a 
specially designed cover to assure continuous 
tamper-proof operation. 
• Non hold-open closers in this series regu
larly furnished with power adjustment arm 
bracket which may be mounted to supply nor
mal closing power - or reversed to supply a 
15% greater closing power. 
• Inverted mounting permits more headroom 
... mounts on frames as narrow as 1". 
• Dual Valve separate controls for closing and 
latching speeds. 
• Available in two handsome, long-lasting 
cover materials: solid aluminum or solid 
bronze. 
• Cast alloy iron cases, drop-forged arms and 
full rack and pinion construction are standard 
on the entire line. 
• UL listed. 

Suggested specification 

Closers shall be of rack and pinion construc
tion with both rack and pinion of heat treated 
steel and with a cast hydraulic iron case as 
made by Russwin. 

Closing the door shall be controlled by dual 
valves. Closers shall be available with fully 
adjustable backcheck. Valves shall be con
cealed against unauthorized ad justment and 
shall be of the needle valve type. Closers 

MOUNTING ON THE DOOR 

MOUNTING ON CORNER BRACKET 

PARALLEL ARM MOUNTING 

shall be surface applied with rectangular 
cover, projection not over 2%" and capable 
of being applied on 1 %"top rail or top jamb 
for inverted mounting. 

Non hold-open closers shall be regularly 
furnished with Power Adjustment Arm 
Bracket capable of adjusting closer power 
from regular to a minimum of 15% greater 
closing power. 
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Environmental engineering 

Energy conservation 
in building design 
Sital Daryanani 

To achieve the most with the least use of energy 
and natural resources should be the building designer's 
goal as he creates today's mechanical systems 

What we can see bothers us the most. Thus a discussion of 
environmental pollution generally revolves around visible 
sources of pollution such as power generating plants, in
cinerators and automobiles. However, a much less visible 
source that is a major contributor to environmental pollution 
is improper use of energy and natural resources, damaging in 
two ways. First , environmental pollution is increased at a fast 
rate. Second , we quickly deplete our limited supplies of 
energy and natural resources. If we are seriously concerned 
about environmental pollution, we should attack both the vis
ible and the invisible sources. Efficient use or conservation of 
energy and natural resources will in the long run be a more 
economical solution than combating visible pollution at the 
term inal point. 

Considerable energy and water are consumed for operation 
of a modern building. Mechanical and electrical systems such 
as air conditioning , heating , ventilation and illumination need 
energy for their operation. Water used for the air conditioning 
system exceeds that consumed by the building occupants. 

Obviously, the building 's mechanical and electrical systems 
cannot operate without energy but they can be designed to 
perform the desired functions with minimum energy input. 
Until recently, energy conservation has seldom been a design 
objective. Reheat air conditioning systems-the type of sys
tem most air conditioned buildings have-are a good ex
ample. In a reheat system, the air is cooled constantly to a 
temperature of about 55 F and is then reheated to the tem
perature required by the various zones. Thus energy is used 
for cooling and more energy is used for reheating . Sur
prisingly, the zone requiring the least cooling could actually 
consume the most energy. 

Illumination systems generate more heat than light. An in
candescent lamp converts 90 percent input energy into heat 
and only 10 percent into lights. A fluorescent lamp gives off 
80 percent energy as heat and 20 percent as light. 

In an air conditioned building, heat given off by the illumi
nation system and by occupants is ejected to the outdoors 
throughout the year through either air cooled or water cooled 
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condensers. At the same time the building generally pur
chases other sources of energy-electricity, oil or gas-for 
heating the domestic hot water and for space heating . 

Furthermore, because of over-emphasis on initial economy, 
inefficient equipment is installed in the building. Often an en
gineering analysis will show that an efficient piece of equip
ment will save money in operation. For instance, if a heating 
boiler costs $1 .50 / lb and consumes $1.30 / lb of oil , feasible 
initial cost for a 10 percent increase in efficiency would be 
$3.35. An air conditioning refr igeration unit , similarly , costing 
$60 / ton and consuming $18 per year ($.015 / kwhr) could be 
replaced by one 10 percent more efficient at an $86 / ton initial 
cost. 

Technology is available to minimize energy consumption in 
buildings. The reheat system can be replaced by a variable air 
volume system which eliminates wasteful reheat and econo
mizes on the energy spent on cooling. In this type of system, 
less air is coo led , less air is circulated in zones requiring less 
cooling and the internal heat of the zone is used to reheat. 
Thus the energy spent on heating and cooling is minimized. 

Heat recovery type of systems, which capture the interior 
heat of people and the illumination system for space heating 
and heating of domestic hot water, are feasible. 

What we require is not necessarily new technology but 
rather a change in objectives. The building design team is 
generally concerned with lowest initial cost, which is certainly 
important, bu t it should also be concerned with minimizing 
energy consumption and thereby minimizing environmental 
pollution. "Achieve most with the least" should be a motto ap
plicable not only to initial cost but also to energy consump
tion, for the cumulative effect of its use has a broad impact 
on society. 

Author: Sital Daryanani , PE is chief mechanical engineer for 
Syska & Hennessy , Inc. 



NATURE-TONE porcelain panels 
complement this arboreal setting 
Honeywell Inc., has developed an engineering 
and manufacturing complex for its computer 
systems division on a wooded 76-acre tract at 
Billerica, Massachusetts. The Detroit architec
tural firm of Giffels Associates, Inc., placed 
strong emphasis on harmonizing the project with 
the scenic beauty of the site. 

Warm-colored brick and dark-tinted plate glass 
were chosen to compose the sidewalls, while 
sweeping fascias were created in soft earthy
brown porcelain-on-steel panels to bring strong 
horizontal unity to the facade. 

Architects can specify Nature-tone porcelain-

enameled panels from a palette of twenty-four 
matte-finish hues created by color experts in col
laboration with prominent architects. All porce
lain-on-steel panels can be designed in a variety 
of embossed textured patterns. 

Porcelain-enameled steel panels are rigid, 
light, corrosion-resistant, color-fast, and clean. 
Bethlehem supplies special enameling sheets to 
fabricators who form and coat architectural pan
els. Write us for a brochure on Nature-tone fin
ishes. Room 1047, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 
Bethlehem, PA 18016. 

BETHLEHEM STEEL 

Architects: Giffels Associates, Inc., Detroit, Michigan 
General Contractor: Aberthaw Construction Co., Boston, Mass. 
Steel Fabricators: Lyons Iron Works, Manchester, New Hampshire 
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Specifications clinic 

Ref ere nee source 
for paint 

Harold J . Rosen . PE . FCSI 

A government handbook on organic coatings is reviewed 
describing the many varied coatings available, 
their chemistry, properties and criteria for selection 

Building Science Ser ies 7, Organ ic Coatings, published by the 
National Bureau of Standards is an exce llent treatise on the 
properties, se lection and use of organ ic coatings . Its purpose 
is to provide an adequate understanding of paints so the user 
can make decisions on coat ing systems based upon reliab le 
and comprehens ive information . 

The book is organ ized into a series of chapters , each deal
ing with subject matter that enables easy search and com
parison . The chapter on types of coatings covers primers, 
clear , pigmented and bituminous coat ings. Under the clear 
coatings are drying oi ls of all types, varnishes, lacquers, seal
ers , waxes, strippable and synthetic resin coatings. Other 
chapters are devoted to the properties of synthetic resins for 
coatings; storage, safety and application methods ; surface 
preparation and pretreatment; so lving typ ical coating prob
lems; and a tabu lar summary list of federal specification 
paints that describes the material briefly , the substrates on 
which it can be applied , the method of appl ication and notes 
on its intended use. 

The chapter on synthetic resins for coatings provides a 
wealth of information on modern synthetic coatings, their 
chemistry , various types, properties and uses . Th is chapter is 
devoted to the properties of ce llu lose derivatives, phenolic 
resins, amino resins , alkyd resins , viny l res ins , acrylic res ins, 
polystyrene, silicone resins , epo xy resins , po lyamide res ins , 
polyurethanes, polyethylenes, fluorocarbon res ins and syn
thetic rubbers . Each of these synthet ic resins is treated in de
tail with information on negative as well as positive aspects. 

One of the most usefu l chapters analyzes factors to be con
sidered in selecting a coating system. The optimum coating 
system usually is a compromise in which secondary prop
erties must be accepted in order to obtain maximum perform
ance from those properties of primary importance to the in
tended appl ication . Occasionally, one must weigh the risk of 
difficult or hazardous applications against the benefits to be 
derived from the proper performance properties of certain 
coating systems. 
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In selecting th e best coating system, the following criteria 
are useful : 
1 Consider such factors as service environments , nature of 
substrate, basic function to be provided , appearance desired , 
application limitations and cost 
2 Designate various factors as either of primary or secondary 
importance. 
3 Rev iew the information on those synthetic resins described 
in another chapter which possess all or most of the properties 
of prime importance. 
4 Select the most suitab le resin on the basis of desirable sec
ondary properties in addit ion to primary properties. 

Under service environments, one must consider resistance 
to heat, co ld , sunlight and general weathering . Is resistance 
to chemicals required? If so, to what types? Will the coat ing 
be subjected to alternate soaking and drying? Should it be 
hard , flex ible, tough, rubbery? Must it be res istan t to abra
sion , impact, fle xing? These are questions which must be 
asked to help bring the problem into focus . 

One must also cons ider the nature of the substrate to be 
coated . A co ating capable of giving excellent service in a par
t icu lar environment on metal may fail badly when applied to 
wood . Coatings on masonry or plaster must be alkali resistant 
and provide good uniformity of coverage and appearance de
spite the porous and nonun iform nature of these surfaces . 
Smoothness, porosity, dimensional stability , corrodability, 
dampness, alkalinity-all of these substrate character istics 
must be considered in choosing a proper coating system . 

What is the bas ic function of the coating? Is it protective , 
decorative or functional? If it is to be protective in a corros ive 
atmosphere, then resistance to this environment is para
mount. If it is to be decorative, then the emphasis should be 
on color and g loss and the retention of these properties in 
service. If it is to be functional (a coating on a smokestack or 
a floor coating) , it must possess those attributes that provide 
service under these cond itions. If appearance is paramount, 
then its degree of transparency, translucency or opac ity; its 
degree of gloss or flatness ; its surface texture; its multico lor 
aspects are essential elements. 

Application limitations also app ly in the selection . Such 
characteristi cs as toxicity, flammability, odor, drying speed , 
moisture sensitivity, brushabi lity and other inherent properties 
must be considered . Some of these characteristi cs may not 
lend themselves to existing buildings or portions of buildings. 

Final ly, cost is another factor and the long te rm cost must 
be weighed against the initial cost Organic Coatings is a use
ful handbook and may be obtained from the Superintendent 
of Documents , U.S. Government Printing Office , Washington , 
D.C. for $2 .50. 

Author: Harold Rosen is Chief Specifications Writer of Skidmore. 
Owings & Merri ll. New York City . 
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Books 

Restoration and renaissance 

Urbino, the History of a City and Plans for 
Its Development by Giancarlo de Carlo ; 
translated by Loretta Schaeffer Guarda. 
Cambridge: MIT Press, 1970. 244 pp. 
$17.50. 

Reviewed by Jerzy Glowczewski. The 
re vieweris Professor of Macroplanning 
and Urban Design at Pratt Institute and a 
principal at Community Design Associates 
(CODA) . New York City 

To plan a new city or to devise an ap
proach for replanning and expanding an 
old one is an adventure that few design ori
en ted people can resist. To play the role of 
a master designer and a master organizer 
of spaces where the variety of human ac
tivities take place is both a challenging , 
and at the same time , a somewhat con
troversial activity. By its nature, scope and 
potential effects urban planning takes into 
account all elements of human environ
ment and in this manner often involves 
many contradictory forces that shape the 
course of urban existence. To mention a 
few of these contradictions: increasing the 
population densities in some areas, aban
doning others; high cost of new construc
tion vs. the demand for qual ity ; con
servation of historic heritage vs. economic 
pressures fo r redevelopment ; demand for 
cheap housing and services and an in
adequate tax base and high cost of land . 

These opposing interests, which some
times are impossible to resolve , make it 
very difficult to obtain wide support for ur
ban planning projects. Nevertheless, 
mounting demands for better cities and 
better comprehensive planning methods 
plus the attraction of this type of work have 
resulted in a proliferation of various theo
ries, various " ideal city " concepts and fu
turistic visions of urban forms as well as 
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practical pragmatic solutions. If the effort 
and expenditure that were used for plan
ning studies never implemented cou ld be 
transformed into actual work, many ailing 
cities of today could be saved and many 
new ones built. This is not happening, 
however. Urban planning , even in its scien
tifically, socially and economically accept
able form , still encounters serious opposi
tion from the so-called " decision 
makers, " partly due to the lack of under
standing as to what it can accomplish. 

Restructuring the urban form in com
pliance with the social requirements of our 
times can create the platform for new eco
nomic and cultural activities essential to 
the city oriented society of today. One way 
to clarify these ideas is to publicize good 
and exemplary planning works that will tell 
the story convincingly and simply. 

Urbino, the History of a City and Plans 
for Its Development is the record of an ex
citing project to save one of the best 
known historic cities of Europe. With its 
roots deep in the darkness of pre-Roman 
times, Urbino is an archetype of thousands 
of small cities in the western world that are 
the victims of modern economic req uire
ments for survival. This book has been 
written to show how the restoration of 
many of the systems that make the city 
grow should be orchestrated and what 
steps should be taken to create the base 
for the new renaissance. 

Through my personal experience as a 
planner I doubt that genuine concern ex
ists to preserve the abundant histori c heri
tage of our civilization still evident in our 
cities. This book is proof of a welcome de
parture from some known practices. It was 
written for and with the cooperation of the 
people of the town and should be highly 
recommended for such an achievement. 

A broad regional overview of existin 
conditions and problems in the comm1 
of Urbino , the book points up the neec 
knowledge of a situation on all levels c 
planning-otherwise no solution can t 
found . Basically, this is its message ar 
cannot be stressed too strongly to the 
American reader, since the United Sta 
lagging behind Europe in its acceptan 
the interactions of various planning le 
from regional to local. The lessons to I 
learned in " Urbino ," however, are diffi 
to decipher since they are buried in m 
rial that is daily bread to the professio1 
but is unattractive to the layman . Ther 
an overemphasis on the standard plar 
ner 's presentation of survey maps oft 
region and city , obviously reduced fo r 
publication from large formats and dif 
to understand . The quality of the phot 
graphs is poor and the text is sometirr 
too long and overburdened with mattE 
which concern only the local people. 

Th e potential tourist , whose presen 
Urbino may contribute to the city 's rer 
sance, may not find the book useful. l 
is no proper map indicating the locati• 
Urbino in Italy in relation to other citie 
There are no photographs of the regic 
Urbino and various sites of the surrou 
ing country. All maps referring to the 1 
gion , the city itself and historic distric· 
oriented in different directions. There 
indication of the relation between the 
trative material and the text; the many 
names of villages, communities or evE 
parts of the city itself that are constan 
mentioned are not indicated on them 
The free university of Urbino , the mai r 
hope for restoration of act ivities in thi 
is shown only on one map, is difficult 
find and there are no photographs of 
[Continued on page 145] 
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>PG introduces 

rOTAL VISION 
iYSTE S 
tal Vision Systems 
roduce true 
all-to-wall 
1nsparency 
's Total Vision Systems (TVS) are 
1tiful. all-glass fabr ications of clear 
ialed float glass vision lights, clear 
ialed float glass vertical mullions 
black silicone structural sealants. 
::>tal Vision Systems offer you the 
jam to design, for the first time. 
wall-to-wall transparency. The 
:ims' glass walls give your instal-
n openness. elegance and unre-

·n at left, mullion detail of TVS installation 
liar Savings Bank office, Pittsburgh, 
>ylvania. 
t ect : Ingham Kaffka Marcu, 
1urgh, Pennsylvan ia. 

ht, Visitors ' Information Pavilion in 
for's Square, Louisville, Kentucky. The 
:ect employed a variation of PPG's Total 
• Systems to provide" see-throughability" 
nsparency in his design, as wel l as to pro-
strong visual symbol visitors to this park 
identify. Owner and operator: City of 

ville. Architect : Lawrence Melillo, 
ville, Kentucky . 

IN DUSTRIES 

stricted views . The costs compare 
favorably with other monumental con
structions of similar prestigious 
character. 

PPG's Total Vision Systems rely on 
three-quarter-inch-thick clear annealed 
float glass mullions as the major sup
porting element . The width and thick
ness of the large lights of clear float 
glass form ing the vision areas are 
governed by glass and sil icone design 
requirements at the design windload. 
Unobtrusive PPG Architectural Metals 
aluminum sections frame the system 
at head. jambs and si 11. 

An infinite var iety of designs and 
configurations may be achieved w ithin 

the engineering parameters of TVS. 
(We have successfully tested Total 
Vision Systems as high as 30 feet with 
wind loads of 30 psf-near ly 100-mph 
wind velocity .) Complete information 
on glass recommendations, installation 
techniques, glazing details and other 
data on TVS are contained in the tech
nical bulletin : Total Vision Systems 
PDS t-1. Contact your PPG Architec
tural Representative or write PPG 
Industries. Inc .. Technical Services 
Department, One Gateway Center. 
Pittsburgh, Pa . 15222. 

PPG: a Concern for the Future 



Building: GENEVE TOWER Architects: Smith, Voorhees, Jensen Associates General Contractors: Rinderknecht Construction Co. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa Des Moines, Iowa Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

(These gentlemen have found Glaros 
panels so successful that they have also 
specified them for a $4,300,000 high 
school complex in Des Moines.) 



We'll send you a piece of this 
apartment building. Free. 

~ introduce you to the Glaros Insulated Metal Panel system. 

If the name Glaros sounds Greek to you, combined to match it ... or six 8" stucco
okay. Not too many architects have heard covered cement block walls with dry wall 
t. interior. 

But we're convinced once you look at 2 . Longer spans. In fact, up to 16.4' clear 
· insulated metal panel system, you'll never span, longest span of any 2" foam insulated 
our competition. panels. Eliminates unsightly girts. 
And, you'll be as eager to specify our 3. Surface designs and colors. Your 

tels as the architects who designed the choice of four different panel designs in either 
1rtment house on the r.======;;=====::;;:;::;;::::;;;cm;;:::;:;::::::::;:::;;:::::;;::==;;;;;;:::;;;::::=:;:::::::;;;:;;i smooth or stucco em-

Our panels are solid 
1lated building panels, 
cover width, with rig-
f oam -in -place ure- · · ..... · · 

ne insulation bonded __ - --'-~-· ~· ......... ·---~-_t;;_. _....._·~··~~ --'----'----'-----_..:;.· _:._~ 
:wo metal skins. 

bossed surfaces (and 
matching flashings). 
Many standard or cus
tom colors in long-life 
paints, laminates, or vit
reous finishes. And ei
ther high-strength steel 
or Cor-Ten in lengths up 
to 30' or aluminum in 
lengths up to 18: 

But there, all similar
with other urethane 
fiber glass insulated 

The exclusive Glaros interlocking joint means no through 
thermal conductance. No exposed fasteners . No field caulk
ing. No wind vibration problems. No water or air infiltra
tion. No loss of joint seal due to expansion or contraction. 
And, no expensive erection costs. Send for this sample. 

tal panels ends. 
The exclusive, patented* Glaros interlock-
joint is a true interlocking joint that has 

thermal conductance at the joint. (See the 
all photo and note what other benefits it 
~rs to architects.) This means absolutely 
1imum penetration of air or moisture, 
h uninterrupted insulating effectiveness at 
joint. 
But there's more to the Glaros story. 
1. Better insulation with a .061 "U" fac
The only 2" panel with this insulating 

ue. It would take three 2" fiber glass panels 
•u .S. Patent No. 3,535,844 

4. Finally, the Un
derwriters Laboratories, Inc. Label for 25 
Flame Spread or less classification, plus Fac
tory Mutual acceptance. 

All of this makes Glaros panels perfect 
for schools, high rises, and every other kind 
of residential, commercial, institutional, or 
industrial building. 

The next step is to send for a sample of 
our panels and joint and see for yourself. 
Write Jack Billie or call him at 304-234-2377. 

If you don't agree they're everythit?-g we 
say they are, give us a piece of your mind. 

0 
Wheeling Corrugating Company 
Whee ling Corruga ting Co., Div., Whee ling-P ittsburgh Stee l Corp., Whee li ng, W.Va . 

96% of what we make builds highways, buildings and reputations. 



Wasps protect their living communi
ties by building a structure of a 
closed-cell material around the living 
cells where life, food, production and 
community existence depends on the 
insulation that protects the larvae from 
violent extremes in temperature. 

Large apartments and commercial 
structures can accomplish the same 
ends by using insulating panels made 
of Styropor ® expandable polystyrene 
beads from BASF Wyandotte. 

Pane ls made f rom Styropor are 
tougher, longer lasting and easier to 
use than even a wasp could dream of. 
Styropor insulation is ... chemically in
ert; water resistant; non-rotting; non
dusting; non-warping; rigid and strong; 
light weight; easy to apply ; readily 
avai lable; low in original and installed 

\'' ,') 

ff 
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cost; contains no irritating fibers . . . and 
superior in thermal resistance to glass, 
cotton, or rock wool batts. 

On Reader Service Card, ci rcle no. 329 

Send the coupon below and find out 
how to improve on nature with Sty
ropor insulation panels. 

r------------- -- ---- ------ - --------- --- - , 
' ' ·m oo : 

BAS F Wyandotte Corporation 

Adverti sing Dept 144J3 
100 Cherry H ill Rd., P.O. Box 181 
Parsippany. New Jersey 07054 

Send data on Styropor® to: 

Name _____________ _ 

Company ____________ _ 

Address ____________ ~ 

City ______________ _ 

State _______ Ziµ.__ _____ _ 

Phone: [_ ) Ext. ____ _ 

Styropor® EXPANDABLE 
POLYSTYRENE 

,· , 1'\ 
1' I 
I\' 1 
\I I 

~ 
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Henrietta Pringle is a Teacher. 
She'll never give a damn 

about hinges ... 



Executive ability. 
Robertshaw's computer-auto· 
mated MLS 400 control center 
will execute decisions to optimize 
fuel and energy usage in the larg· 
est office buildings, schools, hos· 
pitals ... Automatically. 

Add this day-to-day energy econ
omy to the savings in manpower 
costs from Robertshaw's new one
man supervisory center. The result 
-optimum control over that part of 
your budget. 

Robertshaw's MLS 400 automation 
center continually reads the require
ments for usage of heating and cool
ing and provides just the right 
amount; no money wasted maintain
ing or conditioning large reserves of 
chilled or heated water and air. 
Other benefits: 
Messages in English-The operator 
gets clearly-stated information and 
alarms about a whole system' or a 
single point. No confusion over in
terpreting codes or values. 
Constant Self-Checking - Continu
ally checks out all computer com
ponents and building sensors to de
tect failure or inaccuracy. This f ea
ture provides an override for manual 
or semi-automatic operation. 
Programmed Maintenance-Preven
tive maintenance, as well as daily 
operations, can be programmed into 
the computer. 

Other Robertshaw options that al
so use balanced design of pneumatic 

and electronic components for build
ing automation : 
Multi-Building Control-Using low
cost existing circuits, such as tele
phone wires, Robertshaw systems 
can monitor and control widely
scattered structures. Central, eco
nomical automation for school sys
tems and other building groups . 
Flexible Automation Centers-From 
the compact MLS 50 to the sophisti
cated MLS 200, Robertshaw systems 
provide a modular design and one
man supervision for almost any type 
or size of building. 

Robertshaw engineers work with 
architects and consulting engineers 
to meet design objectives from plan
ning to "turn-key" satisfaction. Con
tact your nearest Robertshaw office. 

CONTROL SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Robertshaw Controls Company "·., ..... ·" 
1701 Byrd Avenue/Richmond, Virginia 23226 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 3 
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s continued from page 134 

vhole master plan is structured 
1d major redesign of national high

but nowhere is this excellent idea 

orted. 
:i significant statement that this book 
ipts to make, and that makes it well 
i reading despite its faults, is that re

~ation and redevelopment of a city has 
iance of success unless the measures 

)Sed are based on a broad overview 
~ situation in the adjacent region. It 

says that the city is a combination of 

1cal and nonphysical elements and 

he proper functioning of a city can 

'cured only if all these systems work in 
>rdinated and interacting manner. 

Ii The Visionary by Robert Des-
ws and Clovis Prevost. New York: The 
g Press, 19 71. 24 7 pp. $40. 
lvador Dali, long one of Antonio 

li's more ardent supporters, discusses 
ssence of his genius as a master of 

'alistic architecture and sculpture in 
i troductory essay of this beautiful 

. Writing of Gaudi's masterpiece, the 
ished Church of Sagrada Familia, Dali 
" ... the Sagrada Familia can never be 
Jleted, certainly not until a new genius 
ars. For this we must await the era of 
1rius, a new cultural revolution, for this 
1ust await a genius capable of super
sing on Gaudi's art a new archi-
nic concept and style that we cannot 
ee today .. .. " 

udi, who lived from 1852 to 1926, was 
31 years old when he was commis-
~d to build the cathedral in Barcelona. 

:ivoted the rest of his life to it. Today, 
ly anyone goes to Barcelona without 
ng a pilgrimage to see this sculptural 

Jment. This book, with its magnificent 
::igraphy by Clovis Prevost and its sen
' biography by Robert Descharnes is 
spiration for just such a pilgrimage. 

e second section of the book, 
i d i's Artistic and Religious Vision" by 
cesc Pujols, translated into English 
the Catalan for the first time, offers an 
ional perspective of the architect's in

tion and achievements. A biograph
;ketch on Pujols, often referred to as 

ounterpart of Gaudi as writer and phi

Jher, has been contributed by Joan 

~dra. 

r removed from the rash of oversized, 
stuffed coffee table books-this vol
will be read, reread, studied and en-
l for the special way in which it defines 

the life of an architect-artist-genius whose 

work was unique in his time and remains 

so today. 

Planned Residential Environments by 
John B. Lansing, Robert W. Marans and 
Robert B. Zehner. Ann Arbor, Mich: The In
stitute for Social Research, 1970. 269 pp. 
$7, cloth; $5, paperback. 

The research reported in this book is an 
assessment of how people respond to their 

selected env ironments and to particular 

features of these environments. Their 
transportation is also explored. 

Ten communities were selected repre

senting different types of planned and less 

planned residential environments. The 

study was confined to people living in 

single family homes and townhouses with 
a total of 1253 interviews taken. Commu
nities selected were Columbia, Md . and 

Reston, Va. (highly planned); Crofton, Md. 
and Montpelier, Md. (moderately planned); 

Norbeck, Md. and Southfield, Mich. (little 
planned); Lafayette-Elmwood (Detroit) and 
Southwest Washington (highly planned in
ner-city communities) ; Radburn, N.J . 
[Continued on page 152] 

IBM, Honeywell, RCA, Control Data, NCR, Burroughs 
and Olga haven't been able to put a dent in us yet. 

Ever since General Electric developed the r - - - - - - .- - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - 1 

first computer room laminated plastic floor : To fi1:1d out 1ust how hard it is to put a I 
surfacing-Perma-Kleen-it's been sub-

1 
dent in a Perma-~een floor, ,and to get : 

jected to the daily pressures of heavy com- I a good look at Perma-~leen s five con- I 
puter equipment, burning cigarette butts, I tempo_rary pa_tterns, wnte to Gei;ieral I 
spilled inks and soft drinks and Olga's high- Electric, Laminated Products Business 

1 
heeled shoes. And after se~en years Perma- Department, Dept. PK, Coshocton, I 
Kleen floor surfacings look as good today Oh1043812· I 
as the day they were first installed. Because Name I 
Perma-Kleen is the toughest computer I 
room floor surfacing. Firm I 

But toughness and durability are only Address 1 

two reasons why Perma-Kleen is Number I 
One. Ease of maintenance, decorator pat- City : 
terns, excellent color stability and glare con- State Zip I 
trol make Perma-Kleen the natural choice I 
for computer rooms and general office areas Position I 
employing access floor systems. ___________________ ..J 

Perma-Kleen® 
Laminated Plastic FloorTile 

GENERAL f/j ELECTRIC 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 357 



To plan this successful 
office building the 
first thing they did 
was to hire an 
acoustical 

• engineer. 

The first thing he 
did was to specify 
a quiet plumbing 
system with 
Cast Iron Soil Pipe 
joined with 
neoprene gaskets. 
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Office Building: 500 12th Street, S.W., 
Washington, D.C. Builder-owner: Charles E. 
Smith Companies. Architects: Chatelain, 
Samperton & Nolan. Acoustical Consultants: 
Pol ysonics Acoustical En gineers. 

Officials of the Charles C. Smith 
Companies, builder-owner of this 
modern office building in Washington , 
D.C., felt acoustical design and 
engineering were important. They 
employed an acoustical engineer to 
help guard against noise pollution that 
would reduce the building's efficiency 
and comfort for occupants. He wisely 
specified permanent Cast Iron Soi I 
Pipe-"the quiet pipe"-joined with 
gaskets of Du Pont neoprene. A com
prehensive two year research study 
proved Cast Iron Soil Pipe joined with 
Du Pont neoprene gaskets the quietest 
DWV system available. 
Best of all-it's economical too! 

FREE! Complete 
details of this study 
are compiled in this 
30-page engineering 
report. Request it on 
your letterhead. 

CAST IRON 
SOIL PIPE 

~INSTITUTE 
2029-K STREET, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006 

On Reader Service Card , circle no. 336 



(and red and green and blue and orange and ... ) 

In fact, it's available in just about any 
or and color combination you want. In 
ipes, solids, and tweeds. It's Wallcraft, the 
N sound-absorbing soft wall covering 
m E. T. Barwick Industries. 

Unlike most wall coverings, Wallcraft is 
.de of densely-tufted man-made fibers on 
~able fabric backings. It will absorb up to 
Yo of the noise that hits it, and it meets 
!era! specifications for flame spread of 

less than 25. Application is easy on almost 
any wall surface. It can be made at the site 
or on prefabricated wallboards or partitions. 

Shown here is our Fashionwall design 
of loop-and-sheared pile of Acrilan® acrylic 
fiber, the fiber most preferred today in tufted 
textiles for its aesthetic qualities, wearability 
and easy maintenance. 

Find out about the advantages of 
Wallcraft for schools, offices, hotels, 

shopping centers, apartments, and hospitals. 
Contact: Wallcraft Contract Interiors , 

Div. of E. T. Barwick Industries, Inc., 5025 
New Peachtree Rd., Chamblee, Ga. 30341. 

CONTRACT INTERIORS 
A 011/ISION 0~ E 1 BA RWIC!' IN OUSHllE S INC 
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this mark means: 

Planned 'Forests that 
have helped increase 
the deer population 
in the south by 
BOO% since 1940. 

There are a lot of benefits that come from this mark that can't be 
seen. Like our continuing research projects and the technical assist
ance that our fieldmen are always ready to offer. 

There are a lot of benefits that can be seen, too. Like the enormous 
increase in the deer population in the South in the last 30 years. Part 
of the reason is the periodic thinning of the forest, involving the re
moval of mature and defective or inferior trees to make room for a 
healthy growth of superior trees which creates browsing material and 
nourishment for wildlife. 

Multiple-use forest management is just one of the environmental goals 
of SFPA's "Trees Forever" program. The doubling of timber growth 
in the forests of the South in the next 30 years is another. These are 
just some of the reasons why you should buy or specify Southern 
Pine lumber bearing this mark. There are many more and we'll be 
telling you about them in the near future. 

SOUTHERN FOREST PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION 
POST OFFICE BO X 52468, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70152 
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5000 Series Executive Stations by Cramer 
Envision the cantilevered design in a landscape. Open. Clean. 

Without distortion. Teak, walnut, white. 

The 5000 Series is Cramer's contribution to office a rt a nd sc ience. 
For literature, write or call . I · ; CRAMER INDUSTRIES INC. 

625 Adams Street, Kansas City, Kansas 66105 Ph: (913) 621-6 700 

A Subsidiary.of OLIX INDUSTRIES INC. 

Chicago Showroom Merchandise Mort. Space 1197 
Sweets Interior Design File 
Office Desks. Credenzas and Seating-Volume 1. F1a; Volume 2. F3a 

=-v 

.. 
• 
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ock floors are often "taken for granted. " 

mown for their many unique qualities (see 

right) , but not completely understood. To 

erstand them requires living with them as 

for over 60 years. We know, and would like 

to you , that properly pre-designed Kreolite® 

in Wood Block Floors can serve many of 

'ic and production problems and make life 

for you and all of your associates. Let us 

1our floors so that none of their advantages 

1erlooked. This is part of our service. 

ADVANTAGES OF KR OLITE® FLOOR : 
1. Easy relocat ion and concealment of service lines to machinery. V 2. Speed and economy of replacement In aisles and other heavy 

wear areas. 
3. Special f inishes for absolutely dust-free surfaces. 
4. Versatility in providing for in-floor conveyor systems, tow-

lines, etc. 
5. Measurable contributions to noise abatement. 
6. Easy installation of oil dispersal and/or recovery systems. 
7. Traditional properties of comfort through insulation. 
8. Non-sparking surface in volatile areas. 
9. Reduct ion of damage to dropped tools and products. 

10. Priced for profitable production. 

on-Wright Corp. , P. 0. Box 691, Toledo, Ohio 43601 . .. t/~tf!e' ~a& Wt_,, 

6~ ~~Uc,~ t/~//&(t?<? 



au use 
Hollll can Y. s on top 
marble ch•P ey, too? 

d save mon an 

OFFICE, LABORATORY AND MANUFACTURING PLANT FOR YARDLEY OF LONDON, INC. 
ARCHITECT: EDWARD D. STONE 

Simple. Because more often than not Lime Crest Roofing 
Spar costs less than other white aggregates. In some areas this 
unusual calcite marble even costs less than slag! Yet its uni· 
form, hard crystalline surfaces resist weather and corrosion, 
defy dirt and smoke to wash clean and stay bright indefinitely. 

Tests show that Lime Crest Roofing Spar increases the effec
tiveness of roof insulation, reduces the cost of air conditioning, 
assures longer roof life-and it's accepted for maximum bond
ing by leading manufacturers and contractors. 

Many architects specify Lime Crest for its texture and sparkle, 
but nothing we could say or show on this page could do justice 
to our roofing aggregate ... let us send you a sample that will. 

em~~~~,~~~~~:~ 
Newton, New Jersey 07860 
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Books continued from page 145 

(planned) and Glen Rock, N.J. (not hi 
planned), two older communities. 

The median family income for resid' 
is high, around $18,700; average age 
newer communities ranges from 36 tc 
50 in older communities. In the newer 
areas, the higher the level of planning 
higher the educational level. 

Overall satisfaction with the way of 
highest in the two new towns of Restc 
and Columbia. Nearness or accessibi 
work, shopping and other facilities We 

most often the major source of satisfa 
with the community. The extent of the 
planning appeared to be more often c: 

son for moving to the community thar 
satisfaction once there. Planned com 
nities offer more facilities for outdoor 
reation and participation is higher tha 
less planned communities. 

Whether the neighborhood is "well 
up" is the foremost factor for satisfac 
compatibility of neighborhood reside1 
the next most important. Although un 
density underlies many factors impor1 

to neighborhood satisfaction includi11 
vacy, noise level and yard space, the 
relation between density and satisfac 
not high. 

Car ownership relates directly to th 
level of planning-multiple car owner: 
is about 20 percent higher in the leas 
planned communities than in the mm 
planned. Bus service exists in all arec: 
two, with Reston reporting a high fre
quency use of its commuter bus. A SL 

prisingly high proportion of the adult 
lation in some areas ride bicycles. 

The data provided in this book is ar 
cellent definition of how communitie~ 
ence the attitudes and behavior of re: 
dents-once more affirming the socic 
logical impact of the efforts of the arc 
tect and planner. 

Architectural Hardware Specificatior 
Handbook by Adon H. Brownell. Phil< 
delphia: The Chilton Book Co., 1971. 
pp. $14.95. 

A most welcome book in a field all 1 

often neglected-this is an excellent r 
ence book of hardware items used in 
struction. The book discusses in deta 
systems for writing hardware specific 
and the basis for choosing the one m 
appropriate. In each case the specific 
is complete, competitive, reasonably 
strictive, brief and protective for the a 
[Continued on page 160] 
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First, Wade 
\Yrote the book on 

DWV system Carriers. 
Then, we added some new chapters. 

The book is our Wade 
Specification Manual and it was 
good as far as it went. 

But then we expanded the 
carrier-fitting line to include all 
kinds of new ones for all kinds 
of materials and applications. 

So we added new chapters to 
include the specs, the types, 
everything you need to know 
about the expanded line. Now 
you can specify Wade carriers 
for cast iron, plastic, copper and 
lead. Wade has eight new 
carriers for No-Hub systems 
plus new ones for hub and 
spigot SV pipe. 

Next time, specify from our 
"new book," the Carrier Catalog 
section of the Wade Specification 
Manual. For your free, registered 
copy, simply write us on your 
letterhead. P. 0. Box 2027, 
Tyler, Texas 75701. 

If it goes into a DWV system, 
Tyler makes it. 

Tyler Pipe 
Subsidiary of 
Tyler Corporation 
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Member, Plumbing and Dra inage Institute Copyright Tyler Pipe 197 1 
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City-escape: Glaverbel Bronze 
Keeps the outside out. Makes the inside in. 

Glaverbel makes the city a great place to live. 

The difference in glass is Glaverbel
whether you look through it, or at it! 

Glaverbel 
~ 

SA) Inc., 75 Plandome Road, Manhasset, New York 11030 
inada Ltd., 1550 Maisonneuve Blvd. W., Montreal 107, P.Q. 



Sooner or later many hard surface 
floors wind up being covered up with 
carpet! 

That's expensive. 
Especially when there's a way to 

have the best of both for the price of one 
original installation. 

Powerbond Pile Vinyl from 
Collins &Aikman. 

The first floor covering to combine 
the durability and practicality of vinyl 
with the beauty of carpet. 

C&A made it that way by fusing a 
tough, dense producer-dyed Zefkrome* 
acrylic pile to a closed-cell sponge vinyl 
backing. An exclusive molecular fusing 
operation that prevents the pile from 
pulling loose. 

The vinyl backing resists indentation 
and is resistant to spillage and wet 
shampoo damage. And it has dimensional 
stability to prevent crawl, bag or sag. 

Maintenance costs are low or lower 
than for other pile floor coverings. And 
unlike a conventional contract carpeting 
installation (about 5 % of which must be 
replaced each year) Powerbond's replace
ment factor is less than I% per ye . And 
that 1 % can be replaced by your 
own maintenance people, ·using too 
methods specially developed for this 
purpose by Collins&Aikman. 

or another way of covering up right 
the first time, check out Powerbond Tex
Tiles. The 1811 x 18 11 miracle squares of 
Powerbond that need little or no adhesive 
for installation. You can put them down 
and pick them up at will, making a truly 
"portable" floor covering. 

Whichever you .choose, Powerbond 
Pile Vinyl or Powerbond Tex-Tiles, you'll 
be choosing right. The first time. And 
saving yourself a lot of money and incon
venience in the process. 

For more information on how to do it 
right the first time, call Charlie Brewer 
at (312) 467-9515, or Bill Wiegand or 
Harry Vorperian at (212) 371-4455. 
Or send in the coupon. 

Collins&Aikman, 919 Third Avenue, 
New York, New York 10022. 

*Reg. T.M. Dow Badische Co. 

Please call me for an appointment. 

Name~----------

Firm.~-----------
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City ___ State ___ Zip _ _ 

Telephone number _ _____ _ 

Collins &.Aikman 
makes the Pile Vinyl that 
makes things happen. 
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THE ~,...,l ..... llil lllO'r ''I" lJ _ T "l11... l II ARCHITECT'S METAL 

"HE LASTING LOOK OF LUXURY 

UTHIESSEN & HEGELER 
ZINC COMPANY 

Main Office 
LaSalle, Ill. 61301 

Phone: 815/223-8600 

New York Office 
133 Broadway, Rm. 4015 

Phone: 212/267-6542 

Topping things off with TITANALOY 11A 11 provides 
Windrock Apartments with the crowning touch of 
lasting beauty. Anything but superficial, the uniform 
color, and texture of TITANALOY 11A11 is the result of 
an exclusive pre-aging process which weathers uni
formly to a dove-grey patina. 

Utterly maintenance-free, TITANALOY "A" will 
never streak or stain adjoining materials. Gets more 
beautiful as the yea rs go by. Available now in 36" 
width continuous coi ls, architects are discovering that 
TIT ANA LOY "A" costs less per pound than other less 
functional materials. 

Get the full story of how TITANALOY "A" can give 
your present building project the lasting look of 
luxury. See Sweet's Architectural file, under 7.2 Ma
terials, or contact us for samples and the name of 
the distributor nearest you . 

ln Reader Service Card, circle no. 406 

LOCATION: Windrock Apartments, El Paso, Texas 
ARCHITECTS: Hinter & Lea, Austin, Texas 



both listed by 
Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. 

and approved by 
Factory Mutual Research Corp. 

158 Progressive Architecture 10:71 

Provide immediate automatic release of heat, smoke and noxious 
gas in the event of fire; retard fire's spread; limit damage. 

Comply with the rigid standards of Underwriters' Laboratories 
and Factory Mutual to assure trouble-free performance. 

Available In two styles. To meet varying architectural 
preference, Milcor Heat and Smoke Vents are offered in a 

modern low profile style, and a sloped cover style that 
minimizes snow build-up. 
Newest members of a complete llne. Milcor roof hatches, 

sidewalk doors, floor doors and ceiling access doors are 
available in a wide choice of metals, finishes and sizes. 

Specials fabricated to your needs. We welcome inquiries 
for special units and will either modify one of our standard 

models or custom design one to match your requirements. 

llLllD* 
BYEBliDI 
General Offices: Chicago, Illinois 

A member of the. steel family 

See Sweets', section 7.5/ln, or write for 
Milcor Catalog No. 33-2. Address requests 
to Inland-Ryerson 'Construction Products 
Company, Dept. J, 4069 West Burnham 
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 . 
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Books continued from page 152 

tect. The systems included are hardware 
allowance, federa l specifications, de
scription , hardware set numbers, type 
numbers (short and long form). 

Various hardware items-hinges, 
latches, locks, door-closing devices, door 
stops, window hardware, push bars, pull 
bars, thresholds and many others are cata
loged, with over 700 illustrations. Com
puter processing is recognized with a num
bering system that can be adapted to that 
purpose if desired. Other chapters de
scribe keying, security safety, hardware 
metals and materials, BHMA standards for 
fin ishes, and cabinet and sliding doo r 
hardware. 

Architecture 2000 by Charles Jencks. New 

York: Praeger Publishers, 1971. 128 pp., 

illus. $7. 50. 
People who aren't mystics, seers or 

bona f ide religious prophets run into 
trouble when predicting the future; Mort 
Sahl was probably the only layman to do it 
accurately, and all he said was that the fu
ture lies ahead. 

Charles Jencks, a lecturer in history at 

London's Architectural Association, is no 
layman at predicting the futu re of archi 
tecture. What he has done in this little 
book is pu t the future where it belongs
not just " ahead" but in the context of the 
traditions from which it will appear. 

For openers, he looks at forecasting 
methods and their attendant ideologies. 
The future, it seems, depends largely on 
how you look at it and to an extent, on the 
fact that you look at it at all ; prediction al
ters the odds of any given event's occur
rence-or non-occurrence. The bulk of the 
book, however, deals with the si x archi
tectural tradit ions-unself-conscious, self
conscious, activist, intuitive, logical and 
idealist-and what they ref lect of large 
scale social and political trends. Sample: 
the most significant architectural move
ment of this century, Jencks says, will be 
the biomorphic school, a result of the influ
ence of major biological inventions in the 
final two decades of the 20th Century. The 
big question is at the end: the shift in be
lief, from belief in man to belief in machine. 
It is already underway, Jencks says. 

All in all, it is an interesting and thought 
provoking little book, with just one reserva
tion. There is a vague sort of pop quality 
about th e many illustrations which tends to 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 
STAMINA 
TEST 
'71 
STYLE 
ACME ... America's Most 
Specified Compact Kitchens 

Write for CATALOG 

ACME-NATIONAL REFRIGERATION CO., INC. 
19-26 Hazen Street, Astoria, N.Y. 11105 
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hide, until you are really into the book, 
essential seriousness. 

With Benefit of Architect: A Manual for 
Those About to Build by Edward X. Tut 

Jr. New York: The MacMillan Co., 1968 

277 pp. $7.95. 

Although published in 1968, we are i1 
spired to review this book, belatedly ra1 
than not at all , to insure that any architE 
in the throes of working out a client-arc 
tect relationship, particularly with a nee 
phyte client, will find it as effective, if nc 
more so, than group therapy. Directed 
the client as " a manual for those about 
build" it has the potential for creating a 
environment of cooperation, one that I/\ 
avoid the frustrations and hostility that · 
build up between the architect and his 
client. Architect Tuttle sounds like he's 
been there-and back . 

With Benefit of Architect begins with 
description of the three main approach 
to architecture: the imitative, the abstra 
and the utilitarian . A " case history" of o 

family's experiences with their architec 
ter deciding to build a house helps the 
thor to describe each stage of the build 
process. In addition , Tuttle covers the E 

[Continued on page 166] 
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• 
a question! The modern nursing home no longer - -""""'~-~" 

can afford to be architecturally barren., It is 
mpelled to be utility graced with beauty. To meet 

guests' rugged demands, it needs a steel door 
that lasts without aging, takes abuse without 

uising, swings without sagging, contains the noise 
and yet Is self-extinguishing. Making It a viable 
element In an architect's imaginative design is 

Amweld's twin concept, blending the Super-Core 
Door for utility with the tasteful, new Leather 

Grain Texture for beauty. 
In pairs, Super-Core Doors create a hand 

ntrance. As a single, A Super·Core Door's ~ 
exture complements any Interior decor, i ~am,rn 

and hues accenting the smart furnishings. 
teel doors in a nursing home? It's time they were 

put everywhere, don't you think? 
full details, check the Yellow Pages under "Doore 

-Metal" for Amweld's distributor, or write directly· 
-.o •.,;.;"""-';;...~--.-. ..... 
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New information on plywood 
building systems and design. 
For free books, use Reader Service Card. 

• _....,,, •• ..-i ... -.-APA 
GLUED R.OOR 

SYSTEM---

APA® Glued Floor System Pack
age. New information on the no
squeak, no nail pop, no callback 
f loor. Six new span tables. Appli
cation sequence. Cost comparison 
examples. Materials recommenda
tions. Lists of glue manufacturers 
and equipment suppliers. 

Circle 302 on Reader Service Card. 

Textured Plywood Portfolio. We've 
added to the APA textured ply
wood idea collection. Full-color 
photos show varieties, patterns, 
species. Paneling and siding sug
gestions for office buildings, apart
ments and restaurants. Application 
and finishing suggestions, brand 
names, list of manufacturers. 

Circle 303 on Reader Service Card. 
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Qualif ied Coa t ings for Plywood 

Plywood Coatings Package. All 
about plywood coatings : durability 
- weathert lght coatings; uses-ex
teriors, interiors, roofs, decks; 
appearances-textured, colorfast 
surfaces ; application-chemically 
coated and overlaid plywoods; 
and testing. 

Clrcle 304 on Reader Service Card. 

• ~ul~e to Plywood for Siding 

• 

• 

! Fire·Ret•rdant -Tr111tad Plywood Roots 
I 

Plywood in Apartments Package. 
The works on plywood walls, 
floors, roofs and decks. Span 
tables. Grade-use guides. 8 pages 
of sound control data. A new 
book on Fire-Retardant-Treated 
Plywood Roofs: Requirements, UL 
tests, insurance rates, code ac
ceptance, details and specs. Plus 
Guide to Plywood for Siding. 

Circle 305 on Reader Service Card. 

Plywood Components In Church 
Architecture. A guide to plywood 
In contemporary church architec
ture: photographs, design details, 
cost savings on folded plates, 
stressed skin panels, box beams, 
space planes. 

Clrcle 306 on Reader Service Card. 

Killearn 

8PQntryj 
_1~_:;: 

Architectural Case Histories. Two, 
new, 4-page case histories are 
examples of plywood's potential 
fo r innovation design . 1. Usdan 
Center for the Arts, Huntington, 
New York. 2. Ki/learn Country 
Club, Tallahassee, Florida . 

Circle 307 on Reader Service Card. 

For free books, use reader service 
card. For more information about 
plywood and other plywood pub
lications, write American Plywood 
Association, Dept. PA-101 , 1119 
A Street, Tacoma, Washington 
98401. Or get in touch with one of 
our field service representatives. 
Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, 
San Francisco, Tacoma, Washing
ton, D.C. 

i·A~M'!"!E!!!!Rl!ll!IC~Al!ll!Nlll!PllLY111w11o111o111o•A•s•s•o•c1•AT·l-DN 
Plywood '"""'"'""' by th• °''''''° '" """" '"""I.@~ 
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Space-saving showers that never squeeze people! 

Bradley Column Showers serve more people in less space than ordinary 
showers. They squeeze maximum use. from every inch of available floor 
space. But Bradley Columns never squeeze people. Shower patterns leave 
plenty of room between bathers. Bradley Columns offer other important 
savings. They serve up to 6 people with one set of plumbing connections, 
cutting installation costs as much as 80%! Bright idea: put the squeeze 
on building costs. Put Bradley Column Showers into your shower room 
plans. See your Bradley representative. And write for literature. Bradley 
Washfountain Co., 9109 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, Wis. 53051. 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 333 
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The main cause of premature roof 
failure is weak substrate. The kind 
you get with most roof fills, most in
sulation boards, and many other deck 
materials. But not with ours. 

CELRAMIC insulating concrete fill 
gives a superior base for built-up roof
ing, by any s'tandards. Used with light
gauge steel formwork, it makes a rigid, 
monolithic concrete roof system. 

We've eliminated the runaway 
water-cement ratio that gives other 
roof fills a weak, powdery surface. 
Our fill uses only six or seven gallons 
of water per sack of cement. So there's 
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no shrinkage or residual moisture 
problems, no long curing time ( 48 
hours is typical ) . 

Our "engineered" CELRAMIC ag
gregate can't drink up water because 
it's closed-cell glass. Can't burn either 
- CELRAMIC deck has a two-hour 
rating under ASTM E-119. 

Other advantages are good insulat
ing value and slope for drainage. To 
sum it all up, CELRAMIC deck is a 
completely integrated system. Write 
for a bulletin. Pittsburgh Corning Cor
poration, Dept.PA-101,0ne Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

On Reader Service Card , circle no. 376 

PITTSBURGH 
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EW l.B.E.W. OFFICE BUILDING located In Atlanta 
djacent to Iha cltr"• Sports Stadium. 
ulldlng owner: lnlarnatlonal Brotherhood Eleclrlc•I Workers. 
rchllecte-EnglnHr• : Slavens & Wiikinson, Atlanta 

L~~neral Contractor: H. W. Iver Construction Companr, Atlanta 
Window-wall Fabricator: Southern GF Companr, Atlanta 

Another concrete example of 

AIIianc~NaII ® 

porcelain-on-steel compatibility 
Striking color accent was achieved for Atlanta's new 
l.B.E.W. Building with AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel 
insulated panels. Specifically selected were AllianceWall 
earthen tone, matte finish, Terra Cal colors which combined 
perfectly with the pre-cast concrete to create a structure 
of unusual beauty and durability. 

Today AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel panels are available 
in virtually any color giving imaginative architects a valuable 
new dimension in design. These remarkable panels require 
practically no maintenance. Their smooth, non-porous 
surface will not retain dirt, grease or stains. Colors stay 
bright and new looking without fading or appearing to age. 

For complete information including specifications, check Sweet's 
File or write to: AllianceWall Corporation, P. 0. Box 247, 
Alliance, Oh io 44601. 
Now also manufactured in Europe - Alliance Europe N. V ., 
P. 0. Box 19, 3600 Genk, Belgium. 
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VICTREX ETR USCON 

( / .· 
~ 

I 
'\ .... , I. 

Vic rtex, the pioneer, has developed unique manufacturing 
techniques that guarantee a qua lity product. Our deeply im
pregnated colors won't "wear o ff." Y o u get 3-way protection 
against mildew in our especially-treated f abric backings, our 
vinyls, our adhesives. Except in unusually high risk areas 
(acids, etc .), Vicrtex standard finishes m ake spot- and stain
removal easy and fast. 

In addition, you're sure of Class "A" (or better) Fire Hazard 
classification, a broad one-year g uarantee aga inst manufac
turing defects - and the Industry's richest range of original 
patterns, uncommonly decorative, in hundreds of colors. 

Write today for your 
copy of our Practical 
Guide to Specification, 
Selection , Use and 
Care of Vicrtex Vinyl 
Wal/coverings. 

L;.~·~~!ENJE~ A DAYCO COMPANY 

964 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 • (212) 355-3080 
Mill: Wharton, N.J. • In Canada: Gulf Oil Canada Ltd. 

Distributed in Principal Cities from Hawaii to the Caribbean by: VICRTEX 
SALES DIVISION : New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Boston I HOWELLS, INC.: Salt Lake City I PAUL RASMUSSEN, INC.'. 
Honolulu I R. 8. ADLER, INC.: Santurce, Puerto Rico . 
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Books continued from page 160 

tire fie ld of building, includ ing renovati 
of an existing structure, the specia l pre 
lems of commercial buildings, schools 
churches, as well as the private house . 

Numerous drawings help to illustrate 
many points and there is a comprehen 
glossary. This handbook for clients is e 
the architect should not only recomme 
but present. 

Fantastic Architecture by Wolf Vostell i 
Dick Higgins. Millerton, N. Y.: Somethin 
Else Press, 1971. 192 pp. $6. 95. 

The original German edition of this b 
appeared under the title Pop Architekti 
and therein may lie its story. German a 
Wolf Vostell and American dramatist-c 
Dick Higgins put it together as an anth· 
ogy of architectural ideas by artists, on 
three of whom are architects. Their de: 
was to restore a spirit of aesthetic rese 
to architecture by turning to artists, to 
centrate on how to organize space-to 
in , to use, to experience "the things th 
chitecture is really about." Higgins ve 
ized the ideology of the book, Vostel 
signed it and supervised its printing in 
many. The contributors are compose 
writers, artists and other figures actil1 
the world of the arts; some very well 
known, Claes Oldenburg, Raoul Hau: 
mann, others less so. The authors cla i 
orientation is towards a world of spacE 
experience . 

In the introduction Higgins states ' 
there are works which take unorthodo 
proaches to the design of environ men 
space in ways which the architect mu~ 
learn to use if the profession is not to c 
appear altoget.her in favor of a new be 
ning with utterly primitive artisanship c 
nonarchitecture . Some works (in this 
book) are process architecture. Some 
fantasies, raising questions ... which he 
fully wil l lead to new approaches towa 
design away from the drawing board ., 
perhaps these last are the most imporl 
body of work in this book, whose purp 
is to answer nothing but to raise them 
provocative questions." 

Whether you will be provoked to qw 
tion or just provoked is questionable. , 
though the authors claim that" it is the 
of ... art as aesthetic research which 
makes architecture so tedious today, " 
ask where better to turn than to artists 
order to restore a spirit of aesthetic re· 
search, their choice of artists to illustr; 
[Continued on page 172] 



Weyerhaeuser Prefinished 
Siding/Panel 15 
10 mil textured 
aluminum sheet, prefinished 
with baked-on enamel. ____ _.,,.,..=..;....~ 

r~.,+,G'.4-44'1-'--- 5/1611 exterior type 

) 

plywood core. 

2 mil reflective 
insulating foil. 

Prefinished high rib 
batten snaps over 
nail-on batten core. 

Prefinished Z-Mold for flush 
horizontal. panel connections. 

A design concept by Harris, Reed & Litzenberger, A.I.A. 

Why not design factory-builts for ignored hillsides, 
and use Panel 15 to cut costs even more? 

Putting low-income housing where the 
iir is· fresh and the view is more than a 
irick wal l could become a practical 
dea, if the land is reasonab ly low cost 
-like an ignored hillside. 

Architects Harris, Reed and Litzen
>erger concentrated on hillsides alone 
ind based their concept on (1) the envi
onmental advantage of expanded space 
2) the cost advantages of low-cost land 
ind a low-cost Weyerhaeuser panelized 
;ystem. 

The slope design (above) not only 
;ett les the architecture into the hill, but 
t gives each unit a built-in view deck. It 
llso breaks the industrialized hous ing 
ook. 

The dominant building material is 
Veyerhaeuser Prefinished Siding/Panel 

15, an aluminum overlaid plywood that 
provides, in one product, a strong struc
tural sheathing , reflective insulation and 
a low maintenance finish quaranteed for 
15 years. . 

More than a material , Panel 15 is a 
Weyerhaeuser panelized system consist
ing of 4 x 8' and 4 x 10' pane ls in 8 pre
fin ished colors (stocked for immediate 
delivery) and in 14 special order colors. 

There are a wide variety of acces
sories in all stock colors, plus matching 
nails and touch-up paint. 

Everything fits together perfectly. 
Note : Pane l 15 is an ideal material 

for a variety of exterior or interior appli
cations. For further information refer to 
your Sweets Architectural File . File 
Number 6.10 Wey. 

,------------------
! To: Weyerhaeuser Company, Box B-6987J 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Tacoma, Washington 98401 
O I may have a place for Panel 15 now and would 

like to have your Weyerhaeuser Architectural 
Representat ive show me the complete color line 
and accessory application details. 

Firm _________ _ 

Address ________ _ 

City _________ _ 

State _________ _ 

Zip ___________ Weyerhaeuser 



How would you like your straight laminated beam, besides beautiful' 
You can specify them up to 155' 

long. Smooth, rough sawn or wire 
brushed. In premium, architec
tural or industrial appearance 
grades. 

Straight laminated beams give 
you a tremendous range of design 
possibilities, and they achieve 
an honesty of form that is sym-

pathetic to wood's natural state. 
Weyerhaeuser produces fine 

laminated beams to your specifi
cations. Also laminated decking 
(the logical partner to a very fast 
and very beautiful beam-and
decking roof system). 

Weyerhaeuser laminated deck
ing comes in ponderosa pine, 

hemlock and cedar - and in 36 
semi-transparent Olympic pre
stains. Think of the uses for 
laminated beams and decking. A 
Then write us for complete design 
and specification data. 
Weyerhaeuser Company, 
Box B-7937 J, Tacoma, 
Washington 98401. Weyerhaeuser 

On Reader Service Card Circle No. 315. 
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FOR SCHOOL WASHROOMS ... BOBRICK HAS ALL THE EQUIPMENT 

To simplify planning and unify design Bob rick offers 
everything from soap dispensers to toilet compart
ments. More than 500 recessed and surface mounted 
stainless steel washroom accessories designed with 
schools in mind ... for hard usage, easy servicing 
and vandal -proof installation. 

Laminated Plastic Toilet Compartments, entrance 
screens and urinal screens that defy graff iti and cor
rosion. Compartments have concealed stainless steel 
hardware with attractive flush front appearance and 
steel reinforced pilasters for extra strength. Over
head-braced toilet compartments are designed with 
anti-grip headrails. 

An extra dimension of quality, unified design and 
simplified planning are readily achieved from one 
source ... Bob ri ck. 

Yours for the Asking ... New School Washroom 
Equipment Planning Guide. This helpful guide pro
vides a comprehensive check list for all equipment 
needed in school washrooms, first aid rooms, fac
ulty lounges and college dormitories. Write to : 
BOBRICK, Architectural Service Dept., 101 Park Ave., 
New York, New York 10017. 

NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES • TORONTO 

Since 1906 Designers and Manufacturers 
of Washroom Equipment . 



l<DI 
KOi Paragon Inc. 
Mfrs. of Quality Deck & 
Underwater Equipment 
12 ·Paulding St. 
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570 ---~···-+ -~~ 
914-769-6221 ' 

See Our Cataiog in Sweets Architectural File 

Free 
technical 
data* on 
steel frame 
components 
for 
entrances 
ask for Steelcraft "spec-pak" FC-46 
The "spec-pak" contains technical 
drawings illustrating how steel door 
frame sections are used for entrances, 
end walls and other special purposes. 
Details are shown of anchor conditions in 
walls and of all connections. The 
components are called "sticks" and are 
detailed so that they can be easily 
specified in accordance with a specific 
job. Write today for your free Steelcraft 
"spec-pak" FC-46. 

*Available only to architects, contractors, engineers 
and other key specifiers. 

specify 

~Steelcralf 
fin est name in metal doors and frames 

9017 Blue Ash Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 

An American-Standard Company 

On Reader Service Card , c ircle no. 390 
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Books continued from page 166 

their ideology, the flight of ideas to express 
it, does create the on-going question-is 
this art? The zeal to amuse or provoke is 
becoming tedious in itself. Like many of to
day's films, heralded as new art forms, the 
end result in architecture is often not fan
tastic art but a fantastic bore. 

However, judgment of "Fantastic Archi

tecture" can only be subjective-some may 
find fantasy where others do not. Of 
course too, there is the risk that reviewing 
this preposterous book at such length may 
dignify it beyond even its authors ' intent. 

The Environmental Law Handbook by Nor

man J. Landau and Paul D. Rheingold. 

With a foreward by Ralph Nader. New York: 

A Friends of the Earth I Ballantine Book, 

1971. 496 pp. $1 .25, paperback. 
Th is book sets out to show what can be 

done, legally, to protect the environment. 
Designed to serve the nee.ds of con
servation groups from laymen to lawyers, it 
shows how to prepare a case and gives 
relevant information on complaints, an
swers, motions and briefs, and presents di
gests of successful cases. 

Courtesy Sasaki, Dawson, DeMay Assocs. 

Hospital Architecture by Isadore Rosen

field. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold 

Co., 1971. 324 pp. $26. 50. 

Emphasis on contiguous planning for 
optimum hospital efficiency, economy and 
ease of operation is the focus of this book. 
Hospital components are viewed as inter
dependencies of hospital function, with 
each division related to the total hospital 
and its relation to a region or county. 

The authors attack the " formula-meth
od " of hospital planning , and direct the 
planner to think in terms of human needs, 
pointing up the advantages to be gained 
from the suggested continuity between re
lated activities. The so-called myth that a 
hospital must be bui lt vertically in order to 
be efficient is exposed. Other areas dis
cussed include new forms of nursing units, 
interconnected rehabilitation services, an 
air cond itioning system, new design possi
bi lities with fiberg lass and lightweight plas
tics, the limitations of computer appli
cations and an organ transplant hospital. 

Better Buildings for the Aged by Joseph 

Douglas Weiss, AIA, New York. McGraw

Hilf Book Co., 1971. 286 pp. $22.50 . 

Seventy-seven contemporary housing 
and health facilities for the aged are 

presented in this book, which reflect so 
attitudes and architectural concepts CL 

rent in the U.S., Canada and Europe. E 
project is chosen because it serves a s1 
cial need within a particular environ me 
a low-income housing project in a mid
western city; a geriatric hospital in Italy 
church-sponsored community for thee 
derly in Florida, a high-rise apartment 
house and infirmary in New York. 

The approaches are as diverse as th1 
occupants themselves: those with grea 
financial resources ; those in reasonabl 
good health and those not; self-suffic ie 
individuals, and those dependent, emo 
tionally and physically. Types of faciliti1 
include hospitals for the aged , extende 
care institutions and nursing homes wi 
medical services, old-age homes with i 
firmaries; res idential facilities with som 
ganized services and care, housing fo r 
independent elderly and retirement co 
munities. Each building shown is illus
trated with plans, photographs and da1 

listings. 
This is a most comprehensive survei 

this specialized type of housing that is 
coming increasingly necessary. The b< 
portrays some of the many ways to pre 
the elderly with a milieu that offers the 
tential for comfort and contentment. 

New from Progressive Architecture 

.... .,,.· .. -

Design on the Land 
The Development of Landscape Architecture 

Norman T. Newton 
The first comprehensive survey of the art and practice of landscape 
architecture, Design on the Land also talks about landscape architects, 
who they are and what they do. But it is more than a chronicle of people, 
events and historical sights. In a style which captures the grace and 
beauty of some of history's finest (and not so fine) examples of land
scape architecture, Norman T. Newton writes about "the art of ar
ranging land, together with the spaces and objects upon it, for safe, 
efficient, healthful, pleasant human use." And he includes a discussion 
of the landscape architect's role in the conservation of natural re
sources and in the protection of the environment, a topic more impor
tant today than ever before. Over 400 illustrations. $25.00 

The Belknap Press of 

Harvard University Press 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 
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'Details from the Industry' 

Now, four times a year, P/A will feature a select group of 
advertisements showing professional architectural details 
of buildings. 

The 'Details' gives the manufacturer the opportunity to 
advertise products within the framework of a working drawin 
giving advert ising a new dimension. 

Remember, once a product is in the working drawing, 

it's in the building. 

To insure the use of these pages, they have been designed 
for easy removal and filing under the Uniform Filing System 
adopted by AIA, CSI and the Producer's Council. 

Call your P/A representative, get the details on 'Details', 
and arrange to use this important new program in your 1972 

schedule. 

Progressive Architecture 600 Summer Street Stamford, Connecticut 069• 
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Red cedar shakes form a pyramid of texture. 

Montauk Goll and Racquet Club, Long Island, New York. Gerti-Split No. 1 Handsplit Shakes, 24" x 3/4" to 1 !12". Architect: Richard Foster. 

>itting astride a dune-like hill, this Long 
d country club is both landmark and 
scape. A pyramid of beauty, it dominates 
iorizon. Amidst pyramids of sand, it 
1les effortlessly in a coastal environment. 
-he building has character. Rich texture. 
19th. All due in large part to the striking 
of red cedar handsplit shakes. 

Red cedar is inviting ; every shake is like beauty of red cedar to wo rk for you. 
a welcome mat. Specify Certigrade shingles or Gerti-Split 

And cedar is tough. Even in harsh marine handsplit shakes. For details and money-
weather it lasts for decades without main- saving application tips, write: 
tenance. It resists mildew and decay, ~·••rnuc""' 5510 White Building, Seattle, 
withstands hurricane winds, and is .. ~ .. ~"" q,_.,~ Washington 98101. (In Canada: 
naturally insulative . f ~ ~ Suite 1500, 1055 West Hastings 

Put the versatility and enduring ;;, $ Street, Vancouver 1, B.C.) 
~ .., 

"'" J' 9,$-
¥1NGtES l HA"~S 

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau 
One of a series oresented bv members of the American Wood Council. 



Superior 
metal trim 
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VENTILATION EXPANSION SCREEO No. 115 
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"V" TYPE VENTILATION SCREEO No. 120 ANO No. 140 
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PLAIN EOGE VENTIAL TION SCREEO No. 222 ANO No. 224 

Now in stainless steel! 
Superior ventilation expansion 

screed in all shapes is now available 
in stainless steel as well as the 
standard galvanized steel. Special 
trim available. 

Now you can have the lasting 
qualities of stainless steel at an 
economical cost. For information, 
write Electrical Division, 
H . K. Porter Company, Inc., 
1777 Industrial Way, Belmont, 
Calif. 94002. Phone 415-591-4461. 

BETTER PRODUCTS BY DESIGN 
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Progressive Architecture 

Notices 
Appointments 
Charles E. Thompson has been named es
timator and construction manager for Row 
Paras Associates Architects , Inc. , Tampa, 
Fla. Joe Chillura, Jr. was named design di
rector , and Eduardo Garcia was made an 
associate architect. 

Frank F. Douglas has been appointed di
rector of graphic design and production for 
Neuhaus + Taylor Arch itects and Planning 
Consultants of Houston. 

Aaron J. Farfel has been elected a direc
tor of CRS Design Associates of Houston. 

Clifford L. Freyermuth was named direc
tor of the recently formed Post-tensioning Di
vision of the Prestressed Concrete Institute 
of Chicago. 

Alec C. Frost has become a partner of the 
firm of Moore & Salsbury, Architects , AIA of 
West Hartford, Conn. 

Louis J. Prues, PE, has joined the firm of 
Quinton-Budlong of Los Angeles as vice 
president. 

Gruen Associates names Thomas W. 
Loosbrock as an associate, Roylance Bird , 
a vice president, and Arthur Golding as 
head of their design department. 

David Evan Glasser has joined the firm of 
Marquis and Stoller, Architects and Planners 
as partner in charge of its New York office. 

Walter Voyti lla became an associate of 
Burke, Kober, Nicolais, Archu leta , a Los An
geles-San Francisco architectural and engi
neering firm. 

James Morrison Leete, AIA was ap
pointed director of architecture at Giffels As
sociates, Inc. in Detroit. 

New firms 
CIRELLI/GORMAN ASSOCIATES, Architects, 

128 E. Princeton Road , Bala Cynwyd, Pa. 
19004. 

The Inter-Plan Partnership, the Village 
Courtyard , 8101 West 123 St ., Palos Park, Ill. 
60464. 

Kirby Ward Fitzpatrick, Architect, AIA, 
2001 Union St., San Francisco, Calif. 94123 . 

Edward M. Coplon, Architect, 60 East 42 

St ., New York 10017. 

Francis P. Kratina, AIA, 18 Unqua Road , 
Massapequa, N.Y. 11758. 

C.R. Wojciechowski, AIA, 10920 Wilshire 
Blvd., Westwood , Calif. 
DAAS, Don Ayres Architectural Services, 

19517 Bowers Dr., Topanga, Cal if . 90290. 

rsm 
CRETE "Experienced 

EPOXIES 
for maintenance 

surfaces ready for traffic 
within hours 

AIQ~'experienced" formula: 
fW I for specific problems .. 

CONCRETE TO CONCRETE TO 
WOOD TO METAL 

r@·1····;,.,·:ri·:=:~rr"··~'··~~·::"G~cRr:vv~':·,.·'.F·.· ·~:=3~"?'::::·;,.,,,.,,,,,~,~-

t For rem,!W'in9,old 
r co~rete $urlqces I . 
~ 
~ 
i 

Ouhtanding results..,.. deslrui!!d lot Canneries, Public. 
· llFl~wing C()Vering thln as Ii jnch 

COLOR 
1.4 decorator colors in stock. Match color available in quantil) 

ALSO IN COLORS 
Synthetic rubber caulking compounds for 
expansion joints and window glazing. 

RELIABLE 
Test Patch-you'll be convinced. Trial kit $2 .00 
to cover handling. 

i'FREE · . - ....... ·-·· ., 
! Brochure and specific data information available 
;.ull. n r .<IY.!•l. ·-·-• ..... 

STA-CRETE, INC• 
893 Folsom St., San Francisco, Calif. 9410 
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One reason Burke Tile 
stays good looking longer ... 

Accidental cigarette burns make most tile floors 
look old before their time. But that never happens with 
Burke rubber tile. It has excellent cigarette burn re
sistance. As a result, it looks good for the life of the 
floor. 

In addition , independent studies have shown that 
Burke rubber tile cuts maintenance costs by up to 
one-half that of other resilient floors . .. no burns , no 
extra care. 

Nonporous, nonskid Burke rubber marble, traver
tine, terrazzo, and Argonaut ® tile gives extra long 
service in areas such as offices, schools, banks, stores, 
hospitals ... wherever durability, good looks, and econ
omy are prime requisites. And it's available in a wide 
range of colors. 

For more information on quality rubber tile and 
resilient flooring accessories that are designed for years 
of heavy traffic and abuse, call or write The Burke 
Rubber Company. 

IJ 
ll 

Burke Rubber Company 
2250 South Tenth Street 
San Jose, California 95112 
(408) 297-3500 

Distributors and representatives in principal cities of U.S. 
and Canada. 

On Reader Service Card , circle no. 335 

The Rada Thermostatic Mixing Valve does a supe
rior job of conserving hot water. Because it does a 
superior job of controlling it. 

Once set, Rada's bimetallic brain automatically 
adjusts for both temperature and pressure fluctuations 
in the hot and cold lines and holds steadily to the tem
perature you set. 

Result: a safe, steady shower temperature without 
scalding or freezing bursts. Greater comfort for them, 
but more important, the safety you must have in 
schools, hospitals and other institutions. 

But t hat's not all. Rada cabinet assemblies also re
duce design and installation costs . We've designed 50 
different cabinet assemblies. So you can select the 
thermostatic control center that's best for your system. 

Next time be certain to specify Rada. It's a comfort 
to showerer and specifier alike. 

For an explanatory booklet and specifications on 
Rada Thermostatic control centers call or write: 

Richard 
Fife, Inc. 
1140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001 
Phone: (212) 683-0745 

On Reader Service Card , circle no. 34 7 



)utside heat.raises inside cooling costs. 
~onolite can help reduce the problem at its foundation. 
ook into Grace-Zonolite® 
1asonry Fill Insulation. It's 
1crediblestuff. Toputitanother 
ray, it's a lightweight, free
owing, water-repellent, vermin-
1roof, rot-proof, fire-proof, 
ound-deadening, inorganic, . 
ranular vermiculite! 
Year after year, it can deliver 

avings in cooling and heating 
olla rs that far exceed the 
1itial cost of the fill. 

Other virtues? Yep. 
Zonolite® Masonry Fill 

Insulation reduces sound 
transmission 203to 313. It 
increases a 2-hour fire rating to 
4. It pours in at the rate of 28 
square feet per minute. It's 
acceptable in FHA-financed 
housing. 

Want all the details, test data, 
specifications, and such? 

Say the word! 
~=' '.. 

"''f~ .~ ·~::· ; • 

"U" YALU ES- concrete block walls 
Wall Type Block Only 

Thickness, of Un in- In-
Inches Block sulated sulated 

6 Lightweight .40 .26 
Lightweight .33 .17 

8 Heavvweight .53 .36 
Lightweight · .33 .12 

12 Heavyweight .46 .25 

·zoNOLITE 
W. R. GRACE & CO. 
62 Whittemore Avenue [i-RACEj 
Cambridge, Mass. 02140 •-----• 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 403 
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EASY-TO-INSTALL 

Cedar 
Closet 
~anels 

CEDAR CLOSETS FOR ONLY 
$5.00 to $8.00 OVER YOUR 
ORDINARY CLOSET COST 

CEDARLINE-A dramatically different and 
easier way to install cedar c loset lining 
made from Tennessee Aromatic Red Cedar 
processed into large flakes and compressed 
into an attractively textured pattern . Has 
the same strong, I asti ng cedar aroma, so 
highly valued for generation s , that was 
found in fitted cedar boards. It's all cedar
no fi 11 ers or other woods added. 

CEDARLINE comes in standard4ft. x8ft. 
panels and easy-to-handle 16 in. x 48 in. 
panels. Panels are~ in . thick. Can be cut 
to fit and nailed directly to studs or over 
ex i sting walls . Need no finishing. Can 
a l so be installed with standard-type panel 
adhesives. 

Give your closet that wonderful forest 
fresh scent. See your Cedarline dealer, or 
write to us for further information and 
samples. 

(9edarline' 
A PRODUCT OF 

GILES & KENDALL 
P.O. Box 1 BB Dept. PA, Huntsvi I le, Ala. 35804 

On Reader Service Card , circle no. 354 
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Progressive Architecture 

Job mart 

Situations open 
Architects: Immediate openings for career· 
minded professionals in our major 
architectural office in Dallas. License, regis· 
tration and a minimum of five years' 
experience in commercial design of retai l ing, 
warehousing, and shopping center facilit ies 
required, along with a degree and U.S. ci t izen· 
ship. Progressive office staffed with 
professionals who are master-planning and 
providing comprehensive design services for 
new construction and remodeling of our 
facilit ies worldwide. Also, opportunity for 
future transfer to one of our regional 
management centers in the U.S.A. or to our 
European or Far East offices. Starting salary 
$15,000. Outstanding fringe benefits and 
opportunity for work on challenging projects 
are part of the package. MOBILITY is a 
requirement. You must be willing to relocate 
and accept occasional transfers, for we need 
mobile professionals. Your reply will be 
acknowledged with in a few days. Those 
applicants whose backgrounds and quali f ica
t ions most closely match our requirements 
will be interviewed within the next few weeks. 
TO APPLY, RUSH YOUR RESUME, which must 
include your sala ry history, to: Mr. Bill Benge, 
Dept. EA-10, Army Air Force Exchange Service, 
3911 Walton Walker Blvd., Dallas, Texas, 
75222. An equal opportunity employer. 

Architect/planner: Urban planning firm 
needs architectural graduate with approx· 
imate ly two years experience who is 
interested in the interface between 
architecture and planning. Applicants should 
be capable of site planning, preliminary 
building design and simplified rendering. 
Equal opportunity. Resume and salary re
quirements to : W. Albinson, Team Four, Inc., 
203 N. Meramec, St. Louis, Missouri 63105 

Architectural designer: An established mid
west office with broad work base, national 
reputation , 30 employees, desires to employ a 
young, experienced, aggressive architectural 
designer. Position: chief designer and 
principal in firm . Address resume or questions 
regarding this opportunity to P.O. Box 
303·A, Detriot, Michigan 48232 

Graduate architects: Start at $12,000-
$15,000 if you're qual ified to work under 
minimum direction of supervisory architects 
in drawing plans for remodeling and new 
construction, and assisting in the develop· 
ment of standards for our extensive facility 
layout, fixture and equipment programs. 
You'd make on site inspections of our 
facilities to determine design , 

space, equipment and volume require· 
ments before work is begun on a project, 
and you'd work with others in ou r departm• 
to coordinate mechanical and electrical 
designs with outside consultants, in add iti< 
to compi ling background information on 
projects for the supervising architects. Wor 
in our office is qualifying experience for 
licensing, and presents a broad exposure tc 
architectural problems. To qualify you'll ne 
a degree in architecture, plus at least three 
years progressively responsible design, 
drafting, or interior design experience in a 
large retail organization or architectural 
firm. MOBILITY IS A REQUIREMENT. You 
must be willing to relocate throughout the 
U.S.A. and overseas and accept occasional 
transfers. We have a strong benefits packa1 
with excellent opportunity for advancemen 
Your reply will be acknowledged within a 
few days. Those applicants whose qualifica 
tions match closely our requirements will 
be contacted for personal interviews within 
the next two weeks. TO APPLY, RUSH YOUI 
RESUME, including salary history to: Mr. 
Bill Benge, Dept. ED-10, Army Air Force 
Exchange Service, 3911 Walton Walker Blv' 
Dallas, Texas 75222. An equa l opportunity 
employer. 

High rise architect: Outstanding oppor· 
tunity with a prestigious west coast basec 
national firm for licensed architect with 
extensive experience on high rise buildin€ 
Existing projects , pending projects and lo 
range company growth plans require adc 
a senior architect to broaden current high 
rise capabilities . A very attractive base sa 
profit sharing and unusual vacation bene1 
are part of the package. Please reply to B 
# 1361-280, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTU 

Project architect: Expanding architectural/ 
engineering firm has opening for talented 
architects as project architects and project 
designers. Located in western New York an 
maintaining a regional practice through thE 
states of New York, Pennsylvania , Vermon1 
New Hampshire and Connecticut, this firm 
can provide exciting challenges to architec· 
oriented to the design of medical, educatio 
commercial and industrial facilities . Licens 
and/or degree helpful , but not mandatory. 
Please send confidential resume, includin~ 
requirements, to: Mr. Franklin D. Guidone, 
AIA, Director of Design, The Cannon Partm 
ship, 2637 Main St., Niagara Falls , 
New York 14305 

[continued on page 181] 



When you specify nylon carpet fiber, ANSO® probably isn't 
the first name that pops into your mind. Because you think it's just an 
"or equal." 

True, ANSO is equal to other commercial nylon carpet fibers 
in many respects. 

ANSO is a type 6 continuous filament textured nylon offering 
excellent color retention and fade resistance. 

ANSO is opaque to hide dirt. 
ANSO has density factor greater than 176,CXX> for required 

performance in commercial installations. 
ANSO has a Taber Abrasion rating of 4 or better 

(no sign of pilling or fuzzing). 
But there's one big difference 

between ANSO and most other nylon 
carpet fibers. All carpets made with ANSO 
nylon are guaranteed* for 5 years. 

So when you specify nylon carpet THEVERSATILEFIBERTHArsMADETOFIGHTBACK. 

fiber, perhaps you should say, "ANSO or 
its not-s~equal." 

Th;, ca'l)Ol ;, """aoleed by"'' Flbo" o;,;,;.,, ol Alllod Cl>omloal ll II 
Corporation. II it is proparlyins1alle<:1and maintained and the surface ft/J_led 

~~:1~~:~~:~:=~~=~e~~r:~~~~~!s*~~~ 1~~~=~~ ~1~~ · Chtmal 
pulls, cuts, ordamaga due to Improper cleaning agenls or methods. 

In this case the equal is superior. .. ~ ... pp-.. -· .. "---··liiiiii•~ .. p-·-.~ .P ....... -.. 

Allied Chemical Corporation, Fibers Division, One Times Square, New Yorlc, N.Y. 10036 (212) 736-700) 
•Meeting Allied Chemical Corporation Specifications. 
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New Facad· is so sculptured, 
it's almost sculpture. 

The.re's a new way to incorporate 
sculpture and textural relief in 

. t can be done with Facad"'. 
sculptured facing of easy-to-install, thin, molded, 

reinforced cement panels can be used as a total wall ele
ment; as spandrel panels, fascias, balcony panels or soffits. 

Sturdy, but lightweight (2 pounds/square foot), Facad is 
easy to handle. It comes in sizes up to 41 x 10'. No special 
skills or extra ~tructures are required. Installation is within 
the competence of carpenters o~ glazers. 

Facad is also very durable. And because it is all miner~ 
it is completely incombustible. 

Facad comes in a series of standard panel surfaces, on 
of which is shown above. It can also be custom-molded t• 
afford architectural designers a broad choice of textur 
color and pattern. 

· For complete information, call the Architects Servic 

Rep,esentative at yom (!1 U.S. Plywooc 
nearest U.S. Plywood ~ . ~_II A Division ol U.S. Plywood·Champion Papers It 
Office Or WrJte: n7Thlrd Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10017 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 40 



)b mart 
inued from page 178 

!Ct architects and designers: Desire 
1ted architects with at least 5 years ex
'nce in major project work, with particular 
r ience in medical facilities, housing and 
:utional projects . Key positions open in 
11an office. Daverman Associates, 
Monroe, N. W., Grand Rapids, Michigan 
12. An equal opportunity employer. 

ations wanted 
itect: Registered, NCARB, age 37, 
y, seeking challenging responsible 
ion leading to association/partnership. 
Je years experience in all phases of 
:ice including client contact and con
tion administration as project architect 
1stitutional, educational, commercial, 
;trial projects. Presently associate with 
i-disciplined consulting firm. Midwest 
ion preferred. Box # 1361-281, PRO
>SIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

uate architect. B. arch. comprehensive 
~sts. 11;2 years commercial and resi
al work. Experience in all phases of 
ice. Seeking responsible position with 
:n oriented firm. Northeast/New England 
ion preferred, but will locate elsewhere. 
me upon request. Reply to Box #1361-
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

Interior designer: Bachelor of science design, 
female, 35, single, experience large archi
tectural firm. Responsible in conjunction with 
project architect for interior layout, detailed 
working drawings, color schemes, specifica
tions of furnishings, equipment list, 
procurement controls, client presentations. 
Commercial and industrial proects. Regional 
preference midwest or south. Reply to Box 
# 1361-283, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

Architectural services 
Career Builders Inc., Agency: Complete range 
of Architectural and Interior Design place
ment under the direction of Ruth Hirsch. 
Apprentices to Senior Designers and Project 
Architects. Professional screening and per
sonalized service. References checked. 501 
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022, 
PL 2'·7640. 

Edwards & Shepard Agency: We are a design 
and architectural placement service uniquely 
equipped to locate and appraise the qualifi
cations, experience and effectiveness of 
architectural and interior designers, urban 
planners, systems and space planners, con· 
struction specialists, exhibit, lighting and 
environmental designers. We know (1) what 
positions are available (2) who the best 
prospects are (3) the right approach (4) how 
to break negotiating gaps (5) how to save 
money, time and effort (6) how to simplify 
procedures and appointments (7) the day 
to day state of the market. Contact Bill 
Shepard at (212) 725-1280. Interviews by 
appoint ment in our "dome on the roof" at 
1170 Broadway, N. Y. C., N. Y. 10001. 

Management consulting service: For archi
tects and engineers. Problems of organiza
tion, economics, personnel, profit distribution, 
mergers, office systems, files handled in 
confidence. We have served the professions 
for over a decade. Inquiries answered without 
obligation. Altman & Weil, Inc., 233 E. Lan
caster Avenue, Ardmore, Pa. 19003 (suburban 
Philadelphia) . (215) Ml 9-4646. 

Public relations/marketing: Is your archi
tectural practice growing? Are you well known 
and highly regarded in your market? Is the 
best of your work published on a continuing 
basis? Excluding staff and clients, are at least 
200 people currently familiar with your office 
and its work? Does your brochure represent 
you as well as your most successful project? 
If you answer "no" to any of these questions, 
professional public relations/marketing ser
vice may be of immense value to you. We 
would be pleased to discuss your growth plans. 
David S. Wachsman Associates, Inc., 51 
East42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017 
(212) 687-1196. 

Advertising Ratea 

Standard charge for each unit is Fifteen Dollars, with a maximum of 
50 words. In counting words your complete address (any address) 
counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may 
be purchased for thirty dollars. with a maximum of 100 words. 
Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be 
mailed to Job Mart clo Progressive Architecture, 600 Summer 
Street, Stamford, Conn. 06904. Insertions will be accepted not later 
than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication . Box 
number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box 
number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope. 
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ARCHITECTURAL 
CONCRETE 

WITH 
RIBBED LINER 

The Calumet Construction Co., 
Hammond, Ind., used Symons Steel
Ply Forms with Symons I Yi" Deep Rib 
Plastic Liner for all bearing walls and 
columns on the First National Bank of 
Lansing, Ill. The liners were handset 
for each re-use. 

These deep, architecturally dra
matic ribs can be easily cast into any 
concrete surface. As the sun revolves 
through the day, distinctive shadows 
appear within the ribs, giving the 
concrete surface strong, clean lines. 
Several different finishes are possible 
with this linei:. Concrete can be left 
smooth, sandblasted or roughened by 
hammer blows and bush hammering, 
The rough finish shown was obtained 
by bush hammering. Liner life is high 
and not affected by the number of 
concrete casts. 

Symons architectural form liner 
brochure is available upon request. 

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY 
DIVISION OF ~SYMONS CORPORATION 

158 E. Touhy Ave., Des Plaines, Ill. 60018 
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South Senior High School, Minneapolis, Minn.; The Cerny Associates-Caudill-Rowlett & Scott, Associated Architects. 

Can there ever be a perfect school doorway? 
Until there is we recommend the one in the picture. 

The remarkable elegance is achieved with a simplicity and 

honesty that invites outright imitation. The closers are 

LCN Smoothees®, stop-face mounted, 4110 Series. 

Your Hardware Consultant knows all about them. 

Ask him, or write LCN Closers, Princeton, Illinois 61356. 
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Credits I Architects: N euhaus & Taylor - Houston, Dallas, New York I General Contractor: C. H. Leavell & Co., Houston, Texas 

"No marble palaces. " But a large Texas school district board did specify 
a new administration building that expressed permanence and stability. 

To meet that challenge, the architects chose cast-in-place concrete with 
limestone sand and selected limestone aggregate for the exterior. 
The result is a structure of dignity and permanence. Yet the light color 
enhances the sense of invitation and openness. 

Three finishes create striking contrasts. The hammered finish exposes the 
golden toned aggregate for a highly textured-surface with soft gold color. 
Sand blasting developed a lighter color and smoother texture. 
Precast white concrete sun control devices and planters have a 
glassy-smooth finish . 

Inside, fiberglass forms helped create the waffle slab floor and roof 
structure. For wall, beam, and similar flat surfaces, high-density plastic 
overlay plywood forms were used. All these exposed concrete 
surfaces are white concrete. 

The four-story building contains 15 major floor levels, providing 
178,700 sq. ft. of space. These 15 floor levels surround the 4-story cleared 
ceiling height central patio in a square, counterclockwise spiral. 
Each level is only 3 ft., 6 in. above or below the next level. 

We would appreciate the opportunity to help you meet your next 
design challenge. For new ideas in architectural concrete using Trinity White 
and new Trinity W armtone, write: P.O. Box 324, Dallas, Texas 7522 1. 

WM~Whti_ 
Creari viry in Concrete 

General Portland Cement Company W 
Offices: Da llas• Houston• Tampa• Miam i • Chattanooga• Fort Wayne • Kansas City, Kan.• Los Angeles 
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Our building 
automation 
team. 
Strongest 
inthe 
league. 

Johnson: 
automation 
specialists 
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LocaL Our team is especially strong where 

you need it most: at the loca l leve l. There , 

Johnson sa les engineers-the best in the 

field-cal l the p lays . Assisting them are lo

cal app l ication engineers and other t echni 

cal support personnel , al l specialists in the 

true sense. Construction super intendents , 

instal lation mechanics, e lectricians and 

pipefitters round out the local team. 

Regional. F i rs t -1 i n e b a c k u p for b u i I d i n g 

automation systems comes from our re

giona l eng ineering staff , organized over 12 

years ago. These al l-pro v eterans , who 

average l QY, years of contro l center experi

ence, have no counterparts in the league. 

Headquarters. Equally outstanding are our 

home-office contro l center systems special

ists, whose managers average over 13 

years' e x perience in the bui lding automa

tion field . A lso at headquarters is our 

unique computer fac i lity, the industry 's first 

devoted sole ly to software support for com

puterized contro l centers. 

Johnson is involved in a ll aspects of bui lding 

automation. In temperature and humidity 

controls . Systems for emergency l ighting . 

Building security. Fire and smoke detection . 

Precision timing and signa ll ing. Int e rcom

munications . Remote equipment startup. 

D igital contro l centers with our 

exclusive system format. And 

more on-line computerized en 

vironmenta l contro l centers 

than the rest of the industry 

comb ined . 

We bel ieve that the f inest 

control systems in the 

league deserve the 

finest team be

hind them . 

That's why we made 

our team so strong .. . es

pecial ly on the loca l fir ing 

l ine , with a l l-out support at 

regiona l and home -off i ce 

leve ls as we l l. 

Finding new ways to do 

things automatically is 

our business. 


